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· space_s in~ great, detail.. 
' D • 
The first· one is 'the cH.tss of: 
~· 
duc.ed .by·GROTHENDIEc'K as fl. prototype of duals of . (F)-spac;:~s . . 'A rion·~l?cally 
. . . 
The ·second' one is .. the . 
·class .ot'~schw~tr·t~ spa~_e.s. · :~~e".role ~of ·d~r~ain . Ba~ac~ ~p~ce's ·a~_ ;,.universal" 
... . J: . 
·to' the "VaJ;~ety" of all ·~c~wart; space~ · is· inves~_igated:-­ Finally;· co- · 
. ' 
. . 
Schwartz space~ .~re introdu_ced in a fa~~ion 
n~~lea~ ; spaces 'hom that of nucl'ear spaces. 
,. 
' ... ·· provi9_cd •.. "'\ 
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a~logo~~· t _o \h? .. ~tu·d~"of co-
. Sev_e.ral co(ln t er-exam~l~·s: a;r~. 
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· This chapter ·begins with a rapid survey oi the duali/y .theo~y o£ locally 
o ) rl I 1 ' • ' 
cbr)veJ5. _spaces t'~ ~e~ve a~ a prepara ~orr 111a teria<"l . for the subseq~~nt. chap~ers. 
. . I • . • 
Duality }llf!:YS an. important role in the
1 
development-· of (DF)-.·and ~chw~r.t~ 
. ' . . . ~ ' 
.. 
:' • • ! • ' • .. 
spac.es,_ whose .~tudy is .the m~j~r a~m ~f ' this ~hesis.-. A:(ter recapitulating .. 
the st·an·d:rd ~otion$' and 'basic result~ • . we devlate to the stud; .of .the , strong_ 
.. t• 
• I 
. dua1s and 
.· . ~ti'ong bidual.S of (F)-sp_~c~~-. ·. This is d'one to. ~otivate the definit'-
. . .. - ' 
intt.oduced by .GR6THENDI EC~ [ 7 ] as a prototype of st.roJ1g .. 7 :··ion of a (DFj.- space, 
\ ' t • .i ). 
We 'con~! u_de the 1 chapter with a .'co~prehensi v~, ·but not · 
I . :. . . 
.· ... ··.···.d~~~·s··~b-f (F)-spac£s. 
• .' 
I r 
pr9perties df the:sci 'spaces· . 
•.,.. ·• ~·,I' 
. ..... 
· .. ~xhaustive tr~atment of . import.ant 
·.• 
I . ' ' ' ' 
Unless other1dse mention~d, ~e a!ways fo.llo~· the· terminology ~f KOTHE : 
• • • ' ' ' ' ; • r./1 1 • • f. 
[U] .... Set theo;retical diff~_rence ·is indica ted by . the · symbol: "' · , . and fl M 
. . , ... ~- . I C:> • • • "" • • ~ • 
denotes the rest~i'ction of the .map· f j to th~·se~ M • . We use t .he · symbol # 
l . /' , ~ : '. 
to indicate 'the end of ~ pro(>'f or ·of · any numbered · statemel}t "?ithout proof. 
. . .. l . . J 
. . . . 
. ' . . . I . 
D~ahty theory. of ' locally convex; spaces ., 1 
.. . ~ . .. . . . . . ... . I . . . . . . . . . . . 
All _l.~ne~r. spac_e~ cons~d~~e~ a~~ I ov~r t,~e field 0~ x:eal ,or COIIJ~lex ... :. ,'13 ' ' 
:u~:;::: :::0 :11 E sp::::.::·::::r:av::t:•::::o::. b: H::~:::f:~b:: d:::;~ 
~The -r -duaZ of E · is t~e · spi~e E'. ~l a~. I ~ ~c.oni:Ln~ous· linear functional~ 
. , on E. ·. · -The al,g~braia ·. dua·Z ·.E.* ·. _of_. · E'l is th~. s:,.~ce' of ~11 linear. functibna,ls 
on ·E. The linear spaces . E_1 ~d'~ E ove~ the same field a:r:e said to -'be · 
in auaLit:y. if there exls.ts ·a 'bi.llnear ;form ~ > . .. :on.· E1 ' -~-~;--~ich. 
I se~ar~~~s .th~" p.oi~'ts of· . E~ ~ .. · ~s w.eJ:~-- \as· -~2 J iT\ the sense of B_(jU·R~t·KI [2] '· 
1 r· •• 
\ . 
.... ~ ... 
·.. .. . .. .. .  
. . . ' ' ' -· . ·. 
. ' ' . . 
-. . 
. .. . 
·' 
·.I 
I - ..... . ~· .. .. 
. . .. 
:\ 
./ · 
.. . ' I 
. • · 
. ... 
' ,.J.,.: ••• 
' . 
.. 












. ' . ' . 
• I 
.. . 
• c 0 
I . 
I 
.... ~ ~ 
,. 0 







• \~e ." also ~~y,Jhat · <E~,El i~ _::_P.·~~~upair. ·F~i su.ch_· a pair, -. th~}.ueak..t~p~iogy~ ' 
• 1
5 
(IZ 2 ~. on E1 . is. the weak~s't to.polot{ ~h~~h, _·t;~nd~~s .. each m~mbci ~f ·.·E2 ... ·a 
· continuous lin:ear functional. Sitri~larly·'.' .T s (E.l) I' ~~.,'.i;th.e weak topology on 
I! d~firied by' ?1: 12 ; 
.. . •. 
0 •• 
' j ' 
' Now, .for a space .E[t.] , . \E,E'> is always a. du~i 'pair and' the topo~ogy · 
•• I 
· .. I 
1 [E') qn E is in general. courser than T •. A -topology on p is said · to 
.• ,b: admissibte fo;-l~e P.airing < E, E' > if i:he d~a l of E ' «~~·":! the to~o I o g~ 
, . . l . • ~:J 1 • · 
is precisely E 1 • · Cle.arly the weak topology is the weakest''adrnis.s·ible 
1 topology for 
. . . . . . 




-· on E . ari'sing from the 
• • 0 
I 
pair_'ing .<E, E I> is by m~ans l~r pci'iars!~ -It For . each ·.set 
. . . . . ("~ . I 
:::: {f& E' :.l<x,f>l· < 1 for each . l( in A} 
I ~. - I 
- - • • 0 0 
A c E, the po Za:r: jA • and ·.is 
an ·absol ut'ely ··convex · T (E)-closed subset of . E' ·. Dua-l-ly for 1 
··s. . . •. 
' B C· E' , · 
( • 0 
8° = {x e. E : I <x,f> I <· 1 . for each f ·in . B}' . The bipolal;' theorem assertS· 
. · .. : ~hat A00 is the. ·Ti (.EJ-closed. absoiute~y convc~ ··hull of A·. The symbol 
. · r\A) · r .efers t~ ~he absol~t~~y. ~onvex - hull of · A. c·orr~sponding to ea~h 
\ i 
faf!'ily. M of • 
5 
(E)-boun.ded sets of E', the £amity . .{pM : .ME _'M} of_. . 
, . . . 
s~~l~~rm.sdefined by pM(x), = s~p~ {.1-=x,f>J .. :'·~;eM} .prescribes a .focally\ 
·' 
.· ·coiwex topo'logy on E. . The fllmi.ly M ~ is said to · b~. satirr>ated i'f · 
:·· .. . . \ . . · .. 
N c .M • i'mplies N .E M, 
.· 
D . ' • 
I 
2) .· M E: M implies · >. M' f. _M far each scalar 
I ' 
A , and 
.. 
. 













' \ .. . .. 
3) M, N E M imp liOs th.it the. -i 5 (E)- closed ab sol u•e ly cOnve~ llu.ll o.f : fl V. ~ . . ' . · :~. : 





_:If M is totat' in . E '· , in the s~nse that V {M M ·E:M} ~ . spans"; E',', · th~~~ ·. 
' 
. t ·he g~nera'ted topcll~gy on E i:s" fin~r· than .the . w~ak topology . .. ~- (E') . 
'" .. . . . . ' . . · ·~ . ~ ... s. . 
M j_~i satt.irate_d, the converse,is true. 
If • > 































t-L..t':.,. , .# . 
f • • ~."" 
. . 3 . 
r. 
.. 
. . ~ ' . 
.' 
If M~ is any·tamify.of T ·(E)-bounded s.~ts',· . tner~· is . a snia,IrE:ist ' ... 
s • • ' • I 6 
sa turn ted family - -~* w~ich contains M·.. If .M i~ ~-~ta~ ~nd satur~ted,· . t~~ 
fit • ' ' ' , ' 'l ' ' •' ,.'';1 ' : : • ..j. I ' :. 
. 0.. . ' 't ' . • 
family .{M :M E: - M~ of"polars of conve:~(. t
5
_(E).-closed members of ~ ·M ... forms · 
a neighbo~rhood b"asis foy the polar topology . . . This topol~gy i .s usu~lly~-· ,· , 
. ' .... . . 
. .-
' ~ . . . . ' rc'£~rrcd to as the .to~o logy of unif;rm ~on~e~g.ence ~fL .. th~- mempe11s. of M ·(;r .. 
·. , si~j1ly .the - M.-topo logy) . The ~fak ~opolog~ . T . (E I) .' . in E 'is obtained by . ,;.' •. 
. . ' . . ... ., . ,, . s . ·. . ·' . ' 




, . . ~ . 
T is'realiz~~ _by setting M to.be ti1ysaturat~d·'family o't-!1~! : t-!3.qu_icori~1-nuous· ··· 
, . . . . . . . . .. ... 
I ' '' \t e ' I I' 
-subsets .o·f E'. The Maokey . topol_og~. -rK(E') andYthe !3,tl'ong to~ology 1-b(E') .· ._ .· .·.-
on E arc .rcspec-tiv"ely. the M-topologies ·-·corresp6nd'ing to the families o~ - ~1 ·1 . · • 
~ .. . -
abso.ltitely convex ts(E)-compact sets, _and· ·,
5 
(E)-bounded s'ets.of _E;. ,. 
'•' . ~ ' "· 
That .TK(E') -<$is th~· -~a~g~.st ad~iss~ble topol,ogy . for . <E,E 1_>.: -is. the· 
i • • • • 
content··· of t.h~ Ma~·key-Arens Theorem . . · Yet · another top. ology ·"· T . (E 1 ) • on' ·E ·. · 
. j . b* . . 
.is obtained by. choosin~·· M. · to b~ the __ satura.tion of .all ' ·.\ CE)-:bopnd.ed ~utse~s · 
of. -E'. Clearly. ts~E!) · < : t_. ~ tK(E') ·.< Tb~(E') <. _Tb(~ 1 ) '· .when "<" . . refers 
"co ~scr . than'r'. . ~ir: addi d.on to these we also nee~r~o· t~pol~gy denoted · by · 
.· . . ~ · , 
to 




', ', E'[T J. 
. '\ , . . .. · .
: 'f.his is a topology_ on E'. · 
\ 
,,. .•. 
. ' . " 
The space E [T]' .is said to be barr>etle¢ 'i£ T = .. . . ' . ·Tb (E') . ··-:: ~'nd inf:r>ab~r.e Zled 
. ..: ... ~~ ' . -
I . 
T ·= _,..b*Ct 1 ) ~. Eq'tiival.ently qT) is balrelled' if and onlr i'f ea.'c:h ban:ez 
; ; • , • • t n • t ! . •· 
(i'. e. c_losed absolutely convex ~~sorbing · set) is· a· T-neiglibourhoo&.- of . 0 ; 
. . , . . . . . ~ .. 
. if 
. . ~ 
. . : . ... 
· agd; ' Et~J .. is. infrabaTI~elled if each bo:r>nivorous (a set ·which absol'ps · al~ 
. . .. .. . (' . . . . . . . :-.,.·. 
bounded s~t;s) bar~eJ./is ~- T-~~ighbourh.oo9. .of . 0; A. bo:r>noiogipa~ ipaoe·· -is. a 
• • • I .. • • .... I • . . • ' • . . ..... \ ... .. . . 
" ' • • •• • • • ' 1;, 4,' ' • "' \ 
. )oca_lly conv·~x. spac.e in . whicn every abso~utely_· co'riv.ex ·bornivorous ·set is·~· 
r· . . - - . . . 
,• 
neighbourhood of. o.'. · .The. bornologiaal -topology 
. . . . . - I . . . . . 
the: finest locally convex t,opQ!ogy _whC?se famify of }?ounded s~ts 
t* ass~ciated with ~· t .. is· · · ... I· . 
i~ identic::al ··· 
.. ~ ... 
. .. 
:. 
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·\Vi th . th~ family Of ' ,T!"bOUnded SetS . . ~'!early 
onl'y if · -r = :T*·. 
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"" : ' • ,; ; 
4'. 
borno~og.i.ca'l i ·f and 
. . 
" . . 
. . - : 
·. \ 
The · bidual E" 
. {/ ' .· ·' 
•• . J. . ·" . 
o~ . E_[T] .·.is ·th;. :b(E).:.dua·( _Of· ·E 1 , : The . c,anoriical. 
'·' 
•'' I •' 
: ..•. 
· · ,.,. ~~P ·.I 'E -:~-· E" ·.<refined by · L(x.)(f) ... ~ ·<x, f> . for x i~·· ·· iL ' f in : ri·~ · 
.. : ·' . ~ .. . . . . .. ' . ' . . .. ' . : 
imbeds E into · ~he .. ·bidual E". The space ~. E[ •] i~.:semi-r'efZexiv,e. if :. the 
u ... ( • • • 
m3;p . I' ·.is · onto,' .or equiv~\eJltly ,• · ' on E', th~· 'top9~o1riesJ .· -rK(E) and Tb{E) 
I • • ' •, ,_, , 
coincide· . . Now <E' 1 E"> ·. forms a dual pair. The s.trong bidtial .of . 'E(T] is 
the space "E~'[tb(Ei)] · · §1-risi~g ·f~~m the ~ P.~·i,~i-~g _.- <E' ~E"> :~· ~he. space . ~[t] 
" • • • • 0 
is ref:Zexlve ·.if and ?nly if .the canonica'l . riuip I .of E onto th~ strong 
. bidt.i~l -is ·an.. ·i~cimorphis'!l. onto .. :! .It is well~k~~~n :~'!?t a .space i~- refl~xi~e 
. :.·. if .an'd o~.~Y if .i.:t . is: b~th ;_eini-r'e~l~xiv~ _:and , i_nf\.r~~arrel.le~. · . . - :·· · · ... 
. t , ; • ' ' ~"\:. 
·: . · .. 
~- .. 
• •• • .. • 1 ' ~ ' • • t\ .. 
. · ... the topology of uniform · ccfuvergenc~· on· the 
r· . , . . . .. 
· . We sha~} ~l so .conside·r the·· natu~ci"Z. ·.-t.opoZogy 'n (E'~) · .o~: E' 1 . whic}, i.~·.' 
.,. . :1· . ' . . ' ) . . . ~ 
T-equ1cont1nl!OUS subsets· of 'E1 .' 
. ~ .. . 
We · -~einark that ·· wl1i ~ e rn (E' ).. ,induces the i~itia_i topo_logy ·.~ :-:on : ·:E, the .. · 
"' .· · · top_ology . T b CE 1 ) : C?n··' E" ... .- ~~~uces .. 'bll' (E.' ) .of)· .. _ ~ ·:W~ s~~ · · '{b] ·:is dis tin-: 
. ' 
, ... 
. ' • 
• • {0 
... 
. . . 0. 
~~ished if"~ t_s . strong ·_d~a~ is bar.r~ll:ed, ~r e~ui valent_ly · ·Tb·(E) = T~ (~"). on : ~~~.. . . . 
.··. 
J • ' : 
E' •. '• "' . ,- . . I 
. . f 
. ' 
- . i 
'I 
For· a of . E[t )' - we have' a p~ir~n~ · ~ ·<.~, E' ~~~~ .: The top6logy 
. . ~ . 
./ 
- . . . . . 
· T (E 1.) . rel a t.ivized ( (E './~)''· , while th~· relati,viz-
s · ·· · ·s · . ·.· ·a~ions of .. -rK~H) and. Tb(E 1 ) · are :: ars¢.1- .than ·- ·~K(E'·f~) . al'}d.,. . ;b ·(~~iJ+L)· , · 
.re~p~ctl~~l~i\ . ~f -'· I-! _'is a cfosed lin,ea~ . . E. · and ,Tq ·r~pre_sen.~s· · ·.".· . ' 
. . · (--~·-·! • ' . ..... • . 
th_e · q~ot-iefi1f topology on E/H, .· th'e dual_ of E/H [T- . ) . . n be id~ntifiec:J. with 
.""• . . . . . q . ' 
· ·itf- · and. t ·(t-tl-) on E/H · is precisely. ~he ·quotie~t· _topol~gy . (E') 
·: .· .. ~ s . 
.... 
; ' ' 7. · .. 
.,., 
• • I . 
\ .·\.,.r .' ' . . . 
·. : 'For a family ~- {E.· ~ € A) of · ·lo"cally convex spaces TIE 
(l . . . " ·,. . . . ' . C1 l 
pr>odu~t sp~ce with -the prod~ct topology. 'rhe aZg~bro~ic dir>~at · swn C9 .. ~a . i ~ . : : . ·. 
• ' p ' • • • • • • ' • , I . . . " : . . ~ ' .• . . • I ' • • ' • 
' the . subspace of TIE ~onsi~t~ng .'of those 11embers .with onlY. a finite num}?er of 
a 
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' ·~ 
.. ot,-:: 
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.. : . 
. ~ 
• . ~ t 
:• . .. , z \... ' . ... .. -rl 
- · •. : ·.. ·-~~n- z~~o ,.co~~~di~atcs.; · · ~e lo~a~Zy :-~~nvex. dir-e~t-. ~Wn 
•' ... 
. . ' 
• ' . I " I 
. ' 0 
,e , 1 • 1-d_. . 
, . . .' 1 ' 
topology. on \' ~ E 
f • ' ' ' ' '• • I • 
: ' i' .. ·. ' ..... ' . .. c . ~ . . . 'Cio ' . a· 
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, i's th~ finest· lckally· conve;x t_op.ol.ogy T$!rt~er.i.ilg ·each fnj e~ti·~n •· 
•• · ·~ • ' "' •• !. ' • ,a, .1" • • ; , ' . ' .. • , . r 
; .. ~ 'I • I • ' ' 1 > , '• , ( ~ .. .,_ I ~ ' 




. ' _ .• a , "~. -.· ·. a .-·· .. ·----> . .-. _. _ . : ... \ ·· ·· • ·<> ! ·• :-~ :-· · · · . 
. ·', 
... 
... . ·, . of_ ·set\ of . -t;he_ form .:) . I (U~j · wh4!re 'f.or;.;a ~fix~d ·a;. · fu~} ·~epieas~nts <{~ .· . 
; . , , . . -. a a . .., . '41fi ,. • • •• • .., - • 1 - • • • • • 
' 
- • t ' o ' 0 I I ' \ o - 0 0 > o : ·Ct • . t 0 1 o I " o 
neighb_ourhq~_d.. b~:is of6 o .. ~i~ · ~a-~ . ~nd . . r c/Ct (Ur/ · .d~npte~ .. ~th~. absolut~ly ~ · , · 
· · ·· · · · · . . - · .. . · · . ·:. .. . .. : . ., a· · ·· ,p • • • • ~ : • 4 · 
. ,, conve-~ -h~l'l o~~:the, un~o~ :~~ :~;·. ·. ~n-(~e). ·. _ .:. - :~··. _.0 ·.:~· _- • 
•' 
0 
• , ' • , ' \ C ' ~~a, 
: . . . . . . . . - . -~·". . . : . .. . . 
, . • , Mpre genef~qy, l:et _ {.E
0
._fi a f} rt~X · . . ~dena~: .. a ·fainH·~· ~f1)?·~ally ·convex 
. .' . . ..' . ' . . . .· ~ . ~ ' ; :· ·. . ' . : . ·. $-- ft • ·C . . ·•. • -~.. .. . • ' . • : . • . ~: , I ) .. • ~ 
spaces; and -~or ;ea_ch, ·'\·· '')e_t.-~:~·t!a ·: .f.!a•t E denot:~ - a ·l~nenr map,. where 
\ : .. .. 0 .. •;, ,' ..._ 
0 ~ '
0 








·E • . is ! the £pan of the s.l:!t ·. · •~.ht '('E\}.- ' l.;et :: · T-> Cl"enote· th'e ·.finest · J:o~all~on.vex 
• •• ... • . ... • ..: 0 ~a .. ex. . • . .. .. . 
.. ._ .. , . ·. 1, · . . . .·. ·. a·•A: .. · · . - •. ·.· . - · · 
' (not neccs·sarily ·Hausci'Otff)' topologY. on . ~- . -~hich rertder:~:· ~.lJ.Ch . u .. C~n~~nN<?U~. 
-' 
.-
• • • . • " • ~ '.· r •• , · •• • • • .. •• • • , • • • . a . . .. 
· .. · .--:-· .~- · . ·rf. -. :r,. 'is ,.~itl_~~o~i~! .. t~~~~-~\-~ti·J\ :1-~":c~;.l~~.-:-~·~·~'· i'?d~c:t~~: -u~it- (:·or .. i:o~a.~·t~· ·-· ·, "' ~· :. 
: ' • • • • : .. ~ ~" •0 • • ... ' •• • • • • • • .- • ' • _\· . • • •• ; • . -· 4. • · . . • .' 
· ·· :· Q~nvex hul'l.·) -io'f ·the -~~m~ly, _ · _(}~a [·1a] ,u~;l~E'~:·, . ·: ··_.~e -: w:-t"?,f.e: ,this · by_·the. ?~t~'!l~!l~ . . . . . -
. • . • # I I • • • • I I ,.. • ' ; •• ' • J ., ... • • • • ~ ~ .. • • • • : • 
·' ,-.. :-. " :i;[~·J. =r_ • • .L u,J([~a.'].] . ' ri.'·· A· ;_i ·~ ...-(. 'c~imta~l~ s·_at·,'..,t~'e.n.· -·· E(t].- {~ ca~leq t.~e ·.:... ·. 
·. • • · ' . ·:. . ' . I . ae A . ..... ..... . . t . . - • 
-gerzei>aUzed $triai induqti~e limit. :<~if ·the~·famfly. · rn · · ~dditiorii :i£ ea~h u • · . . 
. 0 :, · . . : ·. : ·. · .. !> r ..... ' :_ : .· ' • • i '; . ~ ~ . . ... ·. ~· : • '1' . ·· .. : ~ ~ ' . . .. . . ' ~ : I . . . · • n .:1) .. . . -· ~. '' . 
is' the ident~tY m~p and , E . is the union .'of the. it:\cr.ea-sing . se~ue-pce·. of sub•' .. ·· . ~" · ,. .. . 
. ; • ~ '. ; ' , • • . -~ . ' : .r:J. .• • •, . . : ·• • •· . ~ . ~ '"' • ' .·• • ' . •.. . . :·:. . . ! • • 
" · · . . spac,~s {E }',· ,then .t~~ serierali~ed· str_ic't- ~·n'duc.tive'limit' -topol~gy . in~.uce~. ·._· :'. -... ,: ~ c. • • n, ~ ·. ·.. · .· ·d · . · · . · .. · : · · · · , · .... · , : · · · · " ' . ' ~· 0' 
•' ' 
I l ::, 
.. " 
.. 
.. I .. ~ Ll 
'I 





~ • • I 
-· 
0 
. v> _ ·o~ da~·h_: . E-~ . ·~ t.o?o1o~_Y ·_~ri~rs.e·~· .- , t~~I!>_:"~n ·:·- I_f. ~f_or e~~h .. :;; . ~+I.· .r.~st_rfc~_ed ... _· 
to En ·is·, ~he t9poi_o~y-_ · -~n~ ··then . ~E_.lt L is . . ~~1 .~~~ -~he -~_titi;;· ·i~d~a#;~ · -- -
· . . · · · · ·. o' . .. .. · • · . c ~ o · · • . . 
,;, . Umit of .. the. f?mily._. :An abso'i~.;~tely convex- ao'sorbirl-g · ~et ·.v' ·qf ·· - ~ _· is' a·. 
; • .... ' . ' Q • • ; • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • 
, --~ 
• .. · 
. . ' \ . . . . 0 : . ·.. . . . t . .. . • • • •• • • •' . . .• 
' neighbourhood· of ·.o ·.for tpe: strict-- il)du.ct;ive ·1imit topology . .J.f· and · only' if 
.r' ' ' ' ' J ." • • • : . .J >'' • ' ' •: . -., IJ ,' • C • : ' • .: f • :-. I ~ ~ • ~,. • . o ·, o ,' ' ' : : ,. • 
.• v 1\ E 'is . a·. T·. -neighbourhooa _o.f - . "o; in' E . 'for. e'ach '. n-. · ... :· . # • ' • :: 
n , n . ·. · - .. n •· - · · 
• .. • • • • ·.. • • • • ~ ; I • • a, . .. . ' 
. -\et·:--: f :·: E ·+ F. 
0 
be a "linea-r m~p· betw~en two··· lo-~a:fly :c~~yex- stfaces. ' .. The.:-· 
(.J q o • ,' • 1 ' • • •" :fW¢1' . ' ) , 0 • ) I ' 4 
' . linear map . f* ·: ·F.* --~. E*_ ~def_i'ned . by . f'!'-_(y*} (x) ;= y~ (f'(x)) ~ ·.· for x ·in - E :.- . 
II ' • ' • ' • • I • ' ' , ~ ' ' ~ I • o ' . ' • • • \ ' ' ' 
. arid ·;.· y* in ··~=~ .· .i_s c~l.'i~~ ' the: algeb_r~t'a ' adi~int';•bf '. --f.· . ·· It' . f:: i$' c'ont'inuoi,Js,. ·- . . . . 
. I a . • I> . ;_- • ·• • : • .. . • • .: .. I . : . . : - ~ " • ·. : -. ·. . . •. • . • • . •: • .: . . • # , • 
" . then 'it i~~ ~-s~~~~ ·- · T 5 (F')~ .,(~eakr~~_..c9nfi~uq':s, _.~-~-d ___ c~ns~9u:en~l~,' __ . 
f'~(F , ·) c :E •': He.nc-'?, ~ f · f.. is w·eakix' C!J!iH~u~~s ~e: <;:ail' defi"~e· -~he. tr~napqse -, · 
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by ·.f' .Cy').C~) 
.-
. /" • • 6 . 
"':' 
y'(f(:<)) .·fo'r· x in ~ - and· y' in 
.. 
. ' 




f.'i : . E" ...;. ·F" i.~ well-.. 
,• .. 
.. . 
f ·'·· E F.. 7 · . .. ..... 
,· > . 
: ·~··:·.:-·. --:-·, .· ·: ·fr.. ~~mplete.me·t.ri~~bl_e locally.,convex ·s~a~~ is an (F)-sp~·C..-e: it .forms ., •. 
. 1 . . . . ~. . . .. . 
: • . - ., ' . . • •· . . . • • <-- • .• . ·.. • . . ' 
. .
. ~-:"" _.. .·· an _ i_mport,<lnt. s:_Ia;;s " o~ toR:~loflical v_ector spa~es, _and ·oc·curs .. ·~atura~ ly in · t•P, I • • • \ ; . '\ • . ' • • ... • • • • • ,"· . -. • • • ~ • • • ~ 1 / 
·<J 
·' .. 
u.-:·· · ... ·_·: .. th_o ·. th~·9ry -.a; dis:tribuqons._.a~d · many ·~ther · situa~iops . i,'~ anal~s:i:~_' ~n· (F.)'--. 
·. i ·· -~ . ~- , . sp.ace: i·~:.·a ·h~a:,~ }~~~:~ . .r~-~d.' _ Baire ,· and'" b~rh~lof}i.caJ ::~nd_ . .Pa·ss~s·~~; ~ari-~ .Pl_;~a~ant .... ,· _. · 
• ,,. • • • • 0 • \1 . . . . ,.. . . 





ptop~rtlGS ··such: ·as ·;the ·K-rein:.smul.ian ·Property ·for 6.ontrex :·.sets:· [9')'·,.. and · 
... .. .. ~- ··.~ · • •• : . ·. ·:.··.:·· ' - •• • • • ~ .. ~; '. ( . ~ ... ·., .· . :·. · • • • · · - ... ~:·:· J 
. ,' . . . sa~·isf:tes· the- OP.eti. map'p.ing. and c·lose'd gr.3ph;~-t·h~orems [9) .' ··It · is.:._weq•known_., .. 
• -~ ~~. r • , • • '• • ' . •, • . • t, ' ·~ ' ... • • • • • " 'I ' • • • ," ' 
1 . ; • th~ \ < t ~~ ~eak ~ .;,i '~f ·~n: (f);. sPac'.; p~·s s e s s ~ ~ a ~.,;.be'ho,f ~ s ~~~ ~ht g · ~roP~>;t i e s , 
· in q)'htra~~ \'li~h ~'thi~ a~d in· contTast w'ith the st;rong duais oi;;. ~~!)ath sp~tes, 
··:.. . . , ,. ~. . \ 
,. . 




t~~· : thaf· .of \fi~_:s~;C:~ ~--E.~- itself . For example~· .:~E' (rb(£1] ~- no~ ... ~e_t~~z~b-1~':· 
' .· .: 
u?le~~ ·:·'E . ~.s __ nor.~~b~f; _al~o, E' ~.'b (~)] .. ~e~.-a . . ~·~:rt· b , arrelled'._. ~: .. a' .• ~d :_h_·~:ce .· :. -
nci thcr bbrnological. nor i'nfrabarrell-ed, -
• #' . .. • • #' • • 
. . .\-· .~· .. ; · .. , ·:·.rr.. . . ~ . . 
Never~he·i~~!l. · ·t!le fact that , E~ (rb{E) ]· . . possesse~ a · fund~m~JI~a_! ·s.equence· . 
· of: .bo~t:d-~d·: ~~~:~·: h.~-~ -: ~a;~r~aching consequence5, and \h~s .w-pl . ~e \~velop'ed .:j~ 
t o ' , . ; 0 0 ,~ ~ ; 0 .- · • . '"' .., 1'o • ' 0 : • 0 0 0 0 , 1 ... o o "' , _. 
_w~?~. r.ol~ow~ .. _.-' -Th,is . d~~~!-fssion m~ti:vates' ,the study of a. c_lass of _ spac_e~ . :. 
0 0 
~ • b.. • • ._ : •' .·,. I • : 0 {~•. 
0 
• ,, • • , t ~ • ,•' I 
0 
• ,' • t I • I' • ... 
· .. called ·.cor::) .~;;;pa_i:Je~· ... - intt-od~ed_ first by GROT~E~-~IE_CK [7] as ~ n.atu·r~'l .. genera.l-
• ~ '<o f , , • • : · :.. . ' • '- : · I.' : •. I 0 , ~, ,• • '• , ' • 0 • t ~ • ' • ".J 
i~fitlon'o:f - t_he:stron-g d:lJals·_o·f .(F)-s_paces. · _ ·., · · . . 
. . \ ..... . ·. ·: ·:: . . . . "'' . . 
· ..
0 
.' . . . 
- ·. . . 
. --
At· ~· - ... .. · .. ld ,: DEFIN~;ION .. . · .. 1\· l~~a}l~y .: c~~~e~ space · E[t)' • • ·, . ·.. • . . ..• ·. : . : __ ·• • . . : ~ ~:,- , . ,r , :ls-- said. to po~se·ss ·.a· '}ttftdo.f. i ~ · ~ . ' • 
"" 3. •. 
. . ,. . - . .. . . . . . 
. men{al , seqUeY/Ce .of 'bou'(ltfed' sets if th_ere •exists 
. 1 ' . 0 • •• •• 0 ... ~ • • •• 
,· :.. 
an in~reasing sequen~e _ :··{Bn}· ' · '\1l.. •;, 
.. ' . . 
• , .o : .:~ .. . .. .''\ ·. f , . • • D 
- !J . 
:·( .· 
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o. ; • -
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. ~ ~-
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o£ bounded sets in 
some . ·s · .. # 
. n 
E 
.. . . 
' • I ' ' 
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E- · is cont'ained in 
,, 
· ·'Cle<;trly stJch a fundame~tal ~equen'ce exis;:s. in every Banac[l spa~e~· ·,We 
.nowJ investigate under what circumstances such.·a sequence exists in ·an· · (F)-
space. We start ~i~h·the follo~ing result~ -
.. 





locally convex, metrizable ~nd possesses a 
, . 
.· 
of bounded sets, · then it is, _normable: 
~ ' P' ~.~ 
PROOF We first claim thaf there is.a bou~ded s~t ~ 
. . ' 
in E ·which a~sorbs 
. \ 
ev~ry other bounded se~. If nqt let 
. . 
B0 = {0}' and we ~ay a~~ume t~at each 
Bi1 is : a~sol;ut·ely convex and does not absorb B. 1' : n+ 
Let X E. B . '\, { 0} and -~- ~et X =- x/n Obviously x e s· ' for each , 1 n ,. n . 1 
. . . . . 
and -t:x ) . converges '1;o : 0. 
11 ' . . ' 
For each pair·. (n;k}_ of.- integ7rs 2._·'1, · .J:hpose 
n 
0 
z .-<k li. ·_kl 8 -- '\, (k' . +·: -i ). B ,.1 . with . . z k f.- X •• . Let M .· = {X . :.. z I k'j n, k i:.: 1, 2 . . . } . 
n, · · · n· · .. n- · · . n, . ·- . n· . ·. · .. . n· · n, . 
' ... 
For ·a< ·fixed n, ~.onsider ·the seque~ce {zn,k}~=~. · Sinc-e· , Bn· ·is. bounded, 
• .J ... , • • •• : ~ \ ' • "\w ·' • • • •• ' It . 
.· for·· ~n· ab~rl~telr. · <;:onvex nei&hbo'ti;rhood u· of 0~ .... there exist's ·a.n inte~er 
-r 
: .I 
·.m .> 0 Nit~ . Bn e mU. -~ Con·sequently; '·for. k ·> m, .z k E..' _kl ~~ c· ~k .U ~--U and 
I . n ,· n · .. 
:hen'ce z + 0. Hence xn + z k + x· E. - ~1 and 0 E. (~1)- ;, .M. Again no . 
·n,k n, : n 
' 'Gauchy sequ~nc~ in . M has 0 · as a .limit ~ ·For ·: each term. of .such a ·ca·uchy 
' • ' I ~ o • "'";,.-t··. • • t • • • • 
form .a·n urib'ounded .set . . Other~ise, some . xn 
·the / sub's'e~uence' . {x ~ - :i. .· k.} 0 converges• to · 0 ~ · :But · z ·' + o· arid so' 
n k · . n n , 
. . . . · ... o· .. <;> 
· z = ·..:x · . for ·some .k, which is. imp.ossible._ 
,. n0 ,k _, . , ,~ . . , .. · 
'bounded , there exis~i a fi~ed-~rit~ger m, . with 
o' ~ ~ 
. S~nc~ · the . :;_~uence is 
x · +. z k ~B. · Hence n n; 'C m· 
• 0 •• 
z . k ~-., B + B1 ·c 2·6 · . , By the choice of n, . . m . . m · · zn ~ k· ~~~ · ~hen· must, hav~ B ·. <-s . 1 . .J. . , •• n.- .,. .m. 
. . .. . 
sQ n ·< m ··a contradiction. ·- obser\~e that .the closur'e of a s et in a metr ic 
space is determi ned. b:y._ its· CauchY,""sequenc.es . .-· -. 
. . . . . . . . 
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1 8 . 
,·.; , r_,' .:;.~< sy)·:~~~--B- a:~_s~~bs : each Bn_,:·. B0 i~_~absorb~d by.· eac;h B~ ' i)i E.' [tb(E)·], 
{.1·· · . _· .. ·.~-TI1~-s . .£ ,· i-S..s .nd'rmabl~ ·with .. · c.lo.sed unit · ball B0 •. Therefore., the. s~ng 
I ' . . . . • . 
:.-*y·~·dual\ ~~"(Tb(E_.:.:,.)]_ -is als~ _nor~able ;.,i~l} . B00. a~ the closed unit ball. ·But • 
I- . • ~ .. . ' ' 
~ . .... . . . 
;l. .. . )~~-E: );.' o_n 'E''i 'induces- Tb~ (E_ :.1 . on E and b'ecause E [ T] is 'metri zabl e 
-'a'ri-Cl he~ce ~~l}fraP.n~re~Led, we ob:tain that Eft). is normable.' .II 
. ' . . ·~. . . . . . . . . ' 
t .. 
.-, A-s iriunediate consequences- ·of the above theorem we have the f'ollowtng. 
. -
1. 3 COROLLARY :The. strong. dual of a _locally convex metr.izable space, .... 
·, 
po~s~ssing ,~ fundamental seque~ce . of ~ounded se~~~ lS normable. # 
·. 
. 
· 1. 4 · COROLLARY' An (Fj-~pace :is a . Bana~h space if .and only if it has-a funda-
' .. .. : ..... 
.. . .. 
: mental sequence ·of bounded. sets. · # 
' • • • .. 1 ': • • • •• 
',· 
N~xt, if E[t] i s lcically convex and metrizabl~, and {U } is a decreas-
n 
ing sequence of nei~~bourhoodsi then since E is infiabarr~lled, · each ~~Fongly 
bounded subset M of E' . '· uo is contained irl. an equicont i nuous set 
- ~ 
where 
u.: is a neighbourhood of 0 in E and U ~ U · for . som~ · - n; 
n . 
hence 
·cons~ent ly {U0 } forms a fundamen·tal sequence of .strongly . 
n -
bounded subsets of E' ·. This observation t~gether with coroll.ary 1. 3 yields ' 
~
the following theore~. 
1.5 THEOREM Let 6e locally convex and metrizable. 
is metrizable if and only ~-f - ~[<] is normable. ··n 
r 
Then E'[i · (E)) b 
To complet~ · the necess i ty part. of the proof we have only -to observ~ that · 
E"[tbEE') .] is normable and since ·Tq~E') .- indu~es 't on E, .Eh]: is 
normab-ie. The sufficiency is tri'vial. 
A second crtterion for an (F)-spa~e to be ,a Banach space is provi~_ed 
, . 







. 1 . 6 THEOREM .An · (F)..:spa'ce E 
a boun.ded absorbc::nt set. 





/ + • • • 
PROOF' , The cl'Osed miit ball is the requirea set .for ·the- necessi-ty part and 
. . 




convex hull C of B 
. 
' . 
is a bai:rel, and is .a neighbo.urh.oc5d .of . o.· c.~nsequently, 
E is normable. II 
~.et us recall that· if . {u l .is ·.a . d~cr~asing ~equence of ~bs.olutely 
.. n 
y 
convex sets forming ·a neighbourhood basis of 0 in i locall~ con~ex mettiz-
' • . 
. able space ·.E [t] ,. then the -sequen~e {U00 } of pola~s . in . . E" 
. n -
forms a neigh'- . · 
bom:hood basis for the ·natul!fil topology i' (E I ) n . on E". . Hence ci'early 
E1i[1: (E 1 )] is metrizablc. Since E[1:] ,is infrabarrelled·, the strpng_ly 
n , 
bounded subsets of E :, · are e~uicon't;inuout. N'oting that the wea'kl'y botn~ded 
·. ·subsets of E1 in the pairing <E~, E">' are the, .same as t'he above-mentioned 
s.trongly . bounded ,''subs~ts of· - ~ 1 we · get_ the fo.11.mdng observation ·. · 
- . . 
' ·-: · ---;-
.. . 
• ' ' I • 
·1 . 7 REHARK · If 'E[t]' is loca,lly c:onvex· an'd:--metrizable~. -the~ 
t' (E 1 ). = :r · {lr 1· ) on · E" . # 
n .P • ·. ·. 
. . r·. , . . . . 
the nGxt lemma·will be cr~ci:l in 1real~zing the structure of the strong 
dua~s 6f (F)-spaces.' ·Tiie coricl~s~ons 1~ill play a p'roJlli'nen~· rolt~:·in def~ning 
' ·the class . of (OF) -..spaces in the next .chapter: 
' . ... 
1.8 LEMMA .Suppose E(t] .is .. ·.locally convex and metrizable with .'strong dual' 





. -~ .~ 
:·. 
· E1 [;Q(E)..) an~ · s.trong· bidqal ' E11 [in(E 1 )]. If {Mn} i~ a sequence of •b(E)~ -· .. 
equicont i nuous· subs ets of E" whos e uni on 
. . ,. 
~.1. is t s (E 1 ) -.b,ound.~d in E" , 
' ·• 
then M i s . . tb (E) -~quico~t.inuous . 
·: . 















. ' . . 00 
that ea~h .. • un .·· is clos-c·d. : Since M!l _is· equic_onti~uou~, ·. M11 ~ Bn where 
B is an. ·absol~tely conve~ . bo~nded· ~u~.!>et of ~ [, }, ·and. B0P . i~ the polar· 
n • ~ . •. n ~ 
in . E". .. 
.· ~y Kt1'fi·IE [13; 21,6. (4)] E' (-rb] 
.... 
is 't.~~plete. Again, . by_ the Banach ~ ~lackey 
• ' . Theorem [13; 2p,ll.(S)] ~I is . i (E') 
. n 
bounded. Hence for each , -neighbour-
. . n . . 
'· 
' ' 00 ho?d Uk . of 0, there · is· a const'ant \ > .0 · with N C \U~0 • Further, 
. ' 
for each k and n~ · · there ." exists ank > 0 \oJi th . Bn c·· ankuk .· · Set . . 
J 
00 ? 00 ... 
) . 
' : ... . '
, Therefore 1ve have s~nce B00 :l M '· that 










~I C bkU~0 :it, foil~~. ~~at 
___ ___;,_/, 
n . . n 
~10 ~ ( . r .!_ U0 ) = (f) bkU k )0 by [13; ' 20~6. (5) and n k=l' b k k k=1· 
the c'losu:re refers ·to the ; - (E)-c l osure. Hence, 
, S . 
' . 
Now being the po,lar 
.. ' 
of a ne i ghbotJrhoocl -~·f · · 0 in . E [ ·i'] is ~e~kly com~~ct in E'. Thus. 
n , "" ' 
· 0 0 ( f\ bkUk) + · ( ('\ bkUk) . is wea~ly closed. Consequently· 
k=l . k=n+ 1- · 
oo . · n ' "" ( i\ bkUk) 0 c ( (\ bkuk) 0 -~ ( (1 bkU~) 0 c 2~1~·;. Hence , f or .'all n, 
k=l . k= l n+l .. ., 
(Xl • ' 00 
. 1 . 00. 1 . . 00 2 t-10 (. ( (\ bkUk) and · so 2. M C ( r'\ bkUk) ·. k =l• ' 'l • ·• k=l. 
. · in _E , the desir ed conclus ion f ollows. # 
' ' 
. co 





i s bounde d 
- The nexi theorem gives _ ~n ~ in~eresting pro~erty p~sse~sed by the ~tro~g 
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. . 
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., \0 ·, . . '· 
~ . -~ 
\ .: • .. 0 
. 1:._9 \ THEOR_EM · · I~ ? [T] is • ~ocally .coiwex and metri zabi!i!, its st~ong , ~idual 
·.E"[-r \ (E'0]. ~s.a .. ~qu'entially. T (E')-complete (F)-space· .. ~ .. · 
, , n s . •. . · 
. 0.\ \~ . ~ ' ~ 
PROOF \ If, { Un} is· a pecreasing sequence of neighbour~oods of 0 .. \oJhich forms . 
a b_a-si~\ th~ .. s~quence . { U~0} forms a basis of. peigh_bo~rhoods of' · 0 for· ' 
: . . \ . ' . 
. \ .. (E I) on . E". . ' 0 
n . ··- . 
\ 
:Let .\5xn1 be~ Cauchy sequence in E"[Ts(E')]. Then {xriJ is :
5
(E')-: 
I • ' . • , 
bounded a_nq, henc·e. Tb (E) -equicontinuo~s .. Consequent-ly . {xn} ·_ is relatively 
I \ • ' .._ ' ' ·<(E')-c~mp~ct ;.,ith a _compa_ct· ~ 5 (~')-closure · X. Thus . {~n) conv~rges .tq . · 
\ . . . . . '~ 
some. point of\ X ' .. in the · .topo_Iog~- T s_.CE I) on E". So . E'1 [ T s ~E~)] is 
.. . . 
\ . . . . . 
. sequ.entially complete. 'Again E" [T (E I)] has a ' basis ~f neighbqurhoods 0~ 0 . 
/. • .... .-~ . n . . .• ' 
· con-~is'ting. oi . 't (E 1 ) -.closed sets and -r .(E ~') is finer than 1: ~ (E') . Hence· 
. s . . .n 
by [13; 18,_4;(4)] E'.~[T0 (Er.')]. is sequentiaq'y complete. 'c.onseque~tly 
· E" [1:· · (E 1 )) is an (F) -space, be~ng me.tri zable. # 
n. 
J • 





I • ' 
1.10 COROLLARY The .. strCJng· bidual of an .(_F) -space is an (F) -,~pace •. # 
we · conclude· .this··cJiapter with the -following 'two results ·1which are 
. . . ~ 
extensions of theorems v~lid for. Banach spaces. 
(" 
I 
1.11 THEOREM If E [T] is a non-refl~x~ve. (F) -space .. the .strong bidual 
. E"[T (E 1)] n .. 
,' . 
is a n~n-~eflexive (F)-space. # 
. . . . . 
1.12 COROLLA~Y rg_· E is ·a non-'r·ef!exi ve · (F) -space/ the iterated strong 
, l • . . - • .. . . 
duals are all non-r~flexive, . al)d in each of the sequences 
' 
~ 
· E c E'' G E1 " I ,C . · and:' t E' c. E,, , C 
., . 
I 
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I ' ~:. ·· .. 
. : 
·'. · . . p. 
·. 





In this chapt'er we attempt (l sy~tematic 'treatment of a 'class ~f spaces 
. . .. . 
known as (DF)-spaces first introduced by GROTIJ~NDIECK (7].. The m,ptjvation f~r 
the study o£ .th~se spaces is ~ont~i~ed i~.th~ state~ent of lemma'l.S reg~;d­
~ng . the str.o~g duals ' of. ~·ocally conve~ ' me~rizable space~. The ~~as~ · ol .(DF.)- . 
- • • ' l • 
spaces p!'ays an important tole in. ~he· theory of topological te.itsor-products 
;and nude.ar spaces, 
. . . . ~ . 
Thi's class . contains the class of all nol:"med spaces and 
• ' l . 
the class of all 
. . . .. I . ~ 
infrabarrelled spaces which possess · a fundament a~ · s.equi'mce 
po • • • . • • .; . • . 
While th~ str.ong dual of every (F) -space is a (I;l~') -space, 
. .. . . . . 
of bounded sets··. 
,. 
the conver.se is n.ot true. . " . ' : b 
·. ·. 
As an · important p'ropertY 'of these spaces we show that' the topology of a 
I • 
•, . . ' . 
. .. . . 
(Q~) -spa~e .can be. 11 localiied11 in a . :t:ashion ana~ogous to the ,loca~iza'tion of 
the topology of comp~ct CO~vergence ~n t:fe dua~ .. of· an : (F)-space. 'while IJIOSt . 
. 
of. the stability properties are available for the cAa~s ·-p·f CDF)-'spac~s we 
provide an ·e){a~ple · to show that a clo~ed · subsp~ce of a (DF)·-~pace need not ~e 
. : ~ • ' . ' ' · , I ,. , " • • , , . 
· a (DF)-space. We obtain .. conditions •. ~uhder which the property of being. a . (OF)-' 
" . • t' ' • 
space is ,p~.'~ry.!fd w~ile pa~sing to .. ·clo~ed sub~p<!-ces •. · · . 
. ; :;':, . . " -i.(r.;i : .• ·~. ; . ·. .. . .. . . . 
The final :ec'1f<ion . , the .chapte:r i~ cfev'Ot~,d to the ,study. ~f bornological 
. . .. • \ , . . ' ·' ' 
. (DF) -spaces which form n ,.~mp.ortapt da'ss of (DF) -_spaces in ·th~ir OWn .rig~t-'; 
' . 
, • ! 
. . ' .. 
_/ 
. . • 
. Exampl~s are: given I . ' t an i!}fra}?arr~lled (DF), -spa'ce need not be 





3 Basic properties of (DF)-spaces 




























-·  ..... . 
... 
... 1 •• 
- ,. I ' 
... 
it has a fundamental sequence of bounded sets and 





iQ ••• • t .... 
. . 
every' strongly bounded subset ·of E.' -~hich is a countable union ·of 
•-equicontinuou~ sets is ·•-equicontinuous . . . 
. • 
13. 
. ... . 
......·· ··· . . 
~ . 
We · can: replace the condition (b) by the following equ_ivalent condition;· . , 
·' 
b') 
,tn E ["1" ],. · and if . . u = '" .0 
n=l ;n 
absorbs ev,.ery bounded set, then . u· . j.s a 
T-~eighbourhood of 0. II ! 
I . I 
' An infrabarrelled locally Jonvex space 'witn a fundamental sequence of bound-
,.,"d sets is alwa.r,:s a (OF)- Spac~· hen·,. e,very normed space ,is a (DF)-spase. It 
is ·cl.,ear from lemma ·1. 8 ,that the strong ~ual .of a metriz~b_!'e : ·space is a _c!)mpfete 
(OF)-space. . • ' 
An ex~mple.of a ' complete (DF)-space 
Q. 
to the stroRg dual of a metriz.ab~e;_ ,.;pace 
The first result of the- sec'tiqri 1du_e 
which is not topol_ogical_iy isomorphic· 
is pl"ovided later (cf. II.4]. ·. /If ..  
. { 
• . . : . · l .I . 
to GROTHENDIECK (7),?escri~es . th:~.i 
n~ighbourho'?d system at 0 . for a (DF) -space, 
2.2 THEOREM 
.. 
. . . 




be a fundamental 
s 'equence of closed absolute~y c6hvex'•botinded · subs·ets of ·E. 'Then an 
. . . . . 
. . . 
absolutely,. convex subset W,, of E 
· ·if Wf\B 
. · .• · . :n 
'. 
is.·a -r-n·efghbourhood of .0 if and only 
': . . 
.. 
0 · in · B 
.. . n 
for e~ch n. 
PROOF' \~e need o~iy t_o. P.~ove. th.e sti~ficlency p~~t~ . We construct a sequ~nce 
• 
~a.il} .· of pos~ tive number.s and. a sequence 
. 
neig,hb?urhoods of 0 such that > 
a) 
. 1 . 
ex B c. -3 W . n n 
i.': . 
. .. . 
. ,· 
. ·. 













-- ~ ~ 14. 
• · I 
,·. •, 
.. b} ex B · c Uk • and ., 
· n n 1 • • 
• I 
c) .f;or ai~ . n . and 'for all. k, 
,.'.l_, - ~ · ·.\"-~v· 
If 
I 
m = 1, · choose . u' 
. 1 to be ,an absol~tel'y co~~ex .ancf c~osed 'neighbour-
· ' I • 1 . 
hood ·of 0 such .that U} n B1 C IH\ B1 C. I'!-. Let .o < a 1 .::_ 3 . so t;hat 
. . ·1 . . 1 1·. l 1 
·. a181 C: ; . Ui: .. Then a 1B1 C: 3 UJ (\ 3 B1 C 3 W. Thus we can set · u1 = 3 Ui· 
.. 
. . 




. I . 
have been cho~en so . as to satisfy 
conditions (a), (b), and (c}. By assumption, there ·is a neighbourhood ·u of 
.·: . . ' . ' . 1 . 
.. 0 ·with ··u n B 
1 
c W. ·choose ·a< a :
1 .. 
< -3 so 'that . m+ - m+ -
. . i . . -- . ' . . . 
C4m+!Bm+l ~ ·3 W . · a~~ ~o(a) is 'Satis~ied. : Clearly ex 1 . can be chosen small m+ . 
e~ough to admit' £b)' for n = ffi · + .1 and k < m. 
m+l 
.Let B(m+l) = ·r cx.-B.. if we find ~n absolutely cbnvex'ne.i~~bourhood V 
. '1 l l 1 = · ~(m-+....,1'""·)--
·of 0 s·uch . that · U = B· + V ·satisfies (c} ~or n = m·. + 1, · then since 
. . . m-:t-1 
·~ B· c B(m:l'l) c u (b) is ·satrsf~ed for . n < m + 1 ··and k = m' + 1. Now 
· n n, · m+ 1 '. ~ , 
s·fm~~).+ v· 'is an absolutely'c.onvex··neighbourhood of 0 and so B(m+1 ) + V C: 
. . 
· 2s(m~l) ·: 2V · 
. , hence in order. to prove (c), it· suffices to show that 
(m+ 1) ' · · . ·· 
· (2~ · + 2V)_ f'\ Bm+1 C j'l .,..0! equi v~lt}JJt~y, denoti~g Bm+l (\. (E "' W) by 1 ~. · 
. t~·at ·{2B (m+l) ~ 2V) ·f\ M = - ~/ for a su'it.abie. neighbourhood
1
:V. ·. ~us i~ . · 
. . ·. . (~+i) · · . ; ·. · (m+l) · 
> amounts. to showing that · 2V t'\ (M + · 2 B J. = 4i ·or , s~t ~ing N ·~ M + 28 .. . , 









.because· · W.n M = ~. Clearly N. ·a.nd th(lrefore 3N ~s bounded, · ~nd so' 3N c sk· 
I • 
fo r some ·. k. Then · W ('\ . Bk ·. ·is ~ nM~hbot;trhoo·d, of 0 in' ~k . ~~d 
. w (\ Bk " 3N, = q,. Hence .? f 3N . ', .. ~~d· so . 0 ., :N ... . Thus . ~ur construction ·i~ . . . 
valid f o r ~11 n and ~f. , . . . 
. I r • • ' I ~ .. 
.· 



















. 1:5 •. 
k ~ . 
. To comlle~e th~ proof note ~~at .u \ k?{.Uk .' absorbs every boW1~~d co set by 
,' (b.:) ... •and 'again by 2.1 (b!) ·u is a -r -neighbourhood of 0. ·Since' E . = · ~ U . B , · 
. t I ; I . \· ·. :· ' . . n=l n 
(c) is· used to · o.bta~n that . U C W. Henc~\ W is a -r-neighbo'l.lrhood of 0. fl . 




'· I . We have the· following · simp~.e corollary. 
I 
I . 
Let E [ -r] be . ~·ocally·· co~~e:lC and met:tizable and let {U } ·. be 
. . \ : n ·. "' 
a basis of absol~tely c.onvex neighbourhoods of 0 which fo~m a decreasing 
~ \ ' . : 
... 
·'· 
2. 3 COROLLARY 
·.' 
sequence. An absolutely 'convex set W of \, E •- i~ ~ -r b (E) -neighboQrhe>o.d of 0 
I· · - . . o . 
in E ' •. if and Of\lY if w " ' u~. is a 'T b,(~)i-nei:~b~urho_bd ~-f 0 'in un_· .for 
each n. # :.) " ·• I 
'I 
I 
If { Bn} is any fundamental seq'4ence 1r b~unded ~()ts i 'n· a (~F) -s~ac~ 
. ( 
then {rB· } forms a fundamental sequence of absolut.ely convex closed 
n 1 • • 
·'· . 1 
. . 
. . E[-r], 
b'ounded sets in 
I ' 
E. If further ·f: E ~f . is a linear map, from E .intq 
I 





· the locally convex ~pace F.[T' ]/ l'{hos·e restriction to each 
I . . I • 
. \ · ' 
B 
n 
then it is eas1.·1y seen that 'the restrict~ons ! of f to each rs- is also 
sn 
continuous, since for each n; . there is a k .. with rB . C Bk. Again if 
1 . n . . • 
is an absolutely convex neighbourhood 
i . . . 
of 0, :: then ' f- ~ [V] ·n ~ 'is :- a 
V C F 
i ·\·n~-~~h~~urhoo.d ·of ·o in /Bn ·. because of the . 'continuity of the restrictions. 
So · ~Y theorem 2 •· 2, f-l (V] is a neigho~urho.oa of o in E • . Thus w~ . have 
\ . : 
· the \followd.ng result. 
\· 
. • 2 . · ~ COROLLARY 
. ,, I A linear map into a \bca lly conve~ . 
\ 
sp~ce · \ F · i .s. c.c>rt tinuou~ i~· and only if its 're~trict~on :t·~ each member ot' a 
\ ., ' · . 
funoamen,~al ;rqu.~nce . of ~ouhdyd s ets. ·is continuous. # ~ 
· · Simi~ar ·~o the . result that 'the · .. st_ron~ . ciu~l :· of an (F) -space · i~ a (OF)'- . ' 
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THEOREM If,. E[~J is a (DF)-space; then . . E1 [-rb(E)] , is an (F) -space. 
PROOF ;, •. meti:izability of ' E' [T~ (E·;] . f~Iows ·because E.[ -r] ·has a funda-
f '· 
mental sequence of boun~ed set's. 
J l> 
Since the ·bounded sets of E [t] ' are 
. . 
. t 
snturateaand ~otal; by· the completeness theorem·of GROTHENbiECK [16~ Ch~ 6, 
' . ' 
S~c. 1, Th. 2] .·a' linear map on tJs in the completion of. ·E' if and onlr i{ 
' . 
.. 
· its.restriction· to each 'bounded set of E is continuous. · Hence. by 2.4 . 
~ ·E' [ -rb'(E)] . is- complete. 
' ' 
II 
The next result. again due to GROTHENDIECK ,[7] relates the topology of a 
1 (DF).:.spac.e tQ th~t . of. ~he_ topology. •1:).~ (~ '~ on ,E .. 
I . . 













If M is a se·parable subset o.f a ' (OF)- spa,ce E [t], the 
. . 




is .finer than -r 
. ,· . 
and X + M is a ·se~ar.able subs ct. 
' / 
J . . of~ E(t].-.i'.f anti·\)niy'if·.M~ is a separa'ble .. subsct· , we need only to show 
' ·/ 
. . . 
.· 
~ ' • ' ' , ' • ' • 1 ,.. • I • • • 
that -given· an ~bsolu~ely .C<?~Vex c~osed • B·.* (E·') -~e~ghboorhood · .v of o, there 
'. ' 
. ' I 
. · ·exists an· open _-r..:n~ighJ>ourhood . lf of oP ~lth . M n ·~ C: ·v·. (~i~ho~t ioss of 
_ .... 
',l' ~~neralitY. . w'e ~ay assum~. that ·: ··.a· E ~t} We ~ari assume ·that 
\' 
·, 
a basis of""Aeigh~ourq.ocids of .. 0 \ for ··~ • b.* (E ') is given 'by the;'polaDS o:J th_: . 
·' 
strQngi; ~ounded s~bsets ·of'· E' .: Hence we have to·'·establis~ ; th~t '-' · 
. . ~ . ' . ' 
· ~ 
(M 1\ U) f'' (E :" V) = ~- . • · ... . 
• 
. r • 
I 
, L~t : fi} .be a den?e ·sequence iU., M so that M C• {.\} ~.'. ~eca.us~ 
', 1 • . - •• , 
U t\ . (E "' V) • . is open·; it suffices . to · slfow th~t no x. is' a member.·.d:.f_ 
l. 
. ... . . 
. / . 
. u f\ (E ": V) ;, ~amely ,. there . is a· u ~hich contains norie 9£ tlre ·. x ... i''s : which . 
-~ . : l.n . . , 
... . 
' . . 
lie in E. "' ~V. · Reri~m~'the~e· .xi a'gain by .· .?<1 ,x2, .; •.•. ,If'these ·xn's· · are 
.. n . . . ' . . 
finite th'e r'esult is immediate . ~j,nce E is Ha:iisdo;r:ff. Hence ·we a~s!.une · thai: 
{x 1 forms ···a sequence.· 
. ·· .n -'·. ' . 
·. . .• . ,' 
.r;,--·, · .. ... 
' I ' • 
. . ' 














. . ', 
. .. 




. ' · 
.... 
·' 17. 
• I • 
I . 
0 
l'le now· con~truct s"equence~ of. numbers · a. > 0 and ._ c;lo.se~ a_bsol)..1~e;ly . '' 
• . . t1 







·a B C " U. 
· n n k 
a . B c V · and 
; n .n 
X .J ~ ·\:1 , . 
· n'f n ' fof;~ch . n ··and k-. · : • , v • • 
. For m· ·= 1, the 
·;,j:;{;~·, -
cons~tion ,is trivial s'ince · .T 
... .. ~. 
. . -
.. 
..... .. . ' . 
,- : ,• - ' t ' I 
.. . · . 
' I 
same bounded sets. ._Suppose· f<;>r . n, k < m the desired sequences have been . -
" . . "' . ~.,~'-, ,,. ·. . : . . . . . . ; . . ·. :. 
.·· ~~~str.ucted . . .' TI1en _- it i~ .Possible( to chop~e . arn+_l · so that . (b~· i~+fa:isfied, 
- · · (rn+l) · · 
and' . ~a) ' is satisfie~ for n .= m ·:" ·-1 .. and. k f.: m. Let B . · = r 1:1 B 
n=l n n I' 
Since B(m+l) C. V _and. x~·~·1.f . V·,·. by [13;_ 15,' 6.(9)]~ -· t~~e~~- exis):s; an 
. ' 
. absolutely' ·,sonvex neighbourhood 
' . 
U* of·. 0 in· E.[T] such that 
.. ex· +. 'u*) .. f\ c~ em; I.) "' ·u*) ·= <P 
·. m+·l . · · . .·· Lett.ing' u = Bc~+l) :· + u~-m+l , . (c) . rs · .. -. . ~ . . 
'• 
-





Fina~~y putt.ing u I = " un') by (a)' 
· n=l , 
. . 
U" abSO;J;I'~S- every: pounded set and- . 
so by the definition of a . (DF) - spac~ -ut is a · n~ighbourhood ·of 0 .. Choosi~(o . 
<· 
' 
' ; .. . 
. ( 




The concit..ision of · the above th~"orem· yield~ two sufficient c;onditi~l}s· for 
~ 
. .- ? ,• 
' ,'! '"'~·.,· ~ .... 
a . (DF)-space to pe .infrabarrell'eel. More precisely we have -
.. .' 
2. 7 THEOREM 
- . 
a ) .·· Every se)1arable (D.F)-space i s ~nf.rabarrelled. · . ·" . ,. 
b) 
- . ' / . 
. If. the bo'unded. subsets of ·a .(DF) 7sp._ace· E[-r] · are metri.f.able / then .' E['T] 
. .. 
) 
is infrab~rrelled . 
. . 
P~OOF State_me11t ·car is i'mmediate f r om· 2.6. To prove· (b) i n vi-ew of 2.2, we 
s ha ll show ' that~ T' and Tb ~ (E') coinc.ide on eve-.x:y bounde'd s-e t' B . . Since 
·' ' . 
\ 
...... _ . 













. . . . . 
in each B, ·· r. is' meti,"izable, .it is de~ermined by 'the class of .... sequentially 
closed subsets of B. While ever~ 'b*(E')--convergent net is· .,-convergent, 
·by_·2.6 j.~ is stra~~ht.forw~rd · to {~e ·that ,everY., :-.convergent seql:lence in B 
- ~s , .b*(·E')-convergent in B . . 
The_· fict· that , . is metr"izabfe. ~n B ~-that the ·T-closure o.f a 
set in _B . 1s cont.~:n~d .~ri. t~e y)-~~u;e o{ the set. Hence every 
·· 'b* (E ' .)-·closed set ih .J.--is;:-;closed 1.in- · B. The 
. __..-:--· . . 
triyial ahd h_ence..-th.e 'restriction of' the~e topologies 
. p . Q ' ' 
'· '. 
' . 
Let us ·recall ' that -~ ~ocapy .~ e _ . E.[ T] is dis·t~;!uished. if T~s 
1s -barr Hei:l. ·Th~_prev1o~s l"esu~t immediately g~ves · stront dual E' [tb~E)] 
• (1 
. :, 
.. . · .,.' 
. a c;ri terion foF an )E.: - space to be disti.~guished . . The . fact _t~at t .he -s.~~o~g: . '· ·. o ... 
,!=l.uai' of a_n (F)_:-spa~e is a complete. (DFJ..:·spac_·e t~gether with theorem ~. 7 (b) . -~ · 
.\< ., ' (,  I J , 
yi!;!r'ds· :the followil)g result . . .. 'I .0 
.. 
(1 
2.8 COROLLARY An (F}-spac~ is disting~ished ' i~ ·the bounde~ ~ub~et~ of th~ 
. .. ,. . . 
strong ~ual are . metri .zabi~: # 
. "' ... . . . \ . . 
"·'' 
.. ~ 
• 0 • 
· _4 
- 'I . 
" ' Example of. a (DF)-space which ' is .not the ·.strong dual of an (F)-sp~~. 
( ' .. 
' , t, I"' " 
We now.· gi v_e fin .. e~amp1.e· ·~·f . a c<?mplete ~·(DF) !spa~e ~hich is not topo~ogicaf.~y . 
' ' 
iso_morphi:c: to the strong~ dual of a metri zabl·e space~ 
. ~ 
Fur.ther, t.he space. we 
I . ~ . . . ~~ .,.. ' 
constr~ct is not even 'infrabarrelled. 
: . 
. . . . . . 
· '. L_7\~ "B qenote a non.-s.~~a:abl e re_f:_l,exiv_e Ba.~~ch. s'ac:~ _with .the .stron.g · 
, . . . ' . . ~ · . . (= nor!fl) dua~ B': Let r :be the ~topology o.f uniform conv~rg~nce . on t(he ... ' 
' ' t "' , ' , 1 
1 
~ • ' ' • t • ' ,.' 
0 
• • '• . 
s_epara.?-.~e bol;lnded subsets · of '·B' . (where B' has the norm topology). Since 
' ' 
singleton-·. sets . of 
i blc for the 
B ', . are - ~ound~d ~nd ·sep~~~b}e.~ 





I ) ·. 





the' topology ~ is adm1ss-
M: .of all bounded, 
~· 
.· 






.. . ' 




I o , o I 0 : 
.. 
, 0 •' ·. 
' • 0 
" 
Cl • • , J. 
. •• ·! · 
.. 
0 0 ' 
• 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ . 0 • • 




. ... ~ . 
' 
0 
' 0 " l 0 0 0 '. 0 • ' J . 0 ° • ' • • • • 
·. ' retained by pa,ss~n.g · countable·_ unions or , taking .closures·: 






a t~pologi~al : V~C~or S~ac~ .. ~'ifh. ·a'_coUntable dense subs~t 
. oo n \ . , 
set z = u _{ r .. a.x . J where each r ·aJ· ·· ·r~_rati9~·a(i·£-the ne·l~(i-=s 
· · . · · ·n=l' j=l. J ~ . · o' • • .'.'. - •. • 
: IR ·arict'has rational real and imag·inary parts .if -' the field .is - q; and 
n. n. If) • • ' •• • .. ' • '. • • • ; • • • ~ - ~ c' ·. 0 ~ . .. . . .:. • 
. .· L \a .j <- 1. Clearly· ·Z. .is a countable ·subset · o'f _. rx , find . ·rX., C z. Hence 
• o , j=l J ~ -. 
. . ' 0 
~X is separable. -.. 
One ·can. eas il_y ~he.cK, that · M 
. .}-#•' ' I 
;. 
. L . rl 
is sat~rated . . Hence . M 
' .. ;, . 
all ·:r-equic?ntinuou~ subsets o£ '. B I. 
. o 
iO . ' • 
19 . 
true for B' •. · C~msaqpe~tly the. closed unit ball ·of B 1 is not :;eparable and ." 
\ 
. ' ,, . 
.. 
.. 
. . ~ • . , 0 . • ' 
· hence. does riot : be'long·: to M. Titus t is ?tri~t:ly coarser, than the Mackey · .. 
topol~gy t·v(B; )' si-n~e ~~ Ban~ch spa'ce is barrelled. " 
~ . I 
\ .,..; 
~ : . . . • • I . . • 
If · B ( ~] . is topologica•l)y· is~md~:phi·~ ~.o· the strong d1_.1al 0 of. a .me:;.i~abl'e. 
i 'somorphi<;: to 
strong bidual~ of this"metrizah:be · spac~ ·is· topologically .. 
I .. -" • o • • l ' ,\ I • 0 ' 'o • o 9 : :' ' o o o o o 
B 1 which implies tha-t the st.rong bidual i~ normable -and complete. · 
·space, : ~hen ·the 
...,.. • ' I :~. ' 
Hence ' B[T] ld have to be· a Banac~ space ~hich is •_fa~se .si~ce · T f. 'TK(B 1 ). . • 
0 
B[!l is complete .. By [13; _21:,10. (3)] .. every' precomp~c't 
. ' . . . 
• • 0. • • ' i ' ,, .. . . ·. ·. . 
set of, B I.' l_i· ' i.~ .. th_e· closed abs~lutt::lY convex hu.ll of. a, nuq sequence i n 
\~e show 
' . 
B 1 • Obviously : ve·ry nu~ 1 s~quenct.=: is bounded and . separable · :ln B' and hem:e 
'. is ' contained fn 'M: 0 Since' ' M' .,is saturated, .~very . preco~pact s'ub.set 0 of 11~ I .. is 
. . " \ . . 
' ' ' I 
' \J • • 
t . , ' the topology -of unif~r~ convergence on the p~ecompact i11 .--M ·\ Hence , 
c · , .. • '-· 
.. . · · subsets of B'- is .co arser th~n:: - ~. ·~ 
. \ .. , 0
By [l~i 2_.1,6:(4)]- · si nce .B'o ,. i s .: metr'i.zab 1 €!', ~ ' B[i:~_ (B~)J · is. c6mpl«:'lte. • ' 
·-
,Aga in by~- [13; 18 ,'4.( 4.).] since ·B(T] . . t .. ... . ~ - ' : • . has a basis of . neig~ho~~~bods of 0 
consisting o.f_. tc-.close~ sets -B[T·) is' complete. . . 
'· 
.· •. ' . 
·' 
' . ~· . - ~ 
' .. .,. · 
'. 












, o ' · ... '\· I ' ' 
Q . 





: ,..~ . 
. . Finally· B [ T] is a (DF) -·space because. it has ' the same 'bounded sets as 
. . . .. .. 
. .. the .B.anach space· ,B ·and again a s·~rongly ,bounded set _wh~c~ is ~ cou11table· 
• c 




........ 5. H~reditary 'properties of ' (DF)...,spaces . . 
. . ~· . . 
o . 
. 
· , ... & 
We now study ·~omepcrnnnencep~operti~s poss.essed hy (DF)-spa~e~. ·. _IVhilc 
. ,· • m~n~. of the standard prop~rties carr:y o~er, the ma.in drawback 'is that a sub-
.. '/ . . . . .  . . 
. space of a (DF)-space need not be -a (DF)-space · e:·ve~ when it is c~osed .. Thi~ 
- o o • o- o I ' ' • 
situation will be inve_stigated in great'er detaii .and· various coDdi tions are · 
~ . •. 
' .. ·· obtained und~r which' tfiis can· be answer.ed. in the ·affirmative. I:irst we studyo, 
)'.·' 
~· 
· . . 
:0 ' 
·. 
.: ... · .. 
the obviou~ properties. . .. 
.· l . 
·2. 9 . THEOREI\1 
. ( 
If if •. is a closed subspace of a '(D~) ·--~pace 
E/H[l:q] is ai.so a (DF)--space·. and on H.l. the topologies 
\(~/II) · coincide. 




PROOF denot~ : polars in the·~~ir{ng~ 
' . • 0 • 
and. .<J:/H, H..L~ 
·, 
respectiv~ly, and ·.K. denote the -canonidJ surjective map · a·f . E· : .'~m~9 E/H •. ' 
. A basis" of neighbourhoods . of 0 'for \ (.E)'.It-tl-' is. gi v~n by_ the family of 
B0 1\ l~ \~h~rc: ·B. -is - .:
5 
(E') :-bound~d·. in _·E. • Since B 'is ~-bounded ·as: wel~, 
' oK[B] . is Tq-bo!-!.nded. in E/H · and' CK ·[~J)*··= s?n .~ .. · He.nce, :T·bCE(l!) .. ·)s · 
.' ~iner fh.an: 'b ~E)_ ~es_:r.icted to .~tL . ." To show the reverse inequal.i tY., we 
I i "' •• • ' • -
'sho't ~hat ·the identi t_y map 
·: _ ;. • • & ·~ .. ·: -~~[·\ CE) 1.~~1 · ~ a:[~~b c·EiH)J 
. .· ~ :: :. . '. . . .• ........ . 
is 
·· ::· .. . . ~-~tini.tous ·; · s:ince_ ·~(Tb f,E)I.Hl:-j .is metrizab·l~; it is a bornological ~p~ce, 
I" ·.: . ·. : ~ · .. ~· : · .. - ' . ' • ..: ' . ·. . 
. . . . : .. ~ ,ant::tso by [13; 28~3~ (4)], 1 is .continuous if and only. .if ev:e~y .'~~q~ence 
,i --.............I ' 
· · h1~J.·.c:~ 1-tL ~~icli i~ · -r.b (~~-c~nv~~?!:l· to . o· is .· Tb (E/1-Q-bounded: 
. \ . .. .~ • - - ,',a. '·-
. . . ... ~ 
·.~._ ~-· ... ~· 
~~ . . 
' .. 
,. 
I •• ' • '• 






. · .. , : 
' . 
. • . ' . . . 































n I • 
· T (-E)-compact, · 
·-s - # 
. . . I .· 
is •-equ~continuous, henc& telatively 
and therefor·e relatively 
. . . 
{Ts (E) jHl).-compad: since Hl- ·is ·Ts{El:·c~os·ed . By 
[ 13 ;. 2 2 , 2 . { 2) ] . { u } 
. . . . • n 
. b?unded . . Thus the seconcj fssertion is"'·prove~: 
is relatively ·Ts(E/H)-compaC't and so is }b(E/11)- _ 
I 
··. 
· We prove that .·E/H[T ] · is a (DF)-5P.ctce by first exhibiting:.a fundaJ!lental 
. : q· 
. ~ 
sequence. o~ bounded sets sati~fyini (~)of definitio~ 2.1. If A •" is a bounded. 
· · ' set in E/H a~d: {Bn}. is··a. fund~mental ·~equ~nce of ,bounde_d ~ets in ;E[~-l~~ 
there exists a· · 'Bn .with B~ f\ ~J-l · ~ A:•., so (K[B~])*.~ .~-* . . and ~~nee · 
A c (K[B.])**. · _Consequently E/H[T] 
4• , . n . ··: . 
. . f, . . . . .. 
sets. The ve~ification of (b) of 2.1 
has~ fundamental ~equence of'b6und~d 
.. , .. . .· . 
is trivia·1. # 
, 
~s a sort of dual result we ha~e \ . 
... 
. 2 . 10 THEORE~I ,If the subspace H[TH] .. of a locally convex · s~ace ·, E[t] is a 
•r 
. · (DF)-space, the strong dual of "H(TH] 
' 
. 1 ' 
i~· topolo,gica-1ly isomorphic to 
. -:"';.:;.' .. ·-~ 




PROOF We have to show that the algebraic isomorphism of .H' [T · (H)] : into. · 
• 1 b· ·, 
Ei./H~· is top~lo.gical. • Usi.!'lg.an argum~rit similar ~o 2:9, it is eas i ly s~~n · 
.: I· 
_that :rb_(fl)· .. is coarser than · <b(E)q. Now H'[Tb(H)] is metrizable, ' _so by . 
.. · (13; ·28, 3. (4 )-i, . Tb (H) is finer than ~b (E) q' . if ev~y ~-~g~enc~. {un}·_ . 
conve;rgent to 0 in ~' [Tb(H)] is . Tb(E)q-bounde_d. _. Since H[TH) is a 
~ ~ 
:. (OF)- space, {u
0
} is '~(:-eq~icontinuous i~ · H'. By ' . [13; 22, 1. (1)] . {un} . 
• J., 
is the can~nicaf image of a T-equicontinUOUS stibset of E '·.: · Sfnce the 
~ . 
la:tte_r set is 'hSE)-bound~~· i
6
ts canonical image :{un'} _·is . ~b~E)q-bou~~ed 
in· E' !.W:.' . -# · 
. ' 
Th'e' . ne~t ·result ·deals with the completene.~~ .properties of a . (DF)-space ; 
:·· 
.. , -





. . ·· 
. .. . · . ..  
.. 





. • , 
I 
'I 
















2 • 11 . TI-IEORE~I 
a). ·A (DF)-·space E[-r] is coinplet_e if -.and .. ohly·i(it · is quasi~complete. 
. . ' 
,b) The completioh of a (DF)-space is again a (DF)-sp~ce. 
~ c) -~ ... ·.-.~"-' / .... 
.. ·' 
Every semi-reflexive (D~)-spacc is complete. 
PROOF · In 2.10' take ~[TJ.·= A[T] a (DF)-space . which is a sub'space of its 
the ~trong topologies 
o , , J 
J 
Tb(E) . anti 
:rb cb :' coincid~ 0~ . E I-=. ·(~):I wh'icn. may be ~eg~rde_d 9-S e:ual since E is dense 
in .. . ~[~]. Wetakepolarsin~thepairi.ng <~,E'>. ·If A isbounded . in . , 
. t · 'th~l! · there. is . a . B C: E. such that · B .'is. absolutely convex, -r-closed, 
and T·-,boi.n1de.d a·nd B0 G . A 0 ·• It £o1l.ows· :that A e. ~ 8°0 where the closure 
. . ... 
J 
If x ·e. ~. ·. th~n ·x: ~-. ~ ·where .~ •is r-closed. an'd r'-. 
bounded i'n . E· • . But since E[-r) . is quasi- complete, .B is complete uncle~ T •· . 
. . ~ . . 
and hence c6~p~e'te under i' 
proof of (a)' is -immedia~e. 
hence B~ = -~ and , x C: 'E. 
' ' . 
,' 
'I \ • 
. ... 
By qur :r·emarks aboVe, if A' is-bounded.in E'[~], 






and {B } is a funfia-
•. n 
··.menta 1 seq1,1ence .. of · bounded' sets in' E [ T], . 'then there exists . . n. 'such that , 
I • 
A C. B' · wh~re the cl0.sure is. taken in 
n . . • . . . . . 
.. 
E-[~]. Hence,· ~[i'] has · a fundamental 
sequ~ce __ of b'ounded. sets. · Let · {Un} be· -~ sequence of closed absol'utely convex 
<X> 
neighbourhoods of· 0 ' in ~[~] .for which u = " u . ' absorbs all bounded sets;-' ' 
. ~ .. . . 1 n . 
. .CI). . n= 
It fol10\'lS that . U/\ -'E .= f) Un 1'\ E is bornivorous in. E [T.], so U n ~· is a : 
·T-ne~ghbourh~?~ of 0 ·inn- ~. Again. ·· ~ : ~·s ~ .f.-nei~hbou~ho~d of 0 in ~' 
~ . . ~ 
'and since U .''\ ~ C U, the proo'f of .(b) is completed. 
• ' ' " r.'' 
To prove (c) it need ' only be noted that . every semi-reflexive space. is 
I . 
guas~ -complete . by [17; 
\ 
Ch. IV, ' Cor . 1 to 
. · 
.. 
Th . 5 •. s]. # -
<> •, 
... -'""~ · 
... 
... . . 
... 














. . · 
,· 
the locally convex ·direct sum~of the sequence. 
bounded set B in F is contained in some 'set of 
• ' (I 
B is bounded ~n 
. ~i. 




F = @ E~ [-rn] 
n=l . . 
be_ 
By'' [13; 18,·-s: (4)) every 
. N 
the form - t9 .B · , where · 
·- i=l ~i 
N So 1· f .{ B - (m_) }"'. . . . 
. n - m=l ,ls a 
fundamental s·~q~ence of bounded .sets ·in E [-r ] , . then the sets 
. · · n n 
.. m . ' . ) . , 
. . - . rr\ . . (m) - . ~ . . 
Bm _- ~ Bn , m -•1,2·, ... , form a . fundamenta~ sequence of bounded sets 
n=l 





L"et u ''= 
" 
u ·.where each u is a closed absolutely convex -n~ighbour-
m m m~l 





. . from the· de-firli tion of the direct sum topology that u . is a . neig_hbo~rhood · . ~ 
· · of . 0__. in . F. \ . 
- .· 
• ' 
Thus we have proved that F is a ~~)~,s·pace~ ·By. [13; · i9,1..(3)) every 
• • • • • 'J J • • 
topological inductive . limit ' (= local'ly- convex"hull) of the spaces : E ["t] 
. · n -n. 
i _s . t~pologically isomorphic to -a qUotient space of · F by a closed linear 
subspace H.- .. The ' following theore)n ·is :.then i~ediate. 
.. . . 
• • • • • t •. 
2.12 THEOREM . The locally . convex htil.l 
. ' ... .. 
F[T] = IA [E Tr Jf ': of a sequence 
, - n n •n . . · '.· 
of (DF)-spac~s . E· (-r ] is ag~in a (DF)-spac_e. # r 
n n .. . 
.... 
..· . ' 
.·.· . 
The next result identifies .each homological ·coF)'.:.sp_ace as . a topological .--.... 
inductive l ~mit -of normed spaces~ . 
. .. 
2.13 THEOREM A l(>cally .. convex _space . 1.7 [, '] ·· ·is a bofnological. (DF)-space .. · 
'a. • j' 
.. :i'f . arid only if it is the topological inductive ··l'imi t of an increasing s.equen~e 
.. . " . 
. : of• no~med spaces. · 
·"'· 
PROOF · The ~ufficiency is easy t<;> prov~ b~. 2~12_ arid · [13; 28,4~ _(1}]. 
· I 




. o . r . 










'0 ,., • :' 







is a -f4Jl~amental sequence of clqsed bounded absolutel'y convex sets, it can 
be shown that ·E[t] . is · the topological inductive limit of the spac~s En . . 




.is the linear subspace 
' : of E generated by . B ; 'with 'a norm t .opol.ogy which. has Bn a~ the clo~ed 
" n 
unit ball. Hen~e, · the necessity.. # 
, . 
·we now return to the discussion of the locally convex ·direct sum 
24 .• 
00 . • ' . ' ' : Q) •• • • ._F . ~ ·.n! En(Tn] of a sequence of (~F) ~spaces .{~n [TJ }n='l . : It follows· ~~om· . 
·the pr~~f of. _·2. 9, t}:1at eac~ bounded se~ of the quotient F /H of .F by a 
'Closed lin_ear subspace H is c'ontained in the closure of the canonical image 
of 'sam~ · bounded set in .·F. ·Every bounaed set · in . F is contained in some 
N 
-- f} .B :, hence there e'xists some · m and botmded absolutely convex sets 
f=l ni. . m 
B C E [T ] for which · r· B cont'ains the bounded . set (where each B . is 
.. ·. . . . n . . n . n n . n=l n 
. . r.. o.nsidered as its image i_n· F}. L'et the linear ·~ap A : .F + 'A [E. [t ]] · be 
-.rr- · L ·n n n . . 
co . 
defined by. "A (G) x ·) = IA. (x ) ; 
. . 1 n . n n .. 
then A is c·ontinuous and· open, _and it .ca!l · 
•' 
. be shown that every bounded subset of .the locally .co11vex hull · is ·contain~d · · 
. m . 
in some set of the. form r A [8 ] 
. " . · 1 ·n n . n= 
. - . 
. where ·B · 
n 
is· bounded in 
·2 .14 THEOREM The _· loc~.lly . conv~x hull of -a . s~quence oi· seini-reflexive 
' . . 
; · 
{E [ T ]}:.~ . · .. is ·again a -semi-reflexive (r~flexive) ; , .. 
· n n ·.. · .. . · 
n=l . . . 
·.creflex~:ve) (OF) .:.spaces 
(DFY- space !. • • . . .. · .. ... 
.. 
PROOF · In. both cases; the . E [ t ] are .. semi.:.refle~iv~; ?.ince B is . ·T· -
. . · . n n .. . -~ · ~ -n . 
bouild~d, the:t:ef~~e : Bn . i~. rel~~~v~ly ·T s ~E·n ')- compact ~e~~use. T.b (En) ' is, 
' ~ .. '.: .. . ::. 









.·' · . a~~is_:;il~~e .for the p"at:ring. <En' ,En>,. Let . · .E ·:~ IAn [En [ tn] ] · . be' ·a loca.lly. . ... .. . .. .. 
:convex hull for ·_:the se~u~pc.e" 1 of -~paces_. ·. ,~ach AIJ is ·continuous,. hence 
' , • ' ~ ·, I t ' . 
... ~. 
.. 
T·5 (E_n'~ .;.'t5 (E') . . continuous. By [1~-; · 2_0,6.(5)], ~he absolutery·· . convex · c~ver : · .· . 
.. . 
) .· · .. 
. . ' . ,. 
Ari[Bn] is relativ~~y : 's[~']-compactj . cons~quen~ly, · ~ith 
• • •• • 0 • 
. , 
. . , 
. . 














the remarks preceeding this the.orem: we have E is· serrii-reflexiv·e. ,. 
If 'the E {t ] d~e r~flexive, they are bar~elled. By [13; 2J,l.(3)], 
. n n , 
.· · E ·= .tA [E [t ·.l] is barrelled; and a barreHed semi-ref'texive ~pace is . 
. n n n . 
. · refl ~xi ve. ·# 
6 · Example of a closed subspace of a (DF) ~space which is not a {tiF)~space 
We need a.few nptions from the theory of perfect sequence spaces . ' For a 
vector sequence space (w_hi~l) is alwa.ys assumed to be .8: ·linea_r. ;ubspace qf 
the space w of all scalar sequences)_, the K~the dua_i A* · ·is defined 'to be 
' . 
' the space . of.all scalar .sequences · {u } suc·h.that . 
. • . . n 
L I u x I < , co for 




{x } ·in >. • . Clearly >. C A'*:* 
n 
and we say A is pe:r-fect if A = A**. 
{>.} 
a 
is a class of se·quen~e spaces, the linear. hull I ,A is again a · 
a · 
a . . . 
. : sequence spac.e, and , if each.· I. · is per~ect, 
.· . , . a . 
so ' is t~e·Sequence . ~~~ce 
(\ . \, ... A~_;; . ci>.~) ~ ··= :· " A a* if ea~h . A~::> ·: .(j> . · (~he space of' 'a.ll fin_it~ · 
a , a . a· · · ' · · . s.~quences)., .. If further each · Aa i~·perfe~~ •. (" ·>.~)_~ = ci >.a~J** •. . I-£_ 
· . . a a t . . · 




. - .. ~ 
. .;t111 { x'n} E w_ with : I I~~ I rx-n l' < "' • . • · • I . . . : 
.,. I ·' 
· · n ::: l · ... 
" . 
Let 
: ' . (k) 
a. _, k .. = · 1 , 2 , , .•. . , . pe· a countable n~mb~·r of vectors i n ,w, 
. , . .. u · .. . ... 
call~d steps: . If the, vectors are : to-ordina~~:;-wise ihcr~as.irrg over k, .·then 
. · . ~he_ s;stem o~ st·eps. i .s s.a·i~ to .. be . m~.~?~onic .in9~e~~-~n~ : +hen ., 
00 . ' CXJ • ·~ • • • .. ' • 
. A ~ - ·c·k·)·- an< L ~- >.·* .. (k) · ~re r~spectively:: cal ~ e'd 9~~ · ec~e Z.m1 sp~ce and ·· 
k=-1 a k=l ·· a ' . . . · · . : . · · 
·ao-eqhe lon sp~c'~. corresponding· t .o ··the · <} (k) A d~tail ed account of; stic.h 
spa·ces, is · gi~~~in KOTHE. [13.j 30]. 
·' 
. ' 
· ·' An infrabarrel_l~d space. is_c.alled .a Mpn t e l spac!?_ . ((!.f)-space) i f every . 
. . - . . . . . 




' . ' 
,. : 
, ·.J,r!. • 
0, 
• . Q . 
. ; .... 
' : · ... 





... ;.~ . 
''• 







(FM)-space .( (DFM):.spaa,e) provid~d it is also·an (F)-~pace· ((DE)_-sp~ce) ._· . 
:\~e start with. a seqlk,nce of vectors wri:tten as double sequences. For 
. . . . 
· each k = 1; 2, 3 ~ :. ·. t<tke 
,/, 
J • 
' . I I (k) - . ''(kJ . '(k) . (k) ' (k) 
a :. -(an· ,a12 , ... , a2~ ,;a22 , . . . , 
. ·' 
... ; ... . ). 
.. (k) . . - (k) k ···.kk+l 




= ( 1 ~ 2k, 3k, .: . . . . ). and c = (1, I, 
' : .. ) 
/ ... ) .: ; 
Denote by A the eche:tm ~~ace cro_rrespon..dirig to th.e ·. ·a(~~, an'd 1 et · A* · 
be' its Kolthe dual . . We can !)lake tl;·e. s~qu~~·c'e' of .vector's · ~ (k) monotonic: by 
'makiAg the ad~li tion . q I (k) ' ·= ~ (1~ . + .. : +-e(~j. Qbviousl.y. the echelon space . 
.. ' 
for the' ~ew sequence of vectors -remains 'the sam~ as t.he ·or:i,gi·~.a''J . one. It can 
•' 
be. shown that; the conditions· of [1.3;. 30,9;{1)] are satisfi-~d, so that 
0 • • ' • • • • • • •• --
. . . . . 
).[;K( ).~) l i\ an _ (Fr>1)-space and ' l(hKCA) r ~ is· an . 'CM~-space. Further, when 
. ( 1) ' . ' ,· . ' . - 1 
k = 1, then a has e.ach co~p,onent aij(_l) = 1 ~ : so . ).a(l)- 9. and 
).* (1) = 9..00 · ; 
a . 
I 
i.e: . ~* ·( 1 ). is 
. . a 
co 
9.. written as a space <;>f' double se.quencE;)s . 
. , . 
... . 
00 • co 
). . deiined by · ~(~1 .) = ~ (I x~ 1 • f · ·x. 2, 'Let A be a Ijn~a~ map ~ o~ : . .. f • I I • ' CXl ' CO 
. s:iqce' a (I ~E A*. and·. . r ' I 
j_=1 i =l 
. . "" ' J .. . i=l 1 . i=l ' 1 . 
1 
.. < r~' . .,. < 00 • • • • • 1 x.. . L x.. we have A(x .. ) £ .R. • 
. lJ .- . . 1] . . . 1] ' 
· · · oo · co 
... ) . 
• 0 ' 
and ·~x = (x . . ) (i)., . we hav.e 
• I , 1J . .. u(A(x .. )) = . I ~J . L u. ·l ~ x.-(~. j=i __ J ·i =l 1 ] ·. , . 
· · • = · Cu; u; - .. )x, so .' that the transpose . ~~·- :,'too-+ f* j,s well-defined ~irice 
. . · 
. ' 
. . 
. • • I . I • • . ' 00 I • • 
· ). ·*.contains tlie double . .:.sequence representation of R. . · and · A 1 (U) =(u;u; ..• ). 
' . 
·rt is e~.sy 
tO . 
to see that A' ~~.a one-to- one weakly contin~ous map from 9.. 
into ).* .. wi_th.~ w.eakly closed imag~ ·space: · By BO~BAKI [2; Vo1 ... 2, · p. 106]·, : 
. . w . 
it follows that A is open, orit'o, and ·contimio.us as a mapping of (F) -spaces .: 





then . the:. space '>-/N wlth the topology · · T K ('- *) 
. . . · . . · · . . q 
(FM)_-space · ~[~ K().*)] : · ~as. a quotient spac·e· 
. . " . 


























. • · 
, . 
- ~· 
' .~ ' ! 




·since >... is an (M)-space, the closure of the c'anonical i .mage 'of ev-ery 
. ' . . . 
27. 
•ci 
b.ourtded · s~t is · co~pact; consequently, since ·>../N· is' not an (M)-space·, :there . 
I ' ' I '' • ' ' 
. ' . 
is a bounded ·set in · 1./N · not containe.d ~n .the closure of· the. canon.ical image :" 
. . .. . . . 
' . l 
of a bounqed set in >.. • . Usiil& lemma 4. 4, we easily see ,.that the· strong. 
topology T'b (A/I'D · 
.. ( 
If· == N-1 C >.. *. 
Beaause 
.. 
>..*(T '(>.,)] b . 
restricted to 
is~·a comp-lete 'r(DF) ,-space, JihbO}jH} · is a c.omplete 
. r > spac~, and from the earlier r.em·ar'k~ ·. H, is not, b~rrclled, and ·hence·, 'not 
;.."-.) t 0 , I ' 0 
0 
o 
-. :~· ·.ril'~f;~barr~lled .. Using [13; 21,3. (4) and 27,2 .. (3)), it .'c.an ·be .showrt that 
' I 
.. "" ' : ~· .. ·. ,iiJ,:b(>..)jH] is ~eparable. By' ·.theorem 2.6, ,we thus have a· closed subspace 
of a (DF)-spac'o which is not , a ·(DF)-space . . . 
I • 
. ' 
Next we prove that the property of bein,g a· (DF)-spa'ce is hereditary on 
. • ' ' o • . . ' • ' ' \ . . I . . , 
passing to P subspace of .finite co-dimension; and if th~ initial · space is 
• . 1- ' 
· sequ~ntially' COJ1lPl.et_e or barrelled, .·~hen on pa~sing to a subspace of · co~-ntable 
co-dim(msi'on. ·These tesults ·p.rf7 due'to VALDIVIA ['2~). 
-. 
2. -15 . LE~1A Let G · be a · ;;ubspace of ·co-.~~mension one of:a locally convex 
.... 
space E. If U . is· an absolutely convex clused .bo·rni vorous set of Gi: such 
. t11at its. closure 0 iri E · is absorbing, then D is ·bornivoro'us in 
. . . . ' . . ·~ 
E;· 
PROOF ·Let B · denote the ~ami.ly of 'ai 1 ~bs~lutely convex dosed and boU}lded' · 
sets B. ' in E . .. We denote by . E8 , .. as usual, the linear hull 
' . \ . . 
with the no~m topology ~lth B · as ·its closed unit ball. ' · Let 
' ' 
co 
u "s of ·. B, 
n=l 
E(1.] = ! EB. 
'8 
be the loc.a.lly co'nyex huq o~·th~ spac·es {~8 } by the · injection mappi}lgs.· 
. : . . ..,. ·. · .. BfB . . ·, . .• .. 
· Since ·~'r is finer than the . initial .topology on · E, the loGally ·convex hull 
' . . ' 
. . ' 
; 
is Hausdorff. Because the E · are' bornologica1, . so' is · EEt] B by [13; 28,4. (1)]. 
. , . 
By a result b f D. I EUDONNE [ 4], ·since· G is of :t:ini te co-dimens i,on, G [ 't 1 ] 
,. . . 
is b:>r·n.ological .if T ' = T jG : If ., U' is ·a neighbour~ood of ·a. in .E[T], 












·· .. then U' (\ . E8 'is a ne.ighbourhood of · 0. _, in _ E8 • and so t_her_e · exists ),.' > 0 . . ' 
. . . 
with· ·_B .. ~ >.{l!'" E8). C~nsequently· B.'c _>.U'>· Obviously· E[.r] · and E 
I 
have 
• • 0 -
.the sa1_11e :bounded s·e.ts; 'hence E[T] · and G[t'] arc the bornol.ogical spaces 
\ · ·. 
~s~Ociaied with E · and ii~ · suhspa~e G. 
Let D ·and .. u* · bet·hec"losuresof tf in 'E .and ·- E[i:-]. If G is 
,G>o 
. . . . . \ 
dens'e 'in E[ T] ,, then U* . ·.is a neighbourhood of ' 0· i'n : E [ T]. So we have 
I • • I • ' 
8 is a borniyorous ·set in E. 'If not·, the.n· G is closed in.· E[1]' .. Let 
,. 
. L be the subspace generated b)' x ~ 0 ·"' · U (~md hen'ce x f G) and 1~~-. 'L 
. . . ~ . . . 
I • • 
nave the induced Hausdorff topology. .T:heri 
. ' 
G' + L : E . and. 6 r\ L = { 0 h 
Let ,p· a)'ld ·q 
. . 
= r. -> p : 'be the · p~?j~ctions . p: E_(t] -, 4: G[\'.-] . and 
'• I • • 
. . 
q :· E h] -+ · L: -~Y ~; Ch. 2: P~op ·. 7·.1 and .10.-4·], the maps p · an_d q- ar.e 
continuous. ·Let· c- be the absolutely convex hu-il. of ..{xl .. . ·. 
If · BE 8, there is an r > 0 wit!~ p[i3) c ·ru~ .. _.and··· q[B] c:._.rc; 
. . . 
· , consequent'ly ~ c;.' p [13] + q [B] G r (U ~- C): · So . u. + G ·:is _a· n~ighbourhood of 
0 · in .E[ -r] ~ -. Now· .. 20_. = . 0 + 0 ';) U '+ · C; ·hence ~-D . and, th~-~- . 0 1 are. b<!>rni- · ·. 
jorous in E~ # 
2. 1'6 THEORE.M J.,et ~- ·.b~ a (OF)- space. If G 
0 
fl.nite co- dimension·, then . G, is a (DF)-space. 
. PROOF Let . { ~ 1 , x2 , . .•. , X } n 
·'· 
be a co-base· of 
I , 
.. 
. ~ . . 
. 
-is a\ubspace ·~f· E of 
. ' 
~v~ly the.linea;r hu.Ils- of'. G V {.~ 1 • _. .. ,_ x~~· . G. V _:~xt:, :: .!, ·~n.:~}_, · ., ·~. -,. 
G V {x1 }·, G, . it 54ffices to carry out the proof .where . G is of co- · 
• l: J . . . '\ n : • , 
dimension one ; so w~ ·shall make' this assumpti~n. ·.Two ~ases ar·e. _possi·b.le. · . .. . 
. \ . . 
1) G ·1-s oZosed i~· \E. : If x is a-n element of . E·; .· but not G, let . L . 
.. 
be the linear hull of.·{x} ,' Then ·G· + L ·= E; · and G·/l L =· {O·}. By 
" . ~ ~ 























are topi;>logically i 'somorphic. Us~ng 2.9, Gt" is a (DF)-space·. 
I (X) ,, • 
11 G· .is de·nse in E. LEtt · {U } · be a sequence of absolu~ely .convex. 
. · / :n n=l ~ · 
. I 
closed neighbourhtjo~s of . 0 . 0 in G ·· such that U = . (\ · lJ 
· . · n=l .n 
· bounded E}s of o G.· Let . { B } ":' be a · fundamental sequence of boundep . 
• . . . . ·_. . . . n n=l - . ·. . .- . . . ' I 
. . • . ~ . . m . • .. . 
ab~olutely. c~nvex closed. sets .in· . E,; . then {B
0
(\ .G}n=l'· i_s a f~.mdam.ental 
. .. . . 
absorb's all 
seque~ce· of ·llbsol;utel.y convex bounded closed sets ' in· G. Let · f be a 
.. 
linear functional as~oc~·at~d with the .hyperspace . G C E. Then if 
·f~ 1 [{0}] (\ B = (;'n 'B is T (E')-closed for each n, ~·we have f ~ E'. 
n n s . . · 
by ROBERTSON and ROBEM~ON [16;, Ch.VI, Prop. ~1:2],. s~nce E' .(r~(~)] is 
I • . 
. complete .. This CO!ltrao?~cts th.e fact that G is dense in E. 'Herice for 
·. 
. . ' 
some m, o B " G is not dosed in E. Choose m . . . . . X in·· (B .f'il/ G:)"' (B (\G); · • m . m 
~ . . . 
B (\ G G B ~ B ·. 'which. ve:dfies x,rj G. 
m m m . , 
'I • 
'Because U ~ 1s bornivoro·us · · ~ t~en 
in G, there.· ~xists >. > Q· w~th B f\ G C: >..U; 
m 
hence and · 
'• 
x E:. A:O., · so that 'fx ~ 0. Any y E. E. can be written as . ·1y. = g · + ax for 
. - ; 
. some g ~G. and scalar , a. We can easily show U is absorbent. By the · 
le!Jlma 2.'!5 D isb'ornivorous i:h E. 
For .each · n, . D c:. U 
"" · .. n 
is a (DF):-f.Pa~e, " . un · is 
oo • ·. ':~ • .• : · •. n=l 
-·- \~- . . - . . [ f'l U ] A G~= · I\ (U f\ G) = 
n · n 
n= 1 . n=l . 
't 
co 
thus " U is bornivorous in E. 
'·' n n=l . ·,. 
a neighbourhood o~ 0 in · E: ~ut . 
Since 
CXl . 
(\ U ·~ U is a neighbourhood of 0 in ·G. 
n=l · n 
E 
We now prove a ·series of. lenunas w.hich wi 11 b~ ·needed ·to prove the major 
rcsul ts. · 
... 
z.n. LEt.lJIIA Let F ·and G be two subspaces of .a local rr ~on vex space .E j 
,..-.. 
s uch that FC G, . and the co-di mension of. ·.'-J=. i n· G is finite. Let B be 
"-- . 
· the family ·of all bounded, closed and· abs.olutely convex se~s .~f E. If for · 
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· . . 
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I , , 
Ob:v~o~sly, 'it stirfices · to. carry ?ut the_ pro~£ where 
.. 
F · is of co_'-
dime_nsion one in G. 
It is first shown that j. F. 1\: ~13 is ·closed in 
" lXI 
a sequen~e '·{ XJ ; C 
. n=l 
F n ~~ _ cony~r~e to 
E
8
, . for>each - B E. B . ,· Let -. 
._Since :the s~q~ence . i~- . 
bounded, there _exists >.. > 0 with 'x · · ~ B, 1\ n .. n 7 } , 2, .•• ' ·• . NQW _ ·p f\ ·B . i ·s · .. . . . 
·. 
closed in E, and. the init~~-1 _topology.' re_:strict~d _to ·e8 · is coars.er i.~an _-. 
the norm topoi.ogy on 
converg~ to · A.x, we · have t.x f. F " · B, and 
:"\ 
·· Let be. the_ topology'· on G. where is t-.he. lo.cally · 9onvex h ul ~ 
. . 
of, the spaces {EB.r\ Gf ; ,by .the inj~ction mapping:; into G;_ · this t~pqlogy 
. · . B{B . 
is- finer -than the lnitia1 .t~pol<?&Y res~rict~d to · G. Since F is a · hyper-
' plan~ of G(T), . and"" for each BE B, f _f\ EB tt. G i~ closed i n EB-1\ ~· we .. 
. ' 
have F is. -close~ tn G(Tl by (13; 19,1. (7)]. 
. ~ · . . 
· 'Let x ~ G_ ·with · x f F. Then G[ T] is the . locally, convex dire~t surn ·o f F[r i F ] 
and the ~inear hull . L . of {x} .wi tn' 'the - H.~usdorff vector topology. Let I be 
. 4 
the ident~ty on . G, ~d p ·and q = · I - p be the pro~ectioris of G onto 
.. L and . ~. Let· · t I F. = . T <" ·. Then p ·and q are continuous · w.i th resp_ect to 
'the topolog:j.e s T and 
·-· 
; ' 
' Gi ven we is clos'ed i n E. We take ·a net 
{x .} . c B . G which converges 
a afA . · 
show .th'at ,x t: B (\G. · ·Fo·r . each . . ~, 
x . € E. To prove the r ·esul t we need to 
= ..p {x ·) + q(X ), Since i3 n .G is 
a a · . a 
boimcfed in G [ ~ ] ) p [B n G] . is bounded·, so. re~atiye1y co~pact, _- i~ ·: L~· The r e 
I • I 
i s a subnet '. {y } o f {x· } such .that ' p·(y ) + y E L·. Th~s, 
· : · y·. :r'r .a alii . · . Y 
p(y ·) + y in the. init;iat topo'logy on ·. E, and -lim q(y) :::; lim{y - ' p(y )) = 
r · · · · . · .. r~r . r . :: .Yt'r _r . r 
= X - y i n E • . 
, . 
. 1- :. 
T '· is 'fi ner . than t he i nduced· 
... 
' . 
As . q [ B " G] is bounded in · F [ t,' ] . and 
. . ,
·topology f rom 
' : · 
E , :, ther e ex~sts 1· B' E .B with Hence 
. ,• . 
i• . ·· ~ .. . 








"\. .. . .. ... . 
.· 
· .. J . 
. . . 
. · ..
· .q.(yy) ~ B'n F for':ach ,Y and 'since .. ~I\ B .~ ·-i.~.cl?sed, . / 
X..,. y = z.~. B1l\ ' p c F~ . s~. X.= .. y + z . wh~r.e .y·~ L and z ~: F implies 
The ne.xt 'lemma gi:ves a ct>Iidition nnder ·which a tDF) .. space is a strict 
'induci:i'~e· l~mi t ?t a . seq'uence .of, i'ts . sub~paces .• . 
. · .. . .. . . - . . ' . . .. 
31. 
.· 
'Let '{E } ."" _be.an intre~si\ag sequence 
. n n=l 
2.18 LEMMA 
. . . 
Le.t 'E · be a (Dn -space. 
00 . 
= .E. If for eac~ bounded set A, .there .'of subspaces :of E, such that · U E · 
, n 
. , n=l 
m, ~with A .. c. £ , 
. ID · .exists a positiv~ integer l then · E 
limit of the sequence 
00 · { E } • 
n n=l 
PROOF Th~: locally convex ~ull E [1-] 
..> 
of 'the spaces 
. ' 
is 'the strict indt.!~ti ve 
E is the• strict induct-
n 
ive. limit. of : tJlt::s~. 'spt:tc~s by [9; ·Ch;2, s ·ec.12, Th.l and Cor.1]. · Suppose U 
is an abso 1 utely convex 1: -nel.ghbouthood of 0 in . B; · then U .. (\E fis a 
. n 
. ,. . .. 
neighbourhood _of . a· in:· . . En for · each . n. If A · is bounded and absolu.tely: 
r .convex·~ ~here exists a · positive integer . m. ·with A C Em. Consequently 
U A A = (U f\ E ) · 1'\ A is -'a neighbourhood_· of ·a 
. • • , . . m ~ .. . . . .. ,. .. . .·-· .. ~ . 
neighbourhood · of 0 in E. # 
in A. By 2. 2_, U ' .ts a 
. ' 
2.19 LEMMA ]..et 'E be. a(DF)-spa~eandlet B be .thefamilyofall . 
~bsolutely convex ?otinded · ~lo?'ed subsets of E. Let 
infinite ~ountabl~ co-dimension in . E. · If, for each 
G be a s~bspace of 
Bf B,·.:· G n s·· -·is ! closed 
.. 
anci G is of finite co-d:imensiqn in the liil~·ar hull of G v B, then G is 
closed. 





PROOF We . show that· if' .' x .f: E "' G, there is an open A c· E witn A 1\ g=cp and x E: A. . 
Let { x, x1 , . :. } b~ a : co-base of G in E · and let H · be the hyper plan~ 
.. • 







.··' ' .. 
I • -~ 32. 
in'' -the linear hull . of G v B given . BE B, so there ~ s an. int.egJ. ~ m such that 
. . ~ . 
· .. ~ -~ _conta~rled in ~he :l-inear hul~ Em·· of ' G.\J {x,x1, · ... , ._x~~· 
If . H 
m 
is the .' lin.ear hu!"l of . G V {x1 , 
· .Hn B = Hn (E "B)= (H" E) f\ B = H·t'\ B. 




· x · }· we have 
m 
. 
Since the co-d'imension of G 
in· .H is finite, we have H l' B is ·closed by l .emma 2.1_7. Hence the hyper.-
. · m · m 
plime . H-' intcrse~ts ·each· B f:: 'B 
. . . ' / . 
. . 
in a· closed set: -1\s in t he proo.f of theorem 
' 
2.16, H is clo~e.d '-in . E·• Choose "A . to 'be 'the cQmplement o.f .' H .. ' ' # 
Now we are ready 'to prove the main r~sul f. 
2.20 .THEOREM . Let E b.e a .(DF)-space. Let G .be a subspa~e of E. ·. If for 
every ,boui:tded set B of . E,' G is cff ·fini.:te co--dimension in . the ' liri~ar hull 
.. 
; ... 
of, G V B; then G · is a (DF)-space. 
..• 
. · ' -· 
PROOF 
-. 
~et {B~L be a fundamental se_quence of bounded ··sets in . E. For each · · 
·. . . 
o~ ·a ·c.o?base of G · i!l the linear . hull of ·. n, 'let F 
n 
for ea,ch n, 
.'.• ' 
' G. V Bn . such that 
co 
• • • • • • • 1 
.F ·is finite, the set F.·=. \) .F · · 
n : · . . _ n 
, . . " . . . . n-1 
If the· co-dimension of · G· in E· is 
., 
P · C:. F 1. . . fl n+ 
. 
Since each 
is· a countable co-b:as·e of G iTlt E. 
-
· finite, the resu~t jlolds by theorem· · i.1~.: Ir'no.t, we l,et {x1 ,x2 , ... } bea 
... 
c.o-base of G, and . set E1 _ = 'G, and for each n .~ 2, set · -E0 -to be the 
• \ ..... • f 
linear· hull of G ~ { x1, ... ~ /n-.'1 }: ·'h\e proof. ~~. c~rried ou.t in ~hree Cf!ses .. 
. . ' 
.. 1) G ia ctGsedin E. According to ' 1emma z·.ls, · ·· E· is 1:h.e strict i nductive· 
. ' - (lO 
limit o.f the s ·equence · {E } · 
. . . n 1 
' · Let H be the subspace · generated by 
. . . . n=-
{x1, x2 ~ .. ·} and p be the pr~ j ection of .· E. ·. onto: E1 
If p · is the. restriction· of p to E , 
· · Tl. · · · ::: . .. n 
for n ·;, 1, 2, 
. . 
with kernel H·. 
••• J • then p n 
' is 'continuous because · · E 1 is closed and -of fi11ite co-dim·~J!sion in E • n · 
r . . '-
By [13~ 19.,1.(-in p is ·continuous. So as in theorem 2.16, 
' 













.. ~·· . 





: Z) G . is tiense in E. ·Sin~e E' h~s a· f.u~damental . sequence· of bou~ded ' sets,' 
• ' •. ' • • ~ • I ' o 
• • : . · ·; • • - • ·. ·' ~ • • 0 • 
· so does .G;--hence. we -~eed only sh<;>w. that if {Un}: .. · ·· ~sa !i_eqUef.lfe of 
·: · · . n= 1 . . oo 
-~lo~ed absolut-ely convex neighbourhoods of .'o· · in G, .anq· ·u· "' (\ ~ 
'· · · · · · •· · · · ·n=l n 
absorbs · each ·bqu'nc!.ed . se-t; in. G, then U is a · ~~ighcourhood of · 0 in G. 
Let U ·and · 0 
n 
. . 
' be the closures in 
tJ 




n=1,2,··: .. , and l_et ·L ·he the Linear·· hul.i of ·o .. 
. . 
We sha H sh:ow ·that 
: . 0 
,. 
.. i • 
and' 0 i~ b~rn~_vo~ou~ -i~ ·/ :·· · . ~et . . -~- . be an _arbi ~~ .. ar~ cl6sed _absolutely 
bou~d~d .set m _ ,L, . and .AB · ,the llne~r hull . o~ · B . w1th the . ga~ge ·of :_ ·convex 
B i~ · .L- a·s nor.!Jl: }Jete that G + ri8 , is· tl~.e. .linea.~. ·hu~l ~f G. V -~. If ~ · 
• • • • • • • • • \ .. • 0 : • • ' • ' • • • • • • J .., • • • ~ • 
,G (\'~B has infi nite· <;~-dimension in -EB, · ·there. e~ists a!?-·. inf i_n.i te-d~mettsional 
. . . . . . ' 
: s.ubspace c . of EB, with . (rf'\ · E~ + -C -= EB~ G f'\ E.B ." ·'c = {0}. Hence,'_\_· . i;'• 
G + C. C. G.+ ~B' which :i:s.':0a co~t.radi·~tl~n; .. so·· ~. G_f\ EB'· has ~":fi~ite .~o·~ _dime_p~iol)_ 
' ' .' • · ,... • • • ' • ' ' ,' • • . \ - I • 
in E8 ._ . w~ consider · G ·" E8 . · to· be _a t9.polo'g:i,cal subspace _.of ' the normed space· 
. . ~ . 
EB . . Siqce i3 (\ · G is bounded in G; . there 0exists A. >. 0 with ~ f\ G c AU.; 
· . . consequently ; U ··is bornivoraus_, .and · a ·neighbourhoo-d o.f ·. · 0 1 
-~~ .· - ~ (\ -E~ .. :· If . ur is tl1e c:~os~l'·e· -ef ·_ ul in. EB, we h~ve ~ '" :~. :)_ ·oi.. ·.' 
. · because. the topology_ o(_. E8 · is ·f i ner -t~an tl\at 'ind~ced on the ' ·spa~~ i:>y the 
: . · top~logy_ ~n c . E. . '
·'· 
' Let P .'\,e ~h~ i~near hull o·f '0( Then "· p': . ~s . cl-osed ~~d of finite co- I 
. . - . . . 
~ E8, . [J ·f) ,E8 ~ ur . a~d ~i :_ i~ . ~- naighbou_rhood 'of .'dimension i~ _E8 . · . l{_ · P. 
. ' ·,~ ) n . E8 •. If . . · ~ ;I. ·E13 , . and . Q . ~ s the. linear ·_hull of a co~~a~e of· p· . . in 
··: · ~- then·_,let · p . a.nd 
·' . 
ates L, : 0 A Es-'. •·is ab~orbet:'t i n EB. Let 
. . . ·' . ' . 
· ... t C·U . . I~· i s.,easy to $ll~w -that .ur +. rc is '· bo~niv~ro·us in E8, and con- . 
c··· he. a : basis o f · Q. such that · ' · 
, . . . .. 
. - . . . (, .. .. ·.. . . -sequen~l~ ·.u A _E8 · J~ ,.. b'?'J?nivorous · _in . ~8 ,·. so._ ~ha( U i~ boFnivorous in .L. 
• .. • • ' • • 1 • : • • • i; 
!. 
.: .. ·. 
. . 
I · :., ··, , · · ,, • 
' . ~ . 
. .. 
. . . . 









· .  
··· :. 
... ~·" :-..·; 
. ·· . . 
., 













... rl_ . L -/ .E·, ·. then we, s'till .haVe .. that· L is · pense in· _E. • The · last · i .emma 
. ; 
. .. . .. 
holds for- the <Das~ ·w~en, - ~: : ~as finite co'-dimension 'in . f· ·So ·th~re is a 
. ' 
B- C E 
. 0 
.. . . ~ ·--· . 
which ~~ ·~ounde~~ ··clo~ed and absolutely c~nvex and·. L _1\ B
0 
·is not 
. . . ... 
clased 1n ' . E. ·If x t (L f'\ B)'\, (L f'\ s :L . then· x. ~ - (L f\ .B .). C.'B = B; ., . 
... · 0 . . Q .•. 0 ,· o.. 0 
..... . . .. ' .. 
Bec~t:se. 0. .'is· borpi:vorotis .. _i~ L~ ... 3;nd s
0
n ~ . i·s.'bounde~ there, 
. -. . .. .. 
. there -exists >. ·> 0 We have a contra-
.· . 





(X) 7"~' ·1 ·. t. co 
, F!~m. this; . (\ . ~- ::,. ( " '.U- r :; U, . ciria henCE;! ,· (\ . ·IT' iS borni V ~r ous in~ 
· n · n . ·0 • n 
n=l · · . n.=l · "" . · · . n=l · 
' I 0 ' '. - , ., " , ' 
E. Since .. ;E · i.s a . (DF)- spa~e·; " " · U is a- neighbourhood, of . 0 irt E, and · 
. . n J • 
oo oo • :-· · :. n=l . · ·. ~:.- . 
.( fl ·tr) (\ G (\ U~ :::; .U is a. neighbourh~od of: .0 in ·G. So· G. o is a·g~oin _ii o 
.,'.·n=l n - .. · n"'=l" ·.· 
• • \• • ttl • 
·. CPFh space. : .. · 
.... : . . : ., 
• 0 . 
·.· 
· . :~ . ,... . .I 
'· 
.0 ' 
.· ~~ _G. i .s ar>bitf'ary. Let . G be "tl\e ·closure ·of G in E. · 
• · o . • ·o ~> ~. .• 
0 ::> If ·c;~ .. is·: o'fl."·finite ~o-.d'ime_nsion 'in p, 1we apply. th~orern 2 .. 16 'to con~i4de 
-'· .. . ·- . .. . ·. .- · .. · - ~ . . 
' - . - . g. , ,.,., 
, . ... -, that . . G is : a (DF) .. space. · ~f q i ,s_ of· infinite count~ble co:-dimension, ·we .apply_ · 
--~ - ~··_ . . os_t;ag·~(i) o~. t.h·e. ·p~!!sent t~~'o~e~. BecaJ.ts: .c; . ·is cioseci ·in ·. E>' .• ,G_:. is dens~· in · 
· ·-· . G, . . s~ ~e: a~p\~ ,ei'tner · .theo'~em. 2, 16:·or st.age :.'(Z) to c.oncl~doe · .. G is a (DF)-: J 
- • ~ ~ ... • • • 1 . 
.. 
. · .. ~Pi~e:. ·#· .· ·. · · •. · ., ·. ~ . ·. 
' . .. , '- . .. . . .. ' 
'( . 
Let·· ·'E · oe ~~rrellec;i· .(:QF)-space. 





• : ••• •• • • • 0 
~. .· 
. . \' z·. 2.1 . THE~)RE~l_ 
.. 
If ·G is a subspace· ~f : :E 
•. . ·~.. . .... . . 
.,·~· . : 
is ~t· :o (DF)- space .. 'G .. 
·~· 
t.. . • •. )-
. · . . :. . . . . .... . .\ . . . . . . . .. 
' · '· . ~RQOf' · . · V~LDIVfA · [20] ·. pr~ved 1 that .a subspace of i nfini t:e ·countable 'co-dimension 
. ·. 
. • . " . . . '! • 
·:··.:· ·. · ··,. ~C~ \~~?e.l'l~d .spa·c·e ;, i5 ~~r.~-ell~d ~ . 
0




.. --~ --' .. 
~ . . E, . ~ · . h.ns· a fm).damental sequ~.nc~ o~ boundea·· sets; conse~ve.nt ly; · G 1 s a · (DF.) ~ 
( ' • I :- • 
· · · sp~ce .. · #• 
, - ' : ,· . ·.~.',j 
. . . ' . . . . \ .. 
• ... We . c~nc1um' this section .wi_th the;: following result · . . · 
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2.22 THEOREM ·:.Let . E · be ~ sequ-~ntia_l~:-~ .. c~o'J:Ip.le.te (DF)-spac~- ·. ; a. 




.. . ~· 
'PROOF Let B be the ·family of·au bounded closed ~bsolutely convex 
o·f. E. •Le.t E(-i] be the locally conv~x-hull pf ihe noimed · sp~c-~s where · 
.. 
B € B, and the rio'rm is the gauge of ·B. Because B is · closed . in it··is 
E is a Ban.ach · sp' ace . • · s· . • 
\'Je hav.~ al'so that E[ T'[ . is the bornolo~ical Space aSSOC.iated With . t.he in'i tial 
~ . '"-, . . : .. 
· .... ; 
~ . 
· ._ . . ~et . E1 ,l?e the closur~ o~ t~ in ~Jr.] with topology· induce_d by the 
ini t}al :spa~e . ·E. \'le show tnat Ei. is a (DF)-space. if the co~dimcnsion of 
. . . 
. · . 
. . 
is finit-e, the P!~ot' follows from~t!leorem ~ -~ 1.6; _so we ·assume E . 1 
has infinite countable co~dimension in E. 
. . 
' . . 
Let { x1 , x.2 , : . ·. } · · b_c ,-a co-ba~e. 
.... 
'of E and E , 
. . . n for n j_ 2, be the iinear huli of 
, !. • • ' 
· ·~·· 
·. J . 0 
E1 U {x1,x2·, .;., x·n_ 1 }. By [13; 27,1 . (3)], E~·d . is barrelled .s.ince each EB 
• Clb 
is barrelled. It i.s shown · iil [20]_ that.-.i~ {En} _ · is an l.ricreas~ng _sequence 
. , . · n,..l 09 
of -.sub~pac~s of th~ barrel! ed spaee E such that U •E 
. . . . . • . n=.l n 
the .strict inductive limit of the sequence. If for ea~h if; 
"• ..... -
= E, . then E 
I ·. 
T 1= . T I.E . ; 
·• n· · n 
is 
then ~[T] ~is the st~ict . . ind.uctive I.l.mit of the spaces {E [T ]}. B~cause. 
, . n n , 
·E1 i:; closed in E[T] .a·n,~E·l is of finite · cd-dimen~Jon. in E , . ,by 
. . . \}1 n . . 
.-, . [9;· Ch.2,P.r.op.l0.3]'we have E is closed in E[T]. Given any BE B, and 
n , 
not_ing.[9;vCh.2, Th . l{2], there . ex~s~~ _m with 'B C E. The c~nditions o~ 
m· 
theorem 2. 20 are sati:sfied ·for the· subspace E1 'of E; consequently, ~~ 





has finite.c_~~d;imrn9io~.?n ·E1 _~ . · then it is a (Df')-space; .. so we 
again assume .. G is ·of· infin'it.e ' Gountp.ble c;:o-dimerision in 
• • • • f ' • • ~ ./ .. 
.. ' . . 
,..· .. 
. :.. , ·~ .:: . ~ . ) .. · . 
.( 
: ; . . . 





,6;.: ' .. 
:~---..... -~ 
.. ~ . 
•:_. 
. .. 




.. ·· ., 
.. ·' 









. b'e a sequence of c~osed abs,olutely con){eX neighbourhoods of 0 in · G such 
00 
tl1at U =-~ . (', u. is born:i.V~rous If ,, is -riG, we shaH !;how first 
n=-1 n 
. is neighbourhood of 0 in G(-r']; • ... ,. a .that U 
' . .
U iS a baJ,'re'l in G, and hence also a barr.el'in G[-r'·] ; By.the .-resutt 
of VAU~IV IA m~nt{oned ea~lier,· G[T'] is barrelled, so that U , is a neigh-
bourhood ·of 0 _in G[~. ']. ·~c:ause ·~l .. is the closure of, G ,in ' E[-r], '· G 
. t' -
is dense in · E1 [ -r 1 ] .' .. since t .he initial topol9g.y on - E'· '-re_stricted .to E'i - ·· .,._ 
. ··~·· . . ' . 
· .. 
is coarser ' than Tl, · then o. ·thQ ... closure of u-. -.-i~ E· i 's a ·T ·_:n .. ~ighb~ur-\ 
. 1 . . 1 . 
. ... \. 
hood ·of 0. Consequent~y . 0 is bornivorous 
un for . n · = 1, 2, .•. , ·be ·the ,c'losure 'of 't.Jn 
" . --:::-'--:-:- '. 
Let in 
/'\. ·u ':) (' "". u ) = 0, ~4. -so . is · bnrni voroi.'ls . . ~ . l n " n 
·n=l · n=l 
00 ~' 
n · !Jn i~ a ·1)ei~hboOrhood of 0 · in E1 . We hav·e 
n=l 
, oo 4. oo • "' ·oo 
Since· ·E 
· 1 
. ' , 
.. 
E 1 . .. Then .... 
~5 a (DF)-space, 
I ,•• • 
'\ .... 
.(f' U) A. G =· (\.' (iJ f\ G) =· 'f't ·u = U 
n .. n . 1 n 
is a neighbourhood of ·o in .G. # ' 






... ·• . 
. . ... · I).·, '. 
These spaces are· an.."·important. ell ass .of' (DF) -spaces. · In_' this ·se:.ction a 
0 • • ' 
-· 
topol'Ogy.is given ·on _the dual CJ..f .. a metrizable space under which _ the space is 
.. - ~ . . . . . ~ . . 
, .• a .bornologic~l · (DF)-sp~c.e~'- C~n~~tio~s f~r a st'l'ong. 'dual of ·a m~t~izabl~ sp~ce 
:'to be' bornolog~c.al are given .. . ,· . The section concl~des wlth an·exa~ple of a 
quasi~ba.rrelled (DF)- space which is not borno.io'gic~·l.. 
• , • :' • • I \ • '.:i 
·' 
* 
. The fir.st · resu-rt of the section identifies the "bornolC?g~cal' topology : . 
assoc:_~ated ~-i·th the· ·str~>ng topology on. the dual . E', of a rne~r.iza.b.le· space . 
.. 
E wi th-'the . strong top.ology on E-' 
' • ' • ' \. I 
derived from the paiTi.ng .<E ' , E .. ~.' · 
. . . (, ' 
2. 2 3 · THEORE~t Ef'r ] is a locally,. .convex metrizable space . . 










; ' ' 
.; . 








,. • r ~ ,.. '\':: •.,.. , • 
--. -~ .. ..... ~ .. .. ',• 
. • ' 
0 
"I 
. .... . 37. 
.. 
. ·. 
on P is equal to : 1b (E': ). · . 
is thus always a c~mpl~te bo~nological (DF)-space. 
·. 
. • • . .. t. ~ 
PROOF 'First, it .is shown. that E' [Tbl has .a· basis :of rb(E)-clos~d .neigh- -
·' ' 
' ' 
bourhoods of 0. Let :{B } 
n 
be a· fundamental . sequence of absolutelz.. con.yex 
. ' ' .... 
bounde9 ·T (E)7closed. subsets of 
I ,, s ' 1 o ~e ·prove tha~ the algebrai~ 
va {y ,£ 0 with [x, y) C: V} of hull = E' . there exists x€ v of any set y • ~ •. 00 . . '"·:·~- ,• 
th'e form . . V ·= f " CL B n' with each CL > 0, is \ ' (E)-closed. 
n=l n n 
k 
= .. r ·a B , 
n n 
thEm 
a; I , 
V = ~ · Vk . · Because 
.k::l .' 0 • 
E[LJ is ·metrizabie, 
h=l 
th.e s~.ts Bn ar.e · . r 5 ~E)-compac( a~q s~. · are,th: 
. H.~n.~'{the:· Vk .are · T.~'CE)-closed~ .. . :r.t: ~s . ea.~i1y 
~k tiy [13; . 20,6.{5)} . . · 
~how~. th'at · v~ c · V00 :.where ·: 
.Poiar.·s az:e taken in the ·pairing <E'·,E.'r>. By [13; '·.16,4. (4)] .if u f Va, ·.· 
- I 
there exists B .> 1 with ~· ·¢ ev~ ·. con\~'quen~l~ * ' · Vk . for eacl;l .k. So 
for ' each . k .there. exis~~ ... . zk ~ V~ · C 'E" w·i t .h · zk (~) == 8 
\ 
is l:ioundecl in. ' E"h!\ (E 1 ).'], so, . because 
' . 
T (E')-compa€t ·subset c,>f. E". 
. s . . . ..: . . 
. . . 
So there is a 1 ·(E').:convergent sutinet ci'f 
: s .. . . 
, ~ -
_{ zk.} which conve1;ges to some" z •E. E". . Because 
'" " . •o . 
zk(_u) ~ j(for . all ~· ... 
-z
0 
(~) =. 8 . . For· each . m \"e can choose a subneti of t he. 
. ' I 
1 (E ,·) -conv~rg'i:mt 
s . . . 
n·~t\ 1~h ich takes . f-11 'its . ' . . , . 00 ' ~ • va lues iri . the .. set ·.J zk) ~ ~ Sinco 
. · • co . "" k=rn 
· • 














. { f. k} "' ·c V~ , we ha ve z' ~ () .v0k· ,; .( Vt VJC? =· vQ . .' So . 
. 
0 
. k,; 1 : k = 1 I)> 
J. 00 
u .,. v hen·ce · , ·, 
. ,. 
' # ... 
... 
k::m 
. ( ) • . •. • . 00 :he·,.· Tb. E -c1osure V of V 
' 
. ~ . a 
is equal to V · • 
• 0 
v is a. n'~ighbourhood o f 0 'in. r* b b ecause every bounaed set i s . . ·. 
ao~~rbed by s ets" of . th~ s f?r~ . . ~If W is c:( ·Tb~ ~los~d 
·. 




is also. contained: i .n 
. ,W, hence ·the sets ~f the. for~ · Va o form a · b~·~ i s '<?.£:; . Tb -neighbourh~ods df · 
.. ;" • • • I ' ' ' • • 













. ·. - ~·· 38. 
0 ·in E'. " . . 9 · 
The ·'b(E)-cl~sed ~bsolute_~·y · convex absorb~nt subsets of E' · . f~·rm a 
.. · ' . . 
. . 
. oasi-s of 'b (I;;".) -n~ighbourJ10ods ~f. 0 in ~' [ 'b (E':)]: .so ~~ have . 'b · i;S 
· c9:arser ·:han· .··'!)(~"). Conversely if A .is ·a i:b (E)_-~losed : a~solutely -co~v.ex 
• • g • 
· 3:bsorbent 'subset of · E~' ,. then· . A is a . bcirri~vorous · barrel i"n · E'. [1b(E) 1. 
'""' . . . 
,which is. a complete space. · Consequen.tly A is a · neighbourhood of. 0 in j 
~0 T* ·::: b 
.J.' 
. . 
'· . .... 
"Secause· EY[-rb(~")f has a basis of ·~b(E)-closed ·neighbourh?od.s_. of · 0,: 
. ' . . . . .. . . ... 
•' 
·co.mpleteness of· this space follow's. fro"m [13;· -1.8,4. ,.(~)]. · It . ·. 
' .• .. 
·' 
" • • • • tt ' • • 
0
•• As. a;. coroliary · to . thfs ·we give some 0 equ.i_valent c:d teria for the . strong· 
I .. . . .·. . . .. ·.. . . ·.' .. · . 
·.dual of .. ~ metr'i iable sp~cGe to be bo~no~ogical. · .· . :. 
2. 24 COROLLARY .. · . Suppose · thq.t 
• • ' • • ~ • • j • 
. J.s ·a .loc:aliy .conve~ 'inetrizable space ... . ·. 
..... 
. · The following· are . equiv~lenot. 
a) ~['T] · is distinguishel:l;o · . . 0 •• 
is bornological; and · . 
.. 
is infr'abarrelled. 
. . \ 
' ~ . 
. . ' . . . . 
t II • • 
. _: PROOF Because E'.[-rb(E)l is complet.e, · i .f it i!? quasi -barrellea; it .:ls ·: . · 
bar.relled; sQ, (a) ·and (c) ·are equiyaleni. ·In ~t.he previous pr_oof, it was 
·.. ' . 
shm11n that -E.' [•;L 'has a ~as~~ o~ neighbourhoods. consisting of 1-b:(E)- . .. · .. 
. . dosed abso~utely . co_nvex sets~ Btlcause ~ •·[Tb (E)] is barrelled; (b) · :f.ollows 
' : 
from ,Ca). # 
.. 
·-·· 
'From tl)is 'coro~lary., ~ and results· of section ~' the fo'llowing is 
iinm.edia te . 
,. -, . 













• 1 , •• 




. z:zs·COROLLARY · Let E(rJ · be an (F)-sp~ce • . 
-a) If · ·E i (:tb (E)] 
.. • 
ts sepa!abie, then is bo!nological.· 
. . . 
b) If E' [tb(E)J. .has ·its boun·ded subsets metriz.able; then E·' [tb(E)], is 
. . . . 
·_ .bornological, 





. ·c) If E[t] is reflexive;· t~en E'[t (E)) 
. b i~ bornological. ff · 
. . 
, GROTHENDIECK ·. (7] -asked whether e~ch i~·frabarrelled .(DF) -space is born-
. ' . . 
· . 
.. ol6gic'aL . KOMURA ['11] g::,lve an example of an infrab~rreile'd (DF)-spac'e which ' 
. .· . \ . 
· · · was not born~ logical, but this example ·:.was incorrect. Recently. VALDIVIA [22] 
• f ~ . • • • • • 
' . 
has given an ~~ample ·of such a _ space. We state the :fo.llowing result wh~ch. 
·will give the desi.red ex~mple. ' .. 
-"Let · !.." be ~I:t echelon · ~pace defined · by the . iincrea.s·~.ng system 
. ·a(k)·,:k ·= )~; ..... ·,' . .'sue~ ·~hat every a.Ck? .~{a: . (.k)} oo ' · ... is 
· · .. . . -· . . n ·' .n=I a .. sequence of . 
. strictly -p·osi ti ve num?ers. :· Sup.pose .. that ·for ey.ery positive 
00 ' • . . . • 
i.s ~ · .strict.ly i.ncreasing sequence {p ·} of positive ·. integers ·such that 
. . n .n=l . ·. 
1~ - {ap ; (k)/~p .C~)l;;1is a . . ?ounded . seque~ce for · k = 1,2: , .. · p~ 
n n · . . . · 
J • 
. · z~ ·. ii:m ·:Ca . ·.CP+lJ i~ (I).).=·· ~· 
·. n~· Pn - pn -
J • • • 
... 
Then the~e,. _is a dense ' subspace .E 'of >..* [l-
5
(>..)] . su;h .- that 
.. 
' . 
is a !'lon-bornologicaf in.frabarre.lled space . 11 
., q l ' ., . 
.. The example is now 'obtained ·froni the above result. . Ne· ~ish to ~onstruct 
. .. . 
. the , !'leql!ence (~) . a , . c;l v.en positive ' n . , ··we ·can 'write n uniquely as 
. . li-1 . . 
._ . .. (2m - .1) 2 · ···where .:m and h . are po~i tive. integers. . If 'h ~.' k, set 
a (k)· = "n · .if , h ~ . k 
n . , "' • set 
. (k) ' . 
a = ·1. . 
·. n 
.. . . 
Obviou~ly .t~e syst~m. pf s.equences 
.I 
p ··set pn=· (2n -. l) '2P, ·n c:= 1,2, is ~nFeasing. Give~ a posi,tive . integer 
) . .. ,' .. , . 
· ·· '. From· :fhe definition, .if, .·p +.' 1 >' k, . then ~ . (k) 
- k .·· . . , cp.;.iJ- __ vn 
a ( ). = 1 and . for ·. k = p + 1', a - p . 
. p n . ..:· . , . "". . .Pn . . n 
. \ 
;:.' 1. So, for .k 
. ., . . 
= ~' 2, .· .· . p·, . . 
.. ·, 














0 • • 
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' theorem are satisfied, so we obtain a space ( E[Tb(>.)fE] '\'lhich is- infrabar'relled · 
. I . ~ . . > 
. _ap·d ion-bornological. Since ·E . wi'th this topology is a subspac_e of', the · (OF)-· 
. · · space ;>.*[~b.(>.)],. 
, ·a. (DF)-space. , 
. ' 
J 
,. . , . 
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In the previous chapter we stu~ied the-class of (DF):spaces motivated by 
tpe\ properties of strong duals of .(F)-spaces. 'sin~e dua~i~y· the~·~y 'play~d 
'!.! ' . -
an important r.ole, Jocal. convexity was crucial in all the results. Based 
' , • • 0 \ • 
<.-.. • 
on a recent work of ERNST [6] ·we develop a class of topological . vector 
' . The concept· is · meaningfuL in the setting 
. . . 
of a.rbitrary topological' vector: spaces, which ' are not necessarily locally 
.. ~ q • • 
co.nvex . . Ultra-(DF)-space:; fo;m,a generalizad'o.n ·of (DF)-spaces and mo'st .of 
~ . : . 
' the results available for.· (DF)-space.s carry over -to :this class ··with greater 
ll • • • • 
gen~rality. ·The generalization from ' (DF1-.space to Ultra-(DF).-sp~ce ~.s. 
patterned aft.er the ~tudy of Ul.tra~bar~elled and Ul tra-quasibarrelle.d spaces 
by (YAHEN [ 10] in the context of a gen~ral topologic~i vector s~ace. In 
· · wl)at foll.ows E [ r] will refer to an arbitrary ·.topological vector space (not 
.. 
~ecessarily locally convex) over the field of real or complex numbers. 
We first iecast the defin~tio~ of a (DF)-spac~ as follows ·to · suit . ready 
general i 'zations. 
\~ 
A locally convex spac.e E [-r J .is a · (DF)-space provided . . 3.1 REMARK 
. : 
a') . E has a fuJ1d.amental "'s~quence {B } of closed absolutely convex bounded n , 
b')' 
sets such' that f~r each ·n. ' B .•I + B c B and . I \ \ 
n . n . n+l · ' 
if· (Un) •is a seque~ce of Cl.Osed ab~~lUtely convex T-neigh~ourhood~ ~f \ 
0 in E and ~ u ;: " un . absorbs all bounded"' sets in ·E [ T], then u 
.. · .•. n=l . 
is a T-neighb(j)urhood of 0. # • 
0 , 
, 





















It is ~'asily seen that the above definition is. identical -~i th the ;;ne 
we used in cHapter II 
. , 
I (cf. 2.1). 
.. . 
42. 
3.·2 ·DEFINITION Let . M(O) , be a subset of a linea:r space E. _ 'The sequence 
I • ' .. 
{M(j)}j:l ·-is call,ed a ~fining sequence.for M(O). 
M(j) + M(j) C M(j-l) for each j = 1, 2, . .". # 
if : ·M U.J. C .. E . ~nd 
We now give the definition of an Ul t:tYc(- (OF) - -space-. · 
3.3 
. . 
DEFINITION · A H~usdorff topological ~ect6r s_pace 
. ' 
Ultr>a-(DP)-space (or(UDF) :- space) if· 
, 
' E[T] "is c~iied ·an 
·; 
· a) th~re exists a fundamental sequence {B~} of circled closed bo~p~ed ~~ts 
I 
in .E[T] and 
... 
' . . 
,•. 
b) if {U- (O)} oo is 
·.n · n=l .. 
a seque.nce of closed ciF~l ed nei~hbourhQdds of 0 · in. . 1 
. . . . ' 
E[T] and ·{U (J)}"' .is 
. n . ·-r 
·and for each j .::_ 0~- U (j) 
a definin~ 'sequence for , U (O),. for ea.ch .n; .-
. oo •. 1 .. n -.. . . . 
= {'\'. U (J~ a:bsorbs 'alt .bo~nded ·sets .in. the· 
:n=l- n .-·· · ·- · · · 
fu!'lqamental · ~equence, then -- U (O) is a T:-tleighbourhoofj),z of 0. · in E.· . # · 
. .. ' 
' ( 
Given a topolpgical 'vector spa~e E[t] 
•• "!! 
there is a f~nes' loc~lly c~nvex 
. . ' . /. . 
T. ·A neig_hbourhood basis : o.f 0 
. . 00 . . . ~opolpgy ·. T on . E_· which ·is· coar·ser than 
! . 
. ' 0 ,0 
T consists of convex_ htlll-s of members of a T-~eighbourhood oasis of 0. 
ln case 00 T is ~ausdoiff~ foilowini )YAHEN [10], . ~e ~all 
........... . \ • 
convex space a~so~?-atecf-. with E [ T] .· ·. 
the locally 
As . a . £ir.st r<:su'l t; we · show· that: e~ery loc~lly co~vex ~-UDF) -_-spaC:e. ·is a 
. . .•; . .·. .· 
' '. (DF)-space. ' 
3,4 'THEOREM If .E_[:] 
, . 
.' • ' I Ia 
is _ a __ (UDF)'- sp_ac~· .wi ttl a fundamental sequence {B } 
.n 
00 . . . ~--- ~ o~-closed cir~led . bounded sets ~nd the topology . T · 1s Hausdorff, th~n 



















a) the sequence· {c · } where Cn .= <Bn> (in ·:00) :- ~~ a fundamental sequence· 
o • · , n 
.of absolute,ly convex .closed bounded sets in E[T00] and 
b) E[T00 ] is a · (DF)-space.-.:. · 
.. 
I 
"PROOF ·we first prove 3. 3(b)ol..et {W } 
n 
. \ . 




. .. h. b h d f 
T -ne1.g our oo s o . 0 · and l~t W.=(\W. 
. 1 n 
It suffices to pr·ove that 
. . . ~ 




Each IV is a circled ·closed T -neighbourhood, o'f '. 0 
n 
and has a defini:pg . 
co' 
sequence {.!_,_ w } If w ab~orbs aH B 
' 
so does 
. zJ n . 1 
·J= n 
·and since it ·is conve··x, W is ~ .<00-neighbourhood .of ·o. 
Coming to the proof 'of (a)'· each · ,en 
.We first show that each bounded get · C 
. \ 
If not~ there exists 
1 . ' 
x e- c 
n n ·" 
.  , 
X C 
n · n 
is ob~iousl~ bounded-in 
in 
00 . . ' 
E [ T ] , is absorbed by some c 
. n 
for each .. n. Clearly, _.{xn} is a 
. · 00 . 
T -null sequence. Since each . C. is closed and each x is compact, by 
. n n ·. 
'113; is.'6.'c9)]. there is an absolute!'y convex <00-n.eighbour~ood. _Vn of 0 
· · . oo· 
'$UC~ that 
absolutely 
any of the 
xtl.c ~.V 1 
n r . n n 'for each· 





For a f.ixed · m, B C C C w for 




w is a T 0~-ne~ghbou~hood · of ' O, 
n=l n 
00 








n = 0 ,'1, 2', 
• 
... ' so &Cf'W. m n 
n=m 
m-1 "" 
hence' w = ,( (\ w ) " (" w ) 
1 . n n n= .. n=m 
. \ 
absorbs B .• 
m 
Hence W l. l. 00 ' . h'b . h d c 0 ;, a . T ·-r1e1g our oo o.~., _ ---· 
. ' 
which is a contradiction. 
' IVe now show that C · lies in some 
. . 
Clearly C C' AC 
m 
for some ·A . > 0. 
Since {B
0
} is a . fu_nda~ental s'equence of bounded sets in . E[-r). .l.B · C:. B 
m n 
" for some n; hence, C C: >.C C C : This complete's the proof. 
m· n 
















3.5 CQROLLARY If 
• I I (j• (DF)-space . . # 
; 




. ~ . 
;.l 
.,....---- '·. 
E[-r] ·is ~-locally_ convex (UDF)-space then it is· a 
I I , 
The pr~o.f }5 now obvious. ·. 
- . 
4.4 • 
. . ' ~ 
· Let us now reca1:1 the qefinition of an Ul t.ra-barrel and an Uftra-quasi-
barre'!. from IYAIIEN (10]. 
3.6 tiEFINITION A c~rcled closed set 
space E[T] . with a defin~ng_se~~ence : 
U (~) of a· Hausdorff topological vec.tor 
{U.'Cj):} j~l.· such that. e~-ch· · U (j ). is 
absorbent 'is called' an·Ultt>a-.baP1'el. If each Ultr.a-barrel :ls a T-heighbour-
hood of 0,- then ' ·E[;] is said to be al)· Uttra-bar.T'eL_Zed. spac·e. 
,... 
r.f in the aQOVe s~atement, _each U(j) absorbs. ev.e~y .bounded set then u(O) · 
······ -- .• - • .:...p ...... , _ __ -·- . . .. 
is called an Vltra-qua.sibar!'e l, · and if e!lch Ultra-quasibarr.el is <!-. -;:--ne'igh- · 
bourhood of 
I ' 
0 then . E [ T] .: is ·said to be U~tra-quaaibarre.~Zed, .' # .. . 
~ 
In 3.3(b)·the sequence U_(b) 'd• . an 
so every Ul tra-quasibarr~lied space. w'ith a· fundament-al sequence of. bounded : • · 
' I • • 
' '· 
sets is. a (UDF)-space. Since a loaaUy bounded spaae ,is de{iried as a H~usdorf·f 
. "' . 
topological vect~r ii}~c~ with a ·bounded ~eighbourhood of 0 . it is Oltra-q~as.'i-
. barrelled and hence a (UDF)~spac~~ We shall ·now see t'i1at ·.for separable (UDF) .,._ 
. .. 
. spaces, the converse:· is also true . .' 
. . l 
3.?. THEOREM Let E [ T] ·be_ a (U_DF)_--~pace and M C E be a se.P..ar.~ble set 
0. ' . If V(O) . ;s U.l . - ' b 1 . h d f' . . c;:ontainitlg ~ an tra~quas~ arre w~t e 1n~ng · ~equence 
' . ;. 
. .. {vCJJlj:1 - ~s - in : 3.6, :·· then vC~? .n'M . is a ' neighb<;>U!hood of-· -o i n the top-
.·: ology induced'-by · T OTl M ••. 
' .· .. ' 
. · .. . 
PROOF ':rt suffices to ·show that t .here exi-sts 
·.in C[;] .·such .tha~ .·M.n U_, vC~l, th~t : is 
.· 




• · I •. · •• 
~n open neighbour~ood U of. 0 
u.n ~1 n .(E. "'yC?)) ~ q,~ Again 
·. I 
. c. .... -· . 
~-·· - ·· ··-·. 
.... 






since U (\ (E ~ V(O)) is op~n, it is enough to show that no.elernent of a 
dense se.quence {X· } in M lies in u " c E "' v_ C 0) ) . . If. x · E - ' (0) . E "' V . n n 
we shall show that xn f u.' If only finite~y many X belong to E "' . v·~O) n 
the ex'istence of U is obvi'ous. If not, we let { x '} co repres~n t the 
n n=l 
. . ' (0) su~sequence of elements 'in • E "' · V • .. . 
Since. yCO) is closed, fqr each n there is a cir~led · neigll.bourhood 
'V. ( 0) 
u 
n 
of 0 with a defining sequerice {U (j)} "'. of neighbourh~ods of 
45. 
0 
n . I ~= 
u (j) ~·v(j) + ~ (j) _ is so that xn¢ vCO) +{)nCO)_ ·· Th~ . set 
v. n . . n 
a closed neighootir,hood of O· for each j and "is circled for j = 0. Again 
·•.· {U (jh ~ · is a de~ining sequen'ce for U (O) for. each n. Because· 
~ J=l .. n 
U (j) . = (\ U (j) contains V (j) for each. j, U (j) absorbs all bounded 
n=l n 
sets. Hence U (O) is a closed neighbourhood. o~ 0 which contains no .xn .. 
- ~ ... .. .. .. ... .. : Hcnc'c. th.e existence of- an .'open U' which we' are seeking is g,uaranteed. It 
• I 
. '., ' 
. As an immediate .co:r:ollaty we ·have . I 
.· 3. 8 COROLLARY '' 
' . 
a) .Eyery Ultra-quasibarrel~ed ·space' -with· a fu,ndaritental sequence of bounded 
.. sets is. a (UDF)- space. 
.... . .. 
·. 
~) · Ever.y separable, (UDF) . ..:.sp~ce· .is Ul tra-qu~sibarr-elled~ · # 
~~ ' ' l • ' I • ' • f 1 J • 
-· 
, . . 
9 ·., LineaJ" maps on (UDf) -spaces ·. 
. . . • .. 
.. ' 
. r. . .. 
' l 0 .. • 
, Jus~ · as · in _the ,case :<!if ('DF) - S'~aces 'it ' will, now' be s}lown t'hat -a linear ·map 
' f .. • • ... • 
... _from ,a ll)DF).~ spa'ce into ~ top_olpgic~l· vecto! ·space is. continuous provided i t 
.. . . . . . ' . ... '/ .. . ' ·: : . ' 
. i~ contin~ous ·on · each 'bounded s~t. ~~ this·sec~ion, whenev~r we·~efer to a· 
, ' 
fundamental' sequence' {B } 
.. . . . . n we shall."make the blanket ?-S~urnption that 
... -~ 
B .+ a·· · ·C·B· · for each ''ri: 
... n n·.·· n+l 
' ·' 
•' "" . 
•' 


















· ~ ... · 
3.9 LEMMA I.tet E[-r] . be a (UDF)-space with a fundamenta l" __ ?equel)ce {B -} 
1 • · . - .· n · 
o:f circled closed bounded sets .and let V(O) be· a circled 'subset of E 
'. 
with ~d~fining sequence _ {~·(j)}j:l ·:~ Then 
< .•. -9. i.f ·v(j)n . Bn · is.: a neighbo~rhood of o 
and j :.. 0 . 
v<~) is a -r-neighbou~hood bf 
. . 
in the ind~ced topology_ on . · Bn . 
PROOF ; For each n, there is a f:ir~led c~osed n~ighbourhood Un (O~- :of 0; 
sue~ . -t~~{. ·~ -.. · . n ·U (O) c . B . ('\ vCl) . Obvio~sl~- B ('\ l) _CO)' c. s· n v(l) . 
,, . 
. · ,... n; 1 " n n+ 1 ' n . n . . n . 
It is -easil~ --s~~;n.· t·hat for ea_ch .U - ~OJ · ' there is~ def i_ning seq~ence . {U (j) } 
• · ·. : . . ·. n n 
of Circled ~iqsed neigh~ourh~ods c;}J 0 'such t _hat · ·s· n U. (j) C B ·n V(j+l) .· 
. . · n .. n . . _n · . 
·for each. J' > 1·:' Since· B· · . C B for_j < n, we have 
. - . · : · · n- J . n • . ·~ 
. B .. ·n 'u ·. (j ) c. B . . n v (j + 1) for n > .1 and 0 < J < n. 
n-J n · n-J · . - · · · -
we shall now construct a s.eqw:i~ce .{W .(O)} "" of. circled closed neighbo~r-
. . . . · ( (O) ' n n=l . ·- C) 
hoods 6'f .o· .. S11ch that ea<;:h W , has : a defining sequenc~- · {li:-- J } "' · with 
-.n · . . n . . 1 . 
the· P!.operty that the sets w.Cj) = f\ \~ u) u. ~- o) · absorb. ~fi.J ~;un.ded 
n= 1 n · >' 
= 
. . 
Let W· (j) 
n 
Ne ;may assume that ·. V (_j) 
. ' 
B . f\. '1, (j+l) t . Un. (j+l) 
n-:J 
. u (j +l) 
n 
is circled for -each J. · r 
a ~ircl ed closed .. neighb?urhood of:'. 0 .. · 
~ 
For · 1 .::_ j < n 
·. 
.... t ;• 
for ) = 0,_ • ••• , n ;-.1 
. . · . 
for · j =· n, ptl, _.· . . 
' . 
s· :. ·(\ v (j+I) + ·u (j +1 )_: 
n-J · . . n 
. \ ( ·· .B . . 
.. , n - (J -1) · 






' . .. 










. ~ . . 
. • .. . ";. 
. . . --





.. ... 47·~ ,.· . 
' . 
. I 
c . • . • :. 
C> 
_· u ·· j =·n., .-w (~)';.+ w· tl}) ·=··u .Cn+l) ' + u (n+.l)~·~ (nJe w (n-1) 
,n n n . n · n .· . ~ 
and- i.f j > n, l'l rjy'· + w ~j) C: w: 'C(:lJ. as ·._{'u· c5)f 00•· form: a d~fining 
. (b.) : n: .. (J' ). n ~.,· . ·.·· . . ~ . j ,;1 . . (0~ 
.· sequence ..for .. u : . Thus. {W . • } · is · a .defining ;;equEmce f.o~ . ·W " . . 
n · . · . n ··· 1 .. n . . ' . . ; . J=· 
. Set W(j.) ·. = h. w. ~j) . . For. arbi trin;y bu.t ~ixed j, there ·is. a n~niber 
• • ,I 
, ' 
. ' . 1 n ' . 
. ·n= . ·., (')· , ··.; . · . · . ... _ . . _: . .. 
P.n > 0 with B: · . ·c,p (.B·· .n.t.f J) ·for n> j . F.or . p . = 0,1',2·;·: .. '·; · :·: ~.- -- - . . __, 
. . .. n- J n n- J I). • . · ~ .. . . . - - # • 
-·. ' 
, I 
,a··.·.' c ·p c.s . ·f"' u u1r ~; -cs -~ vCJ+r)j .. · 
n-J ... n n-:J .. n · · n n-J . ·· .. 
. . . (Jj . 
c P (B . ·.n v·U+I)) c P .w..... . . 





· Hence B· ~·c p n. w. -~·{j·) · .. ·~ ~·u~ · .w(j) "= ("l.w. (j)) A c~ W" ·~j)) .. \ 
n-J·: n ·p=O ~+p ... . : . m=l m_ .. p=b . n+p 
. -~nd . n1 ·wniU .J . ab.surb~ · -~Jj-j· ··s~ it ~o.llows that:· wU) absor.bs all 
. ··· m=ti · .. 
· for n .> -_j · and hence abso,rbs all B 
n 
B . . 
n-J ... 
..• 
.. ·' . .. 
• • 0 • • ~ • £ • • 
· • ' . .. (O" (OJ I) I. .. 
Finally ·we show t~at · ·w · •J C · V . to .conclude that 'v_(O) · is: a neig.hbour'-
- ; 
- . ' _, · ho~d' of_·o .-:-..§i"nce ·. E[r] is ·a (UD~f-spa~e: No.w · Q • 1._ •• . .. -. ,• 
w ·co) = s ~2 vCIJ + u·· O'J ~c: 8 "~-C11 + u ·cl)· +. u ; (1) 
.n n · . ,. n n n n · 














C (B ·' i\ V(l)) ~ (B · (\ u·· (O))c (~ 4 (\ V(l)) + (B 1\ vC1)) .. · 
n·tl . . · ·. · n+ 1 . n n+ 1 . . · n+ 1 : 
.. 
·so it ·~allows for ·n = 1, 2, , ... , •, 
·:;· -
• • ·1 
·• . (0} '(1) . . ·. (1) . 
·:. . . ·Bn ttW_ C lBJ+I (\ V ·. ) +_ .CJ;)n+l (\ ~ . - ~) · 




Because U s.· · = E for qny k ·!_ 0, 
.. 1. n+k n= . . 
Q 




• , ' Q 
. . . 
.. -, . . . 
.. ~J :.·. '·~s .. ~ 
. ~. 
\. ,, . 
· .. •. 
0, • 
( · . 





,.. •' ~ 
•• 
. \ 











. . . •.. . 
.. 
. . 
. ~ "'. .. ~- . , 
.· . 
.. ... 
oo' • . . ·. . . .. 
U tfB · .f\V(l)) 1 + (B ~. v( 1 ))} . 
_1 · 'n+l ·. n+1 · . 
·_ wCO) ,= .'\j_· ·B· f' . ~(O). c 




n- . . . . 
co co 
c U· 13 . rr·vC 1) ~+ U . s {'\ vP) 
n=l " n+l . .n=1 n+~~ ' '· 
· · · c 1) . c·r) · . co J · " ~ V '+ V · C:: ·v . . completing the ·proof. 




· Using .3-:9_ we can now I:lroye the 'fo1lowi.ng_ result. 
3.10 
. 
. A family A 
• . . . t . . . . 





.ll, • : :. "' •• ~ , • '. • • \ ~ • CX) •• ' ) 
a - ~und~~e11ta1 sequ~nce · {Bn} ·qf circled; :;..~·loseq bou_nded_ ·s~ts · into an_ · I 
· · · · · · · · · . n= 1 . "· . ar_b.itr~ry .tcip~logical \recto~ spa'ce . F.[~~ l' " is ~quicontinuous i.f and only if 
. . 'f . . . . ' . . . . 
f:r ·e.a~h · n. the . .r~stricti~:m of. A : ·to 
: .. 
Conseq~ent~~ ~ lin~ar.rnap from E[1] 
only i:f J.. t is ' co~~i·~~ous ~t:· · 'o in each 
' .· 
B is eguictmtinuous at 0. · ' · 
n . :' ,, . , . 
. : ... ~ ·~-~~·. " . : . :~ . . 
into .f. [T']' · is .continuous if 
B 
n 
. . . 
,. 




V tO) :. 
.. 
1\ f- .1 [U (O)]. Ohv~ousiy · ·v (O) is ci~cl.ed~· ·· L~t . · {U_U)) j =~· be a 
ff /l . ' ,. . . . . 
ciefinfng s~qu~n~-e ~of . ·~(~), neighb~~~hoods. of 0 in F [ T']. Define :· 
• • • .. • • ' • • ,S) 
V(j) :'~ rf ·~-·1 (uCJJ]. ' . The~· {V(jh.:
1
_ is a def~ning sequence f~r - · V(O): 
· fe A .. · J :- · 
Now V (j) () B ==· f\ ·f-l (U·(j)} " .B . is a Jteighbourhood . 'of .. 0 : in ( B ., and . 
!'b n . f€ A : .· . . n . ,~ n.. . ... .. 
~o by 3. 9 V,(O) is a fleighbourhood of. 0 _}n E [·£]. This show~ .that-- · ~ is 
< · 
~~uicontin~ous. # : . 
The concepts of (*~-inductive limit and. strict ( *~- i.~ducti ve lim~ t· for 
I ' : .~ • • ,., • • .. 
an arb.itrary topological ve~:tor space were introduceq by IYAHEN [10]. Using 
' t . .. • ~ .•. 
1\ • • # 
• . . .8 ~ . . . 
them we shall now repr~s,ent ·every (UDF)-;space as a st.r'ict (*)-inductive· limi't 
... ~ " . ~ ' 
~ . I o. 
... 
of a suitable family of topologic:al · vector spaces . ... ' . 
• I • 
. . ·, 
Su!Wose ~hat E is a lin~a~ ~pace~ ~EN} .is a eli~~ 
... .i · . . "' alA · I' 
{u' ·} · i,s.a class _of.'linea.r-. ~apslwh~re 
. a! ~t~ ,. · . . . . 
3.11 DEFINITION 
of ~opologic~._l v_ecto:r .. sp_a~~s. and 
·. . , 
• • • •' , .. c 
.·. 
0. 
: '· (,_ 
.. 
J. 























u r E ~· B, and th_e span · of lJ . u (E ): is E... Then E with. th~ .fine~t 
a a .. , · a a 
., 'a'51'1"'' 
vector· topo'logy such ·tl~at ali u are continuous is cai ~ed ·the.:(* ):... .ind~ctive 
a 
limit of. the spaces {E } by the mappings {u } ; . # 
<l:af.4. a at.4 
'. 
3.12 DEFINITION· that 
~ 
Suppose B is .a· linear sp.<;lt:e, and 
, J • • ,. •• 
. clas·s of sub'spac'e.s of ·~; . such th~t 
'·... . / . 
E C E 
·n n+l' 
{E } is a 
n_ n iE ftl · 
for each-· n, '{I · } · is 
· n n E.ltJ' ' 
== 'E; · If, fo~ e·ach ·n ·:the. set· of ~l}j ections .l : E -+ E .. and v E· n· . n , n ~ 
' the topology on E coincides 
n 
.. 
. in~uctive . 1Jim~t of the . spa_ce.s 
~-~ 
• p • • • 
the. stript: (*)-inductive iimit 
·' ., . · .. 
·n tit~ 
' 
l<ii th that it;1.d'uced by E 1- , then the n+ '. . . 
{E } by the mappings 
nn 'ti:l~ ... · ·. 
of tl~·e spaces. {'E }--. . . 
· n n 61tl 
.. 
{i. } · • i-s called 
. n . 
: n e&al 
·#' . 
3.13 THEORE~f .· Le~(T] ' be ~ (UDF) -·sp~ce with a t:~ndamenta,f. sequen.ce ' . 
{ · {B } 'b'·f.bounded sets .. · Fqr ·n = .1,2, 
.n n=1 
B' · 1~i th . the induced .topqlogy · T r.f:f'orn E, 
n . . · . o . . . n · 
iridu~~i ve limit of the spaces . {E · [ T ]} · · · . • 
. . ~ . n n.~ltl 
·. 
I 
' . . 
let E ·be· the linear span of 
ry . . . : . . 






PROOF The (*)-:-inductive l,{J~it T' ·of these . spaces·,: by def.ini t'ion , is fin'er · .. 
~ · . 




and the ~anon~cal ~aps 
. I 
E ' [r ] · + E[r] are continuous. 
· n n . 
. ' 
Since I 'o r .is .. th~ .. resttici:ion of 
TI' 
th'e -id.enti ty . ~aP,pi.ng ·. r' : E [ T] ~ E [ 1- '1 : to · En, it follows I i .s cont.~nuous ."~ 
\ . . 
on a fundamental sequ~nc~ · df · bound~d - sets . . By .3.iO, .: I is·continuous and 
. . 0 • 
co 
hence E :: u .E 
.1 -~ n 
't,. r • : Since the desired result follows. . # 
As in the case of (DF) - sp~ces one can prove the fo l}owiil.g . · ... 
" . -~- · 
. , I 
,' I 
3.14 THEOREM · -.. ,I f E [T·] is a ..(UDF)-space wi th a · ftindament'a·l s..equence -··{B } · 
. . . . . n 




of bounded .sets such that ·the restriction of ·• each B is metrizable, T to 
.. n 
then · E 
I I - . 
is Ultra:quas~bar~ellcd. 
. ')' . . . 
















.. ~ ~ 
' .~ 
•' 



















. ,. . 
... 
0 •• 
• • • " • ~· l'l • 
PROOF We cah. asjume .that each B •i;~ircled and cio~ed~ .Ler. vCO) · ~~ 
n u_ '·. 00 
a·~ Ul'tra-·~ua_silnlrrel . , wi.t? · a· de_f.~n·in.g s~qu,nce., ',i.y_{~)} j=l.:·~f sets 'such 
.. ·.that v (j) : .~bso;bs each B ... We ~a·y riss~l)l~ that the. ' v (j) . ~r~ cl'osed . 
. . • n . . . . ~ · .. . . . . 
• ;nd ~ircl.ed .. · Eac:h .. . v·(j) . is ·an · Ul ~ra-qu,asiQ,arr~ 1 because fv (n~-~)} n:-1 . is 
.. ' 
' . ~ I 11 , ~ • • I ~ '. a-~~fining sequen~e. Since a linite intersection of Ultra-qu?sibarrcls 1s · 
() • Q • 
• ' • • • • • ? e b n "'"~ ., ~ - Q '" ' 
. again .-an .Ultra-qua'sibarrel, 'the family of all Ultra--qua.siba.r.re!'S- forms· .. a · · 
• . . l • , r ' ; • .' • ' • • o , •• • '" ' • • • , • . • .,' . 
'basis .o.f neighb~~~:r~"oods•.pf o ... for a vect'or t_opoft>gy ... . ~· ·· ~·n·.E r"iner_.than . . 1- • 
. . 
: ... 
J ~ • • 
Using· 3·.7, . w·e may ~how t ·hat .' T .. ·and ·Tt'. ' <;oin'cide on ·sepa.rable·subset.s· · 
. ~ 
o.f E .[;r r. . As a ~o··~sequ~nc_e . of ·~he proof of 'theor~-~ 2 •. 7 Cb), we', have that '[ 
o I U 0 
/.. . 
' . 
arid . T I . coindde on the boun.ded sub~ets of ,. 'E [ T ]'. 'Noting that ea·ch Ultra-
.~ • # ' 0 ' 0 • 0 w. 0 Cl, , < v' r D" tJ 0 rt'1 f?1 t) ' 
0 
. qu~·sib?-rfel · . Ms . a · _tlef~nin·~ ~bque~_ce· of Ultr;-quas.ibar;e ls: we c~nclud'e fro[n ~ · 
C'>o • ' • (} • • • t 
lemma 3.9, that' ·each .Ult-ra-qtiasiban'cl is •a t-neigl_1l:)ourhooq -of ·.0 in E · # 
• C •. - • rl 
'1 ', ' ' I 
· ;, As we· have already .seen, 3 • .io·· gives. an·· im~br.tant property. of "(UDF):-spaces .. 
0 ' I • ... . • • • " f ', . • > ,~ • 0 ":, • t I "' " • 
· On~ would· ~e curious to know if this. property :~f lin~ar map.? could ch~ract'er.:.. · 
• • • , • ' • J ~ • ' • • .' • • • ' • 
._i ze "(UpF)-: sp~~es .or (OF) -spa~'es : · · The ·fcitt·~~i.ng cou~ter-example · s~ttl~s. fhis .. . .' 
•' • • • ( l • • • • • ~· • •• • t • ; 
quesdon 'in ,the negativ~ · ([6]). · · ' " 
, . ' 
' ·' 
.... 
bet E!-r'] __ be)ocally con~ex· .. ~etr1~~-bi'e, : so, that E 1 [T~(E)l is a ' (DF) - .. ' ' 
' . . .. ·/ ' 
·" space with a tf.u·n·dam~ntal :equ_en'ce_ .. { Bn} . ~f· absol u.tely . 'con~e~. clo~ed' bounded 
- . . . . . . ~ . 
' 
.. s~tA_ .. We can f~rthe:r assume · tha~ fqr · eac·h n, ·B ~ B c B c · and B. · is 




s . .• : 
. ' . ,~ . 
J.B. COOPER [3] has . co~$idered clie topology T' op E' de-
ffned ·~s follows . 
. .. 
Let {l) ·*} co. be ·a sequence: of absolutely'. convex 1- (E) -neighbou.rhoods 
d1 1 s . ' 
• • t' n= . I • c:o o • • 
of· 0 and ' 'let . n (U .*) = U ·.(U*1 f\ B1 + ••• + U .* · n B ) . Then.'ttte set of ,' n 1 · n n . ... ..,. , . . · , n= . . . . g • • · -
all'· .such· _n(U
0
*) forms ,.a basis of. n_eighbo1;1rhoods of .o. _,for ~ loca~ly convex 
. l 



























. : '-' 
.. ~. 
~ : . 
SL 
.';_ .:: .. ' \ 
. . . , .:.~ .. · ::·~·· :: .. :_·. :. 
3.15 .. PROPOSI'qON (C,OOpER ["3]) 




: . v ' 
I c 
. . ' .·,\' 






A family A a·f -linear maps fr9_ni E1 (t 1 ] · into .anoth~r topologl.cal vect or· 
. • ~· ·~ l 




·'' . . , . 
d). T 1 is the' finest topology which agrees with 
0 • ,. . • 
.•·. , I · . 
t's(E} . on t-e'lmcont-lnuou~ 
subs~ts of E'~ . # 
, , 
. . . 
. . 
,• ' I • 





. .. . 
·. ' 
., 
" ·. ~ ..... 
• . 
. .. 
, ~ ... 
.· ... : 
,. 
' · 
-r ·• =. tc('E) -ti1e t .opoio.gy .M uni'fo'rm ~onvergence .. 
"· 
'I 
: .. 1 
-· 
on the · r-~~e~c;>mpacf subsets of· ·. E. •\1 
.--1) . 
nae~ not be a (DF)-space. For example let 
; 
E · = .Q.2: :. Then (E 1 [t ·(E)]),. ·= E. We shall show that in· R.2 there exists a 
. • .. " . c 
sequence'. {M } 
.. . . . n. 
. ·. nrecompact. 
~- . . 
\ 
Let e .. · be ·the · ~·tb 
n. 
£a-ordinate vector. 
\ m •o 
· ·precoiflp~c1; ~d. the · set M. ·='· ·U ~~ · 
· ·. . · n=l n 
is not precompact in · ·R.2 • . ·Because 
. . . . . 
.• 
is bounded." 
not· a (UDF)-space. 
. .. ··. 
· ~1 ·is bounded. but .no_t . ... 
'· 
....... .. 
Then the sets · M.· = · { e } 
n n 
are 
Jt is ea~y- to sho~ that M· 
. . .... 
is not a (DF)-space, it: ·is 
. I 
,. Next we shall consider linear !~laps between (UDF)~spa.c~s .and. in~~rizaple 
•' 
spaces. 
, . . 
3. 16. LEMMA .If E[~] .is ~ (UDF)-sp~~e, f~r each sequence {U } 
. n of. t-neigh-
bQurhoods~f " 0, ther~ is a :r·-neighbou:r:nood U · of ·. o \o?hi ch is ab.sorbed ·by 
a ll U ·. 
n 
.. 




' . ;, 
. . . .. 
· ~ 











• l.l , • 
) .. 
·i' · 
J;r • . .' . 
: .. 
52 .. 
0 ";'\ ' - .. 
. " 
. -
. .. . . r ..,· 
' .. ::: .... :.... . • ' '\J (0) 
PROOF . ' Asstiine · -~ith_out loss· o:f generality that each . U = . U is circled 
'· . n : . lJ 
and· ._clo.scd. ',Then e~c~ ·~ (O) has a defining· sequence {U . (j)} :-co · of- dosed 
n .. · - n . ne_ighbo~rhoods of o.. '1-t . ~uffices to prov~· the assertio~ f~r ~ ~ 1 ~0~} co 
. . , . n 
w~ere' D ._.(o) ··=.·A u'. co) .. Each. l:J ' (O).- ·i~ ag~in a: Circled closed· neig~~~ur~ 
. . n . i=l' 1 · · n . .. . 
ho.od of ·o 'l_'li th defining sequence . . {U . (j) l. tO . where . u (j) .=·· A . u _·_(j) .-
- n . . 1 . .. n . 1 1 -J= . 1= 
Let _ {'B } be a fund_amerital .sequence of circled closed bounded · sets.. We 
n .. , _ . . . . _ . 1 
· can. 'assumet that . B1 is not co~taine~ i~. all rnul t~.~les 'of. ·. u1 (O). . [O.th~rwise ~ ·_ · . . 
. ' 
' ·· 
·if sq~e . ~~ (O) dbes.not e~ual E, .\'1 ·~ ca~ find .an i~tege-r . - m · _so.· th~t · . . . 
.. . I . • . • -, . 
Bm 1- Urn (O) .. · ·-rt.· $Uffices . t _o 'prov'e the t~1eqrein for t~e s~quer)C_es · {Um+k (Q) }. ~ 
. 0 - ., • ' • . ' ' . • . k= 1 
. co. . • . . . 
- where· we take { Bm+k} ·· as a fundamental sequence .. of .houn-ded .sets.) · · 
. .. k=l' 
,. 
... 
'), We. _\~~11 ·show t ·bat there ~exi.st positive' number~ p su.ch that 
.- "' . . ·- . .. - n ··, . . 
uCO) ·= ·fl p•nUri (O) · is a neighb,ou~h~od. -. ·Aga·in 'it . is enoug~ ···to .sho\". t~e .-
,existe~~:\f .'P • such that· for . each j > o· n ~ · U (j) = -·u_(j). ·absorb~ 
,.. · · n . · . • -l· n rl · · . 
. (' ) . (') n- . -
all · B~·- L'et __ · n~li J ., · = st.ip{\l > O:l-IBn .CUi · ~,. : }: .. ·ay_the asst,~mptionon ._B1 
(O) . · (') · , 1 
and · u1 , . M. J < o;>, ·Let . p. = Tti) for i- =.1,2, .... n 1 , =!- i i. . . . 
Sin~e .u. (j)~ u: O+_l)--;. and s · c: 13 · we ~ave · M. · ~j) .> .· M. (j+l) ··and 
1 1 · , n · n+ 1 . . n . 1 - n 1 " 
~1. {j) > .r.t. (j) .·. · for · e-a~h 
n 1 --;_ n+ 1 1 ' · i,j ,n : t For f~x-ed n ·and .j , . and. artii trary:-_. I 
. > • . ·M.Cj) ·> . M·_(i) • . l.._n,J 
n 1 · - 1 1 
. . ~ . 
·, ' M (j') > ·1 p .. . . 
1 n 1 
Hence, and so 
U .· (j )' , is c~osed, ·.we have 
1 
IX) • 
Hence K (1)B ·c· u(j). =. n . ~ . u. (,j): .so 
n . n · . _.1 ~ 1 . . • . • . 1- . I . 
(O)'• ·. • . 
Consequently, · l) ,, . . 1s a neighbourhood of 0 





·, . . ~ 
.· 
each 
- ~· .... 
-. ) . . 
ud) . abso~bs .a~ l- B·. 
. n 
(0) . . 







. ' · . 
.. ·., 
. . , 
. ' l 
. ·.: 
r ' '' 
. ~ . 
••'• ' ~ , I 
. ' 
' . 









' . . •.· ... 
. . 
' .. · .. 
I • 
. . .. . 
of. liT)ear maps from a t-Opologica-l vector 
" • . .) . . 
. 3.1"7 DEFINITION . A· family A 
. . : .... 
.. space E[;f :in.to a topological . vector· .. spa~e · FlT'l is _equibounded . ~f . 
. · ' "" .. . ' .. 
· there exis~s a ,-neighbourhood · U of· 0 'in E such th-at .the: set 
..A {Ul .= · V f [t:J] "i.s ~bounded .iri the rang~ spaae : F h 'J. · # 
. f€A / · . ... 
3.18 - THEOREM .· .For_ any :arb.itrary ~opologic~i yector _space_: ~[1:]. the foll~wing 
4 :· 
. . 
s~atements are equiyalent . . 
' . 
a) . Fo:r: each sequence "U } co { n of neighbourhood~ in E . I there is a neigh- · 
n=l 
· . · bourhood · u. ·of 0 . which n· absqrbed by each . -u· ·. 
. . . n. : . 
. . 
' . 
j:,J .. rE.~ch 'equic~ntinuous set : A . .. . .... of lihear maps ·fr9m E[;} : fnto ·. ea~l~ : .m~trizab.le 
~-, r ' . . ' . 
, topp)~gica~ vector.:·:space .. 
,. 
• 0 \ , • 
• ' · 0 
. ' . 
. . 
Obviouslyt then, if · E[T] (U~F)-spac~~ - ~h~n is a (b) is true;_ 
·\ ·' .. 
'-. 
• ' . 
J ' ..... 
be. a neighbourhood · basis ·of · o in .·. F [T' f.·· Then· · ·. -.Necessity: Let 'lV} oo 
. n . ' 
· • o .. n='l 
because the family A is equi~·o·n.tinuous, ~h~ setA -l,ivn] ·i. (\ f-·1 [Vnl ~ U_n· . 
. . f~ . . 
• '"' ~ • • • 0 • • ,o ' . • 
. ~·s •a . neighbourhood of · 0 
• • 0 ' 
in·· E[T] f.or.- .each n. ·so, there is a ne~ghbou.r- · . 
hood .u of 0 in E [T] which ·is absorbed· by al.l' u Consequef1tly, 
n 
. 
is· abso.rbed by all v 
n' 
.i.e .. A. ···i s equibounded . . 
' . 
· Suffj.cien·cy: ·•As. _in the. p'revi.ous . ...lemm~ it .. suffice·s .to show the · result 
. : s~qu~n~e o~-- circ~ed;_ . cl~~ed' .ne.ighbo-~rho.~ds. ·. {in·~o)} .oo .. • _ • .' E.ach . 'i)n (O_) · 
d~fining. seque~ce: .. {tJ (j} }' "" : of 'circle.d C.lo.sed. ne~;~bourh~od 
, · ~ n 
"'J=l. 
E [i] .. · • • o l 
n . 
A[U]' 
or ~ . 
Defl·ne· u ·-- 'Vu· (O) ' an. d '. u -- f\ · 'Vu. (n}-, 
o . 1 1, . ' · · n · i= 1 1 
fbr n · = 2,3, . . .. . Then · each. 
~ u ·· is a ·circled closed neighbo.urhood of- 0 in E[T], . and it i s _easily _ seen 
. n ... :.. , 
tha.t U + U · c. U for n ·= 1 '· 2, 
· n+ 1 n+ 1 n 
, . 
: . 
. . . . . .. 
.. , .. · .. ' 
" •l ... 
' . ... 
. . ···. ' 
'· 
·-
. . ,. 
.· . 
. . · : 








· The s~q~ence {Un} ·a>· thus forms .a neighbourhood basis at 0 for a 
n::~l 
pseudo-metrizable vect·or top'oiogy 't'' 
.closed linear. subspace of E, so that 
' . 
I 
on ·· E.· If N = (\ U · then · N is a 
'n' 
. . 1 • 
t~e _quotient space. . E/N [ t: q] is a 
54 • . 
' . 
me~rizable · space-• . -The canoni9a1· m·~pping K :. E [ 't'] -+ E/N [-r' ] is· a cortt.inuous ;_ · .. 
. . . q . : . . . 
linear map. Because K is equibo~de.d;. theije is· a r-neighbou;rhood U of · 0 . 
' - . . . 
in 1 E such 1;hat . K[U] is bounded in E/N[-r' q). _ ~o fo~ 'ea.ch . ·n, there'is a . 
Pn· >. Q. such tha~ ~[U] ·(; .Pri -[Un+l]._ -_: Frdm t~is ~-t 'foilows that{' 
U C: p (U l + N)' C' P U • # 
· . n n+ . . ·n n 
!Sil).ce the ideri~i ty map is . always continuous, we have tli.e follo"Ling. · 
. . . 
Every . metrizable (UDF) ~space 1s 'locally bounded~ 
. ~ - .. 
# 
. . 
Now. _we ·con·sid~r l~near ~ap·s fr~m pseudo-metrizable space~ into (UDF)-
3. 20 THEOREM A set A 52.£. lin~ar- maps - ~rom .a pseudo.~metrizable space 
F [T,,'] . intp a (UDF) -space ~ [ t J . is equicontinuous if and only if. it B .. 
_' equibounded • 
\ PR09F Let {V } 
00
' . be a iiecreasing' ne'ighb~urhood 'bas~s. o·f 
n .. n=l 
0 for F[-r 1 ] .· 
QJ ~ • ' • ' 
.and ,{·B } . be a fundamental sequence of boWlded sets in E-(-r]. If A 
'n n-1· · · · · · · · ·. · 
is not ~quibounded, A[~- ] . A-13 , for: n ' = 1,2, •. : ,'.· So there exists 
n 't n· · . . · 
xn E: Vn such tha~ -~ (x ) = .l) {f(x· ).} ·.f B for n =·. i, ~ ... · . , The set 
n , ff:A "'. n n 
• 0) 
B ~ V. A. (xn) _. ·is 
n=l . · . 
th~s not bo~ded .in ' E(t]. But · {x } a> 
. n n=l 
. in. F[t.!], hence bounded. Because . A· · is equ:lcontinu.ous, 
so we h!ve a contradiction; · this proves the n~ce'ssity. · 
u· 
. . 
. The .suf~ici.ency is Qbvious. It · 
is a null sequence 
B is_. bounded, ·· 





.. . · 





. •· .. > 
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' . 
10 The . ~pace Lb (E,.F) 
J 
i •' 
\ ·· ... 
\ .... - .. : t 
Let Lb (E,F_) denote the s.pace L (E, F) of continuous . linear .map; from . 
a tCJpologic.al vector space E in.to a topological vector · space F, with 
t~e ,. topology of .uniform converg~nce on a .ll. botind~d se~s·of: E. The aim of 
. . . . . . . . 
the . .'section is , to· characteri~e. (UDF) -:spaces with 'the :h~lp of. Lb (E,F~ where . 
. . . . ~ 
F·,' is a metrizable space. This .is . p~rallel to the definition of (DF)-
spac'es . ~ia the dual space. We need a . few ·notations. .If. M C E and ' N C F,. 
then.·we let [M.~] · ; {i: E + :F: :·. f~ is a linea:r m~p·and .. f[M] 
1
c=N},·. and 
. . . 
<~,N> =.{f .a. L(E;.F) : f[M] C. N}. 
We begin. w.ith a completeness ·criterion. for · Lb (E·, F). 
3.21 .' Tt!EOREM ·- If E[t] is a (UDF)o.:'space and E[.:r']. is a complete Haus- · 
dorff topological v·ector space, then Lb (E,F) is complete. 
PROOF Let B be the class of all bound.ed .sets. ··in E[~] · and V be· a ·neigh-
bourhood basis of 0 for •.,• F [ T ' ) • N. ADASC('[q has s~oVfn that ·.the completion 
I 
"--/. . . ' Lb(.E~F) ·of 
, ,,-..,; 
Lb. (E,F.) 
~. A~ ~b(E~Fj, 
has the representation • 
1 




•' ; · . . 





1 Let V, W E v·:· such tnat · ·V + V (. W. Let B be circled and bounded in 
( 
ET t] . · Then there e.xists .A1 ~ L (E, Fh A2. ~ [B ,,VJ, and· a neighbourhood U 
. . . 
of o in E.[ 't] such that '· 
' · 
A.=A1 + A2 and A1 [~ ·0U] . C-V, A2 [BflU] C.V, .' . 
Hence :. A.[B t\ U] c. A1 [~ n U} + A2[B C\ U] c. . V + V C. W. · ·so, .A · is continuous 
. . , ' ' . 






. ' · ' 
.· . .. 
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the following para:llel result for. (UDF) -spaces. 
. . 







' topologica) vector spc;tce . . . If_ :A C. ~t:.~E,f) is ~ounded, and A =-·v A 
u . n;::l · .· n 
where. An.C L :(E,F) · .is ~quicont:in~ous, . th~n A. is .equi'co.ntimious. 
PROOF Let . v:cof· .. ~e ·a· cir~led closed ne-ighbourhood of 0 in · F, and 
00 • 
· ·{v(j)} .· · be ~ ·d~fining sequ'enc~ ·ofV(O_Y, where ~ach V(j) is· a· circled closed·· 
. J;::l 
neighbour~ of 0 · in F[T']: ·. 
Because each A.n .· .is . e~uicort~i~uo~~ arid 'each' : ·v~(j) is a circl'ed closed · . 
neighbourhood of 0 -in, F [ -i '), ... 
.• . 
. · -·u qJ ;::_.4-1rvCjJ] _·= ·r\ ·. f- 1 [v.Cj)J~- I • ' '~ • o • i ,s . a :cirded closed ne~~hbourhood-
. ·. . n n f4!A . . 
of 0 in · .E [ T] for ·each n n . and · j . . Then 
• • 
U . (j+l) + · U (j+1) =A -l [VCJ+l)] 
n n n .. 
+ A -l (V (j + 1) ]' 
n . 
I , 
, · A~1 [v(j)j = un (j) for n ~ 1, 
j ?_ 0; so,. for. each n, 
:for u CO)' 
the sequence {U (j)} CX) 
. n . 1 




• CXI • 
If ~uffi,ces to show . u'(j) = (\ U (j) absorb!5 all ""'hounded sets for each · 
n=l · n I , 
j ~0 because !J(b) =. () f~1 [vC0)]." 
. fM 
Let B be botmded in E [T]. Since A 
exi~ts a real number '), (j) > o, ·.for each B· 
·A. C:: AB 
(j) <B . ~(j)> ··. Then we have ) ' . 
. 
l A. c <B,V(j)> 1 ; · 
- ·(j) so, · ;:-(j) A·[B).c 
~B B 
is bounded in Lb (E, F), there 
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As· an immediate corollary we· have ., 
3.'23 COROLLARY ,~et E[-r] be. a · (UDF)-spa~e,and . F[-r'] ~n : arbit'x-ary topcn,.ogical ve.~t~r 
space • . Every b~imd~d sequence and every ~.ound~d ~et~ sepai-able in·. th~ topology 
of 'pointwise convergence an It.(E, F), · :ln Lb (E,F). is equicontinuous. : # 
· Since ·every (UDF)-:space ha? a fund~mental sequence .of bounded sets, the · 
next result · is -obvious .. · 
·' 
.. t.----
3.24 'LEMMA 1£ · E [-c] Js a (UD.F) -space· ·a~d ·p [ -r 1 ] is ·a pseudo-metri z~~le. 
topological. vector space, then Lb (E,F) is a pseudo-rnet~iz~·b.le topological 
vector space. # 
I ,' 
·We sha~ 1 no~ p~ove 'partial· coriversE5 of ·res tilts 3 •. 22 ·and 3 • 24. 
.· 
. 3. 25 .. LEMMA If · E [ i] is a ·. topol.ogi~al vector space and for each metrizable . 
' . ' • • • 4 • 
F[T'] . it ~s .tru~ .t~at each .bounded set .4 C.~b(E;F) .is .~quicontinuous 
. ' . . - ~ 
space 
which is·= a union of a s~q~enc~ of' 7quic.~~tinuous 'sets A~ C L(E,F) , then 
E[-r) has P~?.perty '(b-) of 3.3. > · 
. /. . 
·. 
PROOF 'Let' { U (O)} o;> he & ·se'quenc·e of ciTcled ·closed neigh~ou~ho~ds . of ·o 
· .- n n=l 
such that each U (O) has a defining. ,se~ue,lce {~ q)} o:i . of s ·ets . 
n . . n ·.j=l . . in E '·- . 
. with. each .set . u.Cj) ·~ i) · un (j) 
· n=l · · assuin~ 'each u (j) . is circled. 
.. : n 
absorbing· all bounded sets_ of E ~ We .. may 
It must be shown that l!· co~ =.A u~ .co) 
.n=l 
is · . 
a neighbourhood of 0 . i }l E . . , 
"" • • a) 

































. . ' • • 00 
alge·b1:aic, di:rect sum of.·the spaces {E } · ·where each. E 1 E. ·Fo·r 
. . . n n=l n ., 
j '~O .set vU) .·= {f) un·~j}; then.fhe sets {V(j?} .Jorm.aneighbourh9ad· 
' . · n=l= , 
b~sis·~or · a pseudo·metrizabl~ . vector topology on ~. · Letting 
. co . 
N = . {'). · .. V. (j )' 
j=·o . . 
,.. . .. . . 
F ·= F/N .. endowed ·with .the quptient topology · :r 1.· =. -r* 
' . q 
is · ~ 
· · metriza~le. 
A " 
If K : F + F·· . is the ·quotient map and ea~h . I : E + ·. F 
n 
is' the canonical 
. ' 
.. . . n 
.inj e~~ion; .. ·t~~Jl t~e . C<?ll~~·~i'ori . .'{ ~l!} ~=l , . wh:er'~ each . ·r~·· ... = . K d _t~_, .. is 
equicontin.uou~ ·an·d· it can. be·· .eas'i\y s'een .'that uCD)_ • is a ne'ighbourhood of 0 
·. in · E. #· · 
. '• 
. . 
The following is • a ·partial _conver·se of 3. 24, 
If. E(:r]' . is a· t ·apological vector space~ and. if. for each metriz-
I ' 




s.atisfies property 3. 3 (a). 
·.PROOF . we· cons·truct a metrizable sp~te 
... 
F(-r']. Let {vCO) : y E r} be a y · 
. . .,. .. . 
neighbourhood basis .of 0 for E[t] '· consisting of circled neighbourhoods 
• '# 
of 0, · · and {or each y E r, let {V (j)} co be a 
y. j=l 
defining seql_le!lce for · 
V (~) consistj,ng of circled neighbourhood~ of 0 • . 
. Y 
Let F 1 = . ~ E be the 
. Y'Tr y 
' . ' 
algebraic.direct sum of the linear sp~ces {E } where each E .:: E. The 
'Y Hr · ~ · se~s . V (j) = Ef} . V (j) 
. . 'Y~f y . 
j = 0, 1, . . .. ·form a neighbourh<?od basis for a 
pseudo-metrizabl e vector topology ·t * on · F. Lettj.ng N = n· v(j) ·, 
j=O 
is metrizable· • . F = F/N endowed with the quotient · topology \ . T 
1 
= t* q 
Obviously·, . · L(E,F) contains the canonical injectio~s I y :· E -+ F for y 
' " 
each rE r. Letting 
. · : 
I = K o I where K . is the· canonical surjection 
Y· . y 
,.. 
"" 
' K : F + F, then· 
.Iy € · ,.. • vCj) c) L (E,. F) f'o-r each y e r,. .We let 1 = K[V J ] 




















. . We now ·show that for al.l boUl·~ded B C E; the Set·s 
<B,v~cj.)>-1 (v~cn 1 -== A r-l(v~Ci)J ,_., "( '). . 
fE<·B V J > 
for all j, i ~ 0, · are bounc;led in 
) . , 
~(i+l) ~(i)· ·, 
E. Since V · C V for· i > 0, it follows that 
~cJ 1 ~c 1) · ~c) 1 ~c) 
<B,,V J >- [V l+ ] C <B, V J >- [V 1 . ] , so 'it suffices to show that 
· ~ .. , 
,·<B.,V(j)>_-l [V(O)] isboundedin· E for .. cach j~O. 
B.ecause <B, {t (j )> 
. ., 
" 
.t.her·eeXists >. > 0,, y 
' is a ' neighbouy.ho_odof. 0 · in -Lb(E,F),. for 







.As · . {V. (Oi} forms .a ~eighbou. rh_o~d,bas1_· s 1df 
y.. Yf:f . 
0 in E [t] so does . 
{V (O) + V (0)} • • 
Y Y · nr 
Thus we have. shown that the aboy'e-mentioned se't!'s are 
C1 ; 
bounded in E[tJ. 
., 
By hypothesis there exists. a . couhtable neighbour~ood basis {W l 
n. ·t·• nca N · 
of 0 ,{it .. Lb(E,F) .s'uch . that w 1. + w' . 1· c w· for all ·n ~ . 1. The sets 
. n+ · ·· ·n+ n 
<B;V(j)>. , ,where.· .)i ... is·o?:l.inded ·_ .. ;n E and · j ~ . 0 ·:,form·. a· neighbourri.ood ba~is 
. . . · ... 
. of .0 in Lb (E,F) so. by wh11t we have shown above the sets 
.· 
. " 
(j ) 1· " (' ) . ' C = W - [V J ] , · n > 1 , . . j > 0 are all . bounded in E. 
n n - -




<B,vO) ·> . , hood Of ' Ocr in 'Lb (E, F), so there exists w·c Then ~e hav.e · 
. n . 
. ' . 
·. 
' • 












- ~·c <~· . vCj)_~-I [V(j)] ,c. wn-l[vU)l ·=·en U,) c c~~o)_ J)• 
• • 0 I ~ • 
. 
B;,cause the · C (O) · t b.l · th · t f d t 1 · ... n a.re coun a e, . ere ex1s s a un amen a sequence . 
·of circled closed bounded s·ets. #' 
.Results : 3. 22, 3. 24 .• 3: 2~ and 3. 26 together yield the fol-lowing character-
ization of (UD~)-spaces . 
.. 
' 
3. 27 TIIEOREM A H~usdorff ~opologi'cal vector space 
. . . ( . . . . 
for all mc;:trf~able .spac-es F,[ t'] 
E [:r ]. J is a· (UDF)- spa~c 
-if· and only if 
. ' 
.. . 
·a) Lb(E,_F)- . is metrizable, and 
. ' 
b)' if. A C".Lb (E,F) · is ·bounded and A · is a union of a sequence ofn.equi-
continuous subsets .of L (E, F), then A is equi'continuous. # 
·--
. . 
11 'Pern.pi.ne,nce properties of (UDF)- spac.es 
. . 
We no.w show that the c 1 a·ss of . (UDF)- spaces possesses many permanence propert~es 
similar' to those· of (DF) .: spaGes. We begin with the quotie'!lt. str.ucture. 
o· 
3. 28 THEOREM . If E-[r] · is a (UDF) -space and H c E a cio~ed .S':Jbsp~ce, then 
·tho quotient ~pace E/H[tq] . is a (.UDF)'7space. 
PROOF, 
. . 
It is ·fir.st verified 1;hat 
. ,, 
-has ' property . ~. 3 (b) . Let 
'K : I; + ·E/H be the c~nonicai quotient mapping, and for each n, B ;,. ~ K[B ] ' 
n . n 
where . { B } "" is a fundam.ental sequence of c;ircl ed bounded sets in ·E · · such · 
n 1 ' 
. n= . 
tha't · B + B: C B · .- for each n. · Obviou?lY {K[Bn]} oo . is a seque~ce of . 
-n .n n+l . . n=l 
closed circled bounded sets in .E/H. l~e ·show that ·if-'· {0 (Oh "" · is a 
n .1 
. n= 
sQquence .of circled closed neighbourhoods ·of . 0 in EIH and;·i.f for· 'each 
4 
..... 
, , . : ~ "( o) { u" (j) J "" . 
n, Un· . .. has a defining sequence such that for each j-, 





• . . 
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. E/ll. '.'. .. 
00 . , 
. ' (\ . ' ·I' 0 ) ~ ( 0) . . " ( 0) 
= U \. = U h(:mc·e U 
. .· . n .... . .'. . , ·. 
n=~\\ :· · . 
. ,· 




. .. . 
· is. ·a . :nei~~boti.r!tood 
' 
To ~O'mp'let~ the 
. . . .... . . 
. .·_that every bounded .. set . ~1) .• MH [ :.~J. i~ .. a 
~ubsct . ~f soin'e o {-';";'~,.,..,[. B.-n .... ) .,..) "'_ ·. i~;'i funda~en~al:: seque;tce 9f 
· n=l l · · · · . 
... . ' Jd'. 
. . ·oound 
·· ~·· . . . . . ., 
; · •• • • • j 
---. . · _: ·Suppose 
'I'- ·• 
• • " • <XI • • • • • •• • ' {!3~·} . ~ i 'S· not a .·fundaiJ!entaJ s.eq~e11ce. ·. Th_en tlie~e is some .. _. 
· n=l · . • · . · A • 1 . • . · , . ,. • • 






. ' ....... 
B which i ·s· not a ·subset of. any B , · ·I f. · B is absorb~.d by . : • 
. . ~, n ·.. . ·.. u • '·· -·· • • 
wil_i' foHO\:J~_that ·B., i:S ··cont~fn_ed . ~-~ .some -'_set 7iil ·.the ·s:e~,~~nce.~, .. . :· . . ·'·. 
: · 
. ... . 
. .: 
~ ' . . . . : . . . 
~ ...... 
He~ce it. may be. <;lS~umed that . . 'B ·'is not absC?rbed by ' any B • 
... . . n . 
some· B .' it 




o' 0 ' ' # •{.o •' I 
. : For ~ach n · > 1 . choose · ·xn·~· · * -~ ·· s~~~- tha~· . \; .{ ~n· ~ . ~~n ~o~ _.each c n 
'there ~s a -~lo~ed .. titcled' ne.ig})boi.trhood· .U. (O) .. of : 0 .. in<· E/~1· with. ci defin.ing 
. . . 7\, · . . . . . n , . ·. .. . . . 
sequ'ence of cfoseq circled neighbourhoods '{.u ~~)} • Q) ~f. 0 _. . su~h::.t~~t 
: . f: A A. (O,) · .' ·. . . .·. .'·:·n: .. ·),=1. .-
: · x B ·-+U· . .. . .. .. .. · ·!5·, 
n . n .n. · . , 
~- ' . 
Q 
.. · , 
. ' · .... 
. . · ,. 
e • • • • 
'; .( e ' , . 
" . . . . ( 
w · CJ) .:··= 
n 
I I o • o 
--=--...... -~-- < . 
B .' . + U. cJ). 
. n-J : n- · 
0 
.,. (j) . . ' . 
u . ·, .· 
·n · . . ... . 
' .! •·•• 
.· 
• ' f 
•• 0 
< 
:_ j . =:· (} ,' i ; .. ' . , 
. ' I . I . 
- . . 
· . . J . . ·> n. 
- . I . 
.. 
' .. .. ·' 
• I 
n - 1 
. g 
• J • 
.. 
. ·. \ ""' 
. .: 












Then W (j) 
n 
t# ' • • • • 
is ·. a ·~losed. circ.1ed. ncighbou~h~od Of . Q . in 'E/H for ·· 
,.. " A, • 
n > ·1 and j ._> o' and becatfse ·g. + B C.. B 1 . . for ·each; n .• ' l · n n . h+ . . 
{~ (j)} oo. is a defi~ing s·equin.ce for W (O) · - ' · .u_ 
n . -1 . . . . 1} . .. . : 
. J-: . . ' (X) 
. "'fe hav.e 




. Consider the,.~·ets ·w(j ).~ l\ W (j) >. · ·Let · ·j3. 
,. n : · · m· 
be a · member. of, the sequence 
··-.. .. 
,n:=l . . .. 
of bounded sets: If . n I>: m + J we obv ious'Iy have P. c.·-w u) . so ... 
. · 
. 
. . ' 
... 
co m+ j -1 . . ~ m n . ' · 
:· . 
. B C .(\ . w/j), and' al.so 0 Wn p ). is. a _ncighbo1Jrhoos.l-- Q'f. ·o in .E/H, 
. m zm+j '' iv=l . . '·. . ·> ~· 
consequently . wU) ~ C A. ~ (j)) ·n t()-:1 w ·u'l0 absorbs i-.~·~~y ·ithe 
. . .n 1 n m ..,_ . · n=m+J A 0 n= . . . ~E • first pa.rt of ~he proo.f, · wC ~ is a neighqouthoo~ o.f 0 ·:in :E/~~:-..art? .al~o · . 
', 
we have X J ;-v(?) for .each n. ; But {X } "' is a null s~qtJ:e~~~ ~')n E/H n! n . 1 . ~ .. n= . 
··i~h~ch is a. contradi.<;tion. · Th~S· call)pletes· tlie pr,oof. '# , .. 
No~ we .deal ~ith ·.the ,c6~plet.i~ns· or (UDF)-~pac'es. . . . .. 
, ' ' • J 
. ' , 
' I 
. ' , 
-. \ 
. ~ ~· " . . . . . . . ·. . . 
TIIEQREM· · If. E[T]. Js. a· (UDF) ... spacej _then 
· a}. the co~pletion ~[~] 'oi. 'E[T] :i's a (UDF)-space,: and· •. 
. .. . ·.- 0 .. . . . . . ' . :·.. .. '. . . . . · .• . ' ... . 
•b) . '.E[TJ. i~ - ~q.mp1 ,~te i~ and·on1~.Y i'f ft j,s q~as~-cpmplete. · 
. . : . 
. . 
~. ~ . 
. PROOF . The·: pr~~f of . \a~ :i·s .·a~.~··log'ou~ t:9 ~~~ pr~~·f· ~f .3. 28: . . From this we 9btain ' 
· :· .·. ti\a t .if : ·{.!} ) .· "'· ... i ·~·: . fu · "mc~tal · ·~cqu(m·c·e of cl~sep · circled · ~unded sets in· · 
· . .' n .: n= i ·. · . · . . · ·.. :· . · · · · · , · .· . . · . · "' . . 
·. . Et ~), : thcfl ·.t~e sequenc . {~~} : ... c·.cfnsi~.~:ing of the ClosureS ~n ~[T] of 





the .. B · . is. a.·· fundamenti:ll seq nee of ·cirCled' clo·se~.- bounded sets in ~[i']; 
n · . . ·. ·. · . • .. . . '.' · , . . , ·r'"~ • ' 
· .w~ u~e · l:i~i·s .-f~ct .· .. t·~ ... prov~· ·: (b) .. · .~ : · · .. . : · .··. :_~: .. · .· . . -·· . . · · · ·. ·· ·. . ~ ~ . · · . 
.· ' ;f >x :~J!. then .{ ~-1! fq;· so~~ n . But : ·s is closed ~rid C ndOd iii. 
. · . · · . . . .' . . ' .. ... ~ . . ·: ' · .. . ·... ' .. ~ ;. . . ' 
· 'rH:r ].., , : s·o: . B. .. · j~ ~.ompr~te ... in .. ·~E~[ ~·f~· an~ ~hus complete in . ,~ (.f'J. Hen.ce' . 
. . .: . . . . : n . . . • .. .. . . .... .' .. :. . · . . ·: . : . . . . . . . . . . 
·~ = ··B ._::imd ·· x;:.:t_·:.c . · . :rJ~u·s ·E· ;·: ·~·;· :· ~Tid.: ~orisequently .E [ \] is complete. # · 
n ·. -~ .. .· · . . ·: .· . ~· .:.: ... :: :. .. · <. :·· -':
1
·_. ·:.·. · ... · .. · : .... ·~~ • . ·... . ·. : • ~ . . 
.....!. . By .IYAHEN [I.:Q);, _. if· E[':] : ·'is. ·the .(*)'- inductive limit of the spaces 
. . .·. ' : . . · .. :· . .. . ~ ........... .. ·: · :~ . . . . . . . \ . 
~ · 
. 
. . . ' ':. . . ., 
. . \ \ 
' . 
. . · ... .. ... :  :. :: ::·· : . : 
- .. 
· .. :.- · . 
.·, 
.. ; ;.;.. . . ,.·_- ·: '.,• . 
. ~.. ~· ·. : ~. . ' . ... ~ ~ . . . 
( ' ' .. ·'· . . ·. . :, ': 
' ;')1 ' .... . · .. . .. '· . . .' ·. : · , • . . .. • . .. .; . . . : ..., . 
.... ,. . . ''<" . . • • ~ . • ' . • • • • 
: .. -. .. . · .. . . ·-:.. :··: "· ' . . ' -~ . . . ... 
•: 
. · .. . ' . 
• • •. ' • >I' ~ •,' I • • ' I • .- o '" • o ' o 
.. 
. ... ,· 
• • ,.J • • 
., . 
.. .. 
. . ·· 














Q ' () 
. 







. . {E .[t]} 
. a ?' at:A 
neighbo~r1woi:l of 





is a circl.cd· 
0 in Ecx ... ·· then 
taken over, all finite s'ubsets 
U = V L u· [V ] ~h~!e th~ union is 
$ · ~$ '' ~ Ci . • 
of A is~a ·neighbourho.oq of .Q in. E[t]. 
. . 
.If · A is coun1;abl,e,, t.~en as' .vn runs . through a basi_s of _cir.clcd ne_ighbour-
63. 
hoods · of 0 in . Ea, · 't;he ~oped. ion o~ u obtained . fo~ms a base ~f neighbciur-
• • " n ' .. ' 
,, 
in E[;]. In ~articular :if. the hoods of 0 ... . E [ t- ] are 'locally convex and 
Cl (l 
/l is cotn'lta~·le, E[T] is locall'y .convex ~eCllUS~ t;!'ach ·u may 'be written as 
fhe ,union ·of .a.n increasing sequence . of absolutely co~~ex .. sets :P:r:?vid':d we_ 
'. 
choose sui table neighbourhood ba,ses of 
I 
0.., in the spaces · •E [ , · ] • 
a a · 
Co~sequently, 
. . 
in .this 'inst.ancc, the {*)-inductive limit .of .'thc sp-aces · {E · h ]} · 
. . • . . a a • 
• . ,. 1 . ""' · atA 
by the . 
., 
. ' . """' . . . . . . 








as ·a spceial case of the {*)-inductive limit was intro'Buce.d in [10]. LQt 
.{E (-r j} b'e a .c ..las~ ·o·f ._ top,ologica\ vector spaces, E. = 
a ' a 
. .. aEA ·. 
·algebraic d.i:rect ·'s'uni, and {I
0






. . . " . ~· . . . otA ·. . 
I E ~ &. T~en ihe { ~ ) - inductive limit of the ·spaces ~E [~ ]} · by the 
.• a a . . . . .· .. . . . . a .. . a aEtl 
· maps {r} iS-called the~ (*)-dii'ect suin . . EB E [< J.... 6f .,the . sp,acc·;'·--~,;-
. •· a a tA . · ' a ·a · · . · · 
· · { E } ,~ . : ~, 
a . . 




, 3 .'30 • T!I~OREMo 
. . . ,' I "' 
Tlie ·(*,)-direct sum q.f a . sequence· {E l r ] } 
. . . . , ' . . ·. :.. _: . •· . n n n= 1 
<?:r· (UDF·)- spaces 
is aguin .a JUDF)-spa'ce. · : · - ~.;-,;:.:· . .. : · t· . ·~ .~ · · 
.: ·. . . . .. . -. . '. · ~1 .. / :·.· ::~: .. : .. : .. ... :. , -.:·· .. 
Let E (T] t>e· ·. t~e . (* .) -d ir~'tt ' sunt.o(the spac.e s 
·'· 
PROOF 
I . . . co 
· {En [ ' n]} ' I YAHE{N 
· .~ n=l ·.:: 
is contained in a sum qf ' ) 
~ . . 
[10)' ~howed . th~t .if ~ B.' is bounded .in E [~] ,' 
~ ' . . ' ·: . . ':" .... 
' . . bounded· su'bsets.: of . f~ni te ~y many of t he . 
' . . . . 
f undamental 'scquen.ce of bounded' sets · in 
En , · Hence, if {B ·(j)} co 
,. . . : n . j =l 
E ·, ·foi- ea ch . n., then. n . 
is a 
. n • . ( B 









. ' . 
~ 






























Bc.cause T is Hausdorff, we 
' . .. . 
need ~only to -show ~hat· property· 3. ~ (b ~-.· is 
s~tisficd".- Let . {W··{O)} o, · 
· ·n n=l 
of 0 · in E, and ·for each 
' . 
be a sequenc·e of ci·rcle'd' closed neighbourhop_ds 
... 
n, let. {W Cj)} Q) 'be a defining sequence for 
. n . J'=l , • 
00 - • 
j .::_ ·o, ·the. set .. wCj) =-f\ w (j) ·absorbs all 




such that for each 
· bounded se~s~- For each m 
Then 
the s~ts . 
each n. 
·Since 
the .. I . -l [W (O)] 
m . n 
(I. -l[W (j)]·} oo 
m . n, j=l 
let I : 'E -+ E be the canon'ical inj cction: 
m m 
are circled closed neighbourhood's. of · 0, · and 
form a defining ·Scqucnse fo::r: "I -l [w (O)~] for 
m n . 
. ' . 
pnd ·I is c~mtinuous, we ·h'avc 
'.m 
.Im~ l fW (j)] ·, ab_s.oxbs ~11 bou~ded sets of 
·· ·I -l tw(O)] . 'is a neighbourhood o~ 0 in 
' 1n . . 
E for each j; 
m 
E .for ea.ch m. 
,m 
conscqu~ntly, 
It ca~ oe .shmm: that W(O) is a ~cighbourhopd of q ·in E(t]; so that 
· the proof . ~s complete. II li 
In: [10} it i ·s· further shown tha·t · th~ (*)".Jin"duct_ive limit . .o(.a class of 
spaces by a cla~s of mappings is topoologically iso,orphic tq. a quotient of the 
·(*)-direct sum of the s~accs. so· ~ from 3.28 and 6.-3·; .we hav~· . ~. ,· 
• t 
' . 
t, I • • ' \ , 
3.31 THEOREM A' Hausdorff (*)-inductive limit of a countable number of 'cuor)-· :, · 
spaces is a (UDF)-space. II 
' . 
In section 8 we . remarked that locarly bocinded s~aces are (UDF)-spac~s . 
r ' ~ 
Usi"g 3. 31 we can · const.ruc~ (UDF) -spaces by consi.dering Hausdorff ( *)-inductive 
-· limits of th.e .ip~ces .{R..11j oo. 
h=l 
·\'/itp the help of thJorem 3.31 we can show that m~my familiar (DF)-spaces 
are (UOF) ~spaces. Each. bornologicar (DF)-spa~e is .the inducdve limit of a.· · 
s·~quence of norm.ed spaces. TilUs 1~e have 
' ' · .. , 
... ' . 











.. ' • 
I 




Every locally ' convex· borno'logical (DF)- space i::; :a (.{1DF1-
. "· 
' o I 
·3 ._32 ·THEOREM· 
. ' .... 
,1 
_·Similar to inductive li!llit_s (= locally convex hulls).. we can write t.~~ 
(*)-inductive _ limit E_[<) of the ~paces · {E [1. ]} · . 
~· · . · · a a ~EA 
·{A'} as E[t] :::- L A [E [t ]]. 
a a~ . afA a a 0. 
by the mappings 
·.:_ 
' .. • 0::, 
' 
linear maps 
Let {E[t]} beascquenceof'(UDF)-spaces, {A} ' be 
. , n n . . ' n 1 
~ , n= . 
A : E . + E' where E [ T] = L A [E ['r · ]] is Hausdorff. The·n each 
n -n n:::l n n n . 
B of E · l'ie:; in the cl.osure of the sum o.f ·a fini tc number ' ~f 
·3. 33 . THEOREM 
.b,ounde_d ~et 
I 
· bol..lnded sets B C: E {i = ·1 2 · 
n. .n. ' ' 
.... J A· ·(B . ] . · 
n. n . 
l , 1 1 . .. l 
"' , .. ~ 
PROOF: Define a line~r map 
' oo aJ 
A ® E [T ] + I A [E (t )J by 




A( $ · x
11
) = L An_(xn). ·obvio.u~ly A ·, is ~cfl-defined and· linear: 
n= 1 · n= 1 . . oo • 
Let 
~\A) ' be the .n~ll space· of ~ ... Consi~~r the quo-~i~nt space . n~ En_[Tn]/N.(A) . . 
'The: mapping · ' ' 
00 
A : G7 defined by 
n=l 
·"" 00 
A([. e· X ]) ;, ' r A (x ). is an ' is~morphiS~ll). Let 
· n=l n n~l J.l n 
00 00 
~- ·81 ' .. K E [ T ] .... E [t ]/N{A) be 'the canonital'quotient map; then 
n:-1 n n n=l n n ' 
·. A ·= • .. A 0 K. 
.. . , .• 
·' ~ 
.____,., 
wh.en circl~~· neigh-.. As mentioned eatlier, v runs t~1rough a basi~ of 
n 
bourhoods.6f 0 i~ _ E~[tn]~ then the sets o~ the form 
' . 



































··u = V ·. L I (V ] 
i=l n n. 
and A(U] = V 
. . n=J. 
n . . r A [V . ] . form- . bases of neigh-
. , n n. . . · 
· n=1 
00 
bourhoods uf, 0 . for $· Enlt.n] 
· .n=l 
1='!1. . '· 
00 
and · · L A [E [t · ]] 
. n=l n n , n . 
respectively. 
. ' . 
~asi1~ be .vcrified ihat A i~ a continuous and open mapping; hence by 
[ 1 3 :' ., 15 1 4 ,{4}] I A · is a topological isomorphism . .' · · 
' I 
.· . 
If B is b'ounded in E ( T], then B-= A -l [B] is bounded in 
00 
• 
It ·can . 
' . 
· $ E [T ]/N(A) ·. As 
n=l n n ~ . .. 
in 3.28, there is a bounde.d set B* in the (*)-.d i rect sum, 
. such that . . B ~ ..,..,.K~[B_,*..,.]. So there is a finite number of bounded sets B c. ·E 
n. n .. 
·, (i 
. ' 
= 1, ••• J m) 





B* c. (i B n. .. i=1 1 
m 




0 . .. 
and then 
,.. ~ 1 ~ m I 
· · s·= A[A- .[BJ] c A(.K[· ~ B ·]]. Since ' A is a '. topologidtl isomorphism 
i=l . n.i 
~ m· . ,. m 
A [ K [ (9 B ) l i:: A [ K [ ~ B ']] I 
, . 1. n . . 1 . n. 1= . 1 . . 1= 1 . 
so 
"' · m . m. · m · 
.BC. 'A[K[.~ B 'J] =' A.[ . @ :B ·] = l A ' [B · ( •# 
. · ·. 1 n. . 1 n. . . 1 n. n. · . l = . 1 1 = . 1 1 = 1 . "']. 
. . 
r r-' .·. •' 
. I 
... 
















· This chapter 




. . ' 
. ... 
' I • 
• I 
with a 'certa'in cl~ss of _locally 
67. ·. 
l • • • • ~ 
convex spaces defi.ned and c·alled Schwartz spaces by GROTHENDIECK [.7). . In 
.·a general setting," one . can consiQ.er _Schwartz spaces as a special case of 
. • . I' ' . .. 
' 
those locallY. convex spaces in which every botmded set is precompac't, or as 
a more genera-~ case of nuclear spaces. The 'theories .of Schwartz spac~s and. 
nuclear spaces !un parallel, and manY'_ of t~·e prop~rties · could be proved 
simultaneously. Since the .definition itself. leans on the propert~es of 
' ' , I I ' 
tranSP,OSe . maps, We begin by review;i.ng basic results in this area~ . I We· .then . 
. 
pr,oceed to de.fine and give·. various char~cteriz.ations ·of Schwar_t~' spaces,_ A 
general ·representatio~ 'the~rem for prec~mpact semi-riorms on a locally convex 
• • • • • • J • 
, . sp'!-ce is proved using the Banach. space c
0
• The cqncept o0f 'local convergence 
plays an 
izations 
impOrtant role in ~his discussion. · Using thisfE7v~_ral _ characte.r -" · 
o{ Sc.hwartz spaces are ,obtained bas~d· on . . the ~orks of RANDTKE [1.4] 
' . ·to •. 
"tnd T~RiiOGLU 
I . 
[19]. . The :·the_ory' ·~uns -~omewhat similar \o that of 'nl;lclear 
·· spaces. 
We conclude the cha~~er with a · discussion of some hereditary _properties 
of Schwartz spaces. In essence ~hey form a 11vari·ety11 (-[S]), in the sense 
that 'they are' closed under subspaces (not 'ne.cessa~ily .'closed), separated 
' ' . 
· ., quotients, arbitr.Cl,ry products, and isomorphic images. 
12 Tr~nspose· mappings in norrned spaces . ' 
Let and· F[t') . be locally convex ' spa~es aqd t·: E -+ F be a 
' 
. . 
The transpose map· t 1 . : · F1 -+ . E* 
t I is lin~r.. The follow~ng results are ;well-
... 
. . ' · 
•' .. 
. .. 
0 .. ~ • 
J 
1\ 





' o\ • 
• 'I' 
I ·. 
known. For proof.s· ~e !efer t9 ROBERTSON and ROBERTSON (16] or HeRVi\TH [9]. ,. 
4. "1 THEOREM 
·a) If t is continuous, .then t is T (E') 
s 
·~ . ' 
T (F') continuous. 
s 
b) . t 1 [F'J,_ ~ E' if and only if t is weakly (-r
5
.(E 1.) - 's (F 1 )) 
' • 
continuous; in this ·cise, t' is weakly (t ·(F) - t (E)) as well as 
s . s 
strongly (-rb(F) - -rb(E)) continuous. 
c) If t is weakly continuous, .the transpose t"- of t' from E" into 
.F"is. well-defined,_and further · t"IE = t E -.. F.· 
I'' 
4.2 DEFINITION The linear map t between· locally · corivex spaces E[-r] 
and F [t''] _is said to be compact. .(preaompaat·,· bo~ded) lf ther·e is .. a . 
• • • • f) 
neighbourhood U of · 9 in E ·such that, t[U] is relatively compact~ 
Cprecompa:t. ·bounded) in F. It 
Obviously c_ompact maps · are. p~ecompac.t,' and pr.ecompact ma?s are bounded. 
. The 
' • • ). · • • ' . • I ' • • ' ,.. 
following. ch·aracteri~~t~on of precompact,map.~ b'etwee~ norm.~d spaces by .. 
nieanS ·of the .transpose map is often .called · Schauder•'s Theorem. ' 
4 ~ 3. · THEOREM Let E .ahd F be normed space~ . and .t . . E :+- F ·· ;be linear. · 
Then · t is precompact ·if and only i:f; . t' : F' ~ E 1 i .s a · compact mapping 
of ·the norm duals: 
t 
._, 
PROOF Let T ,be the im~.ge in .F of the·unit ball s of E. TJlen 
· t 1 ·[T0 l ·c 5°· 
• 
so that t' is continu·ous if we equip · F' with the topology . 
. .. 
i.e. the norm topol.ogy. .The · 
-
closed unit ball: B of Fr i .s the polar of ;the unit ball in F. · ·~and 
hence is equi.cont'inuous. 
.':' 
. ' 















~. . ...... 





sets, ~ B 'l' (F)-compact. 
c . Cons.equently the image. o.f is 
' 
B under t 1 .is 
·. 
compact in the ·norm to~ology on E1 • I ' 
' , ,I • • 
The converse. follows hmil~rly from theore~ 4 .1. # 
. . 
J_t_ -Let· E[T] be a locally ' convex space.and E1 its . dual. Let Me: E 
. ' 
. ' 
be ·a closed subspace and. · ~ :E.+ E/M .the canonical surjection. Then it 
( 
is ~asy_ to 'see ·that t~~ transpose ~~ ~ (E/M) 1 + E1 defined by' f .~ f 0 
· is inj ec't:lve· with ima.ge W- ; ·_so, we m<!-Y. consider the · restri~tion 
4' I : (E/M) I + W- . It .can easily be shown that . ~·· . is a tdpological 
asomorphism when we equip · (E/M) 1 with the topology 'l' (E/M) and ML 
s 
1"1,'1 
with the · t 'opology T (E) · restricted · to Ml-; so we. identify.. ML with 
• S 
(E/M) I • 
• ' . . 




T~(E)t~ ~·tb(E/M). We ~ow give a cond~tiori under which· the reverse inequality 
,, 
holds. 
4.4 ~EMMA Let E [ t] . be a locally convex . space with dual· E 1 , and M. c;.. B 
.. , 
acl_os·ed· subspace. · ~.h'en, 'tB··(E)'lrf- ·= .'tt,(E/M) ·. if an(only if fo~ ey_e<fy .. bo~d-
: ~ . . \ ~ ' ' . 
e'd set . .'·s of· . E/M'[T ] I · . _, the;e exi~~s a botiilded set . Bl · 'of . E: such that . 
. q . . . . I . . . 
. · the closed absol~tely convex· hull ' o~ the· c~_nonici( imag_e of B1 in E/M 
.· .. ·', 
contains . B~ 0 . · . 
.. . 
PROOF . We need .o~ly . snow . . T b (E/M)' i·L b (E) I W:-: A. basis o'f 'nel.ghbourhood~ of 
0 . in T b (E/M) · : is giv·~n by _the f~ily_ · of sets B0 . where · .. B is cl~~~d 
absolutely conve~ and. bounded ·i!'l E/M[t · ] • . . A -~~sis ·of neighbottrhoods of 0 
. . . . ·. \• \ q . 
. . . - ·. ·· . · . . ·· . . ·· ,. ' . , . . . 
}~. , b (E) I ML . is .given _by · t~'e .sets. s1 ° t\ W- where' s1 is ~ound.ed and " .' 
- . . ~ . . . . .. . 
' o • 0 I ' \ o • ~ 
·abso'l ute ly .convex in E. So . ~ T b CE/M) ~ t b (E} 1. Mol . if and ' only if f or ' each · 
. . 
closed ab~olutely convex. bounded set . BC E/M, there e~ists .an absolutely 
.. ' 
' . 













- ~ . ' 
i . 
II I 
But ~B1 V M> = l\ + M since ~l is. balanced and M i,s a s~bspa_ce. · ~ur 
~ondit~. is satis'fiedif a~d only- if B0 j (B1 + ·M) 0 • By po'l.arity it 
inunedia!-ely follows 'th.at B is contained in the closed a~solutely conve'x . 
hull of ·the canonical image of Bi •. # 
.. . 
This result will be nee.ded when we consider permanence properties of' 




Again let .E['t'] .pe locally conve,x,, ~1'\d M .c E.~ b~· a ' linear ' subspa~e. 
Let . j : M ~E . be the canonical inje~tion. Then th~ ·transpose 
. . 
. ' j I : E 1 ' + M' 
I . 
(w~ere M1 = CM(rl M]) I r is def-ined · by 
cibvious1y onto. The kernel of · j is Ml-. 
f 1 t-t- f o j i · and is ·. 
( 
~onsider the . quotient space E 1 !Ml- . Then the ~.i.near map 
. .,.,.-- . 
t : · E' /W- + Ml defined by f(Ml) ~"fl M 'is' a bijection. · Since 
. . j I : E I [1' (E) 
. s 
Prop •. 13. 2,]; 
• 
is continuous t _. ·is continuous • 
. I 
By HORVATH 
·'is a · topologica;l i somorphi sm i f· M is closed. 
. . 
E I M-1- (even i'f M is not closed) . Lett~ng 
.) . . . 
b . ·)q _ repr~sent th.e ~uotien.t topology . of - q.uot~ent spa_ce · -~·~ [Tb(E)] : by 
the . sub~p~ce' Ml- w~ :o.btai n £rom theorem 4 •. 1 that t : E 1 /Ml-[ •b (E) ] + 
. • _q 
M1 [Tb(M)] , ·is continuous, t,hus 't'b(M)~~ -Tb(E)·q· A,condition for equality 
is g~ven in the .following. resul~ • 




4 . 5 LEMMA Let .E[T]· ba a locally cbnyex space , and M a vector 'subspace 
. . . 
of E. Then th~ ~ quo~ient- ·'topol'ogy _ ·. t- b.CE)~ _on E'/ML · is equiyal ent t o · 
. . 
~f ·and only i f for everY. bounded set B of E, ~here _ exi sts ·a ·bounded 
o f M ( i n the r est:ri cted topology of t to M~. such th~t _every 
0 • • l .. • • 
t' b (M) 
continuous l i near · form ori M bounded by 1 on B· 
I 1 can be · extended to a ... 
. . 























. ,.. . 




' . .. . 
< b (E) q ~ ~ b·(M) .. ·A llndamental system ·of ~eighbo~;h~ods ~f ·the forme·r 
. .. 
t'opology is ·.given y the canonical images of the s? where B ·is bounded 
. . 
in E. A ftm.damen al system of neighbourhoo'ds in the latter is given by 
I 
th.e B o. 
1 where Bl is botmded in M. So . Tb(E)q ~ -rb(M) .if and only if · 
· for each .B, there is. a Bl such that B 
0 c:· K[B0 J where. K E' +. E'/~ . 
1 . ;~ .· ~ 
is the ·canonical surjection. 
We now prove the equivalenceof this.and the condition in the statement. · 
Let ··h ' M' and h be bounded by 1 o'n · s1 .: . ~hen h :::: fl M ·for sonie. 
ft: E', Sl.nce B1 :
0 
cK[Il0 ],· f(Mi-~ ~ _ K,CB0·j. C~ns;q~ently for some · mE.·Ml-, 
f + m £ Bo. Since . in .EMl-, . t + -m extends . h. 
' 
Conversely'· let B be l;lounded in E and .Bl bounded· in · M such that 
the condl. tion. ~n the state~e,n·t .'is s·atisfied ... · .Let f '.E. B1 ° ;.. · _th_~~ . ! ~ M' 
·. ·.such'. that f _is bpunded by _1 on .B1 •.. · Then, . l~tt~ng . f 1 be an ex~ ens ion .. 
·of ·· f . ·to _E su~~ · that. • f1 E B0 , · w:~ .h~ve .-. i~ . K{f~) · .since .fiJM~ . f • . 
· ·o · · o · · .. · ·: · ·· : · · 
Th!Js, ..  _s1 c. K [B ] ahd the' proof is com~! ete. · # 
. ~ . . 
.. 
We now give a class of· spaces wh'ich _satisfies· j:he condition of lemma 4.5 . . · 
• I 0 
If. 6 THEOREM Le:t .. E[<] be a semi-reflexive· space with dual E', anq 
• • •. • : I 
M C E · ci clo~ed linear ;ubsp~ce • . -.. The.n 
. ' 
a) M is , semi- reflexive, :· and 
.. 
p) ,. the s~rong _topology Tb(M) .. ·: on E'/~. coi~cides. with th~ qua~ii:mt 
• r· , • • ' (. . 
·.topology 1-1) (E) on E' /W-. . ~ . 
. . q . . . 
.1 ·, 
. .. J •• · ' 
PROOF 
, . . ,. , . ~ '· t .:· 
·It . can ·tri'!'ially be shown that 
. .. 
T·: (M'.j ·.,; .... (E') IM. 
.s . . s . 
. . ' So if . B· ·. is 
bounde.d in . . M, . B fs hounded ·in · E; hence s 
.. 
is weakly relf!:tive_ly · .. :.-
•, 
• • I 









( ' . 
I 
~-
compact ·in E, si~ce e 
\ 
is s~mi-reflexive. Because M is .cl9sed;· B is 
.. t \ ~ 
. 
relati yely. • 
5 
(M') -compact,, Thus · M [ • I M] is 'semi-refl~~i ve ;: proving (a) . 
. 
\ 
We sha1.1·.use 4.5 to prove (b), Let .S be closed a.bsoiutely convex 
, I 
. . 
and bounded .in E[T'] . ~d.:::· .. B1 = ~.CB·n M). Let f E" M' such. that f · is 
boundec:l by 1· o~ . · ~·1 .. and:s~ by ·.1/2·: o~ Bn M. Let' G = £-1 [{1}). 
Then G 1\ B 1\ M = 4> , and , G i.s . closed .in E, since 
:· 
G is closed in M, 
. : 
and ' M is closed in E. Obviously,· · G is conv~x henc,e G is weakly 
cl~sed in E, and E ~ G· is weakly open. 
· ·If b C. B 1\ Mj '. then· b f G, and if .b E: B 1\ .(E rv M), then . 'b t ·:M, 
' · 0 • 
so that B ' E rv G, .!Because B is bounded, B is 1' (E 1 ) -cornpac~. By 
. . s. . 
·. SCHWARTZ [1"8; 2. 8], ther~ e~ist's a we:~k·l~ opeh · ·_~bs.o1·~~e1~·. co~~ex nei~~- ·, .· 
bo).lrhoo'd U of 0 such that B · + U c E ~ G. • Hence · (B + U) .n G = ~ : . 
. . . 
Let X EM such that f(x) 
' -. ' 
. : ( -1· . . 
= 1, . and Q =.' f · [ { 0}]. . Then 
o I • • \ · ; 
G = X + Q, and · (B + u - x) !' Q = 4>, ' Q ·. is weaklY. ciosed, · and 
. ' .. . 
..... 
72 . 
. . . 
. · 
· B, + U - x . is ·weakly open and co,nv~x ~n . E. 1 By t~e. · Jiah~-Banach ~eorem, • : 
J 
' • . 
there .exist's. a ·weakly ·clos.e'd . h)rpe·rspa.ce H . c,ontaining · Q: ·such 'that . . ·· 
0 • · \ . ' • • • • 
(B .+ U- X) n H = 4>~ 
. . . . ·: .. . 
Let·. f' b~ the 'linear :functiona~. associated· wi·th H, such that 
f' (x) = 1. S:lnce H is · weakly closed, 
y = ·;>..x '+ q where A _(: K, ana q 'Q; 
f' (y) = f .' ,(AX + q) = A 
f' extends· f. 
If· there exists b · f: B 
cir~le.d 
dicti on. 
we can ·a ssume fi (b) 
# 
( . 
~ : · .. . \ 
such that 
= ·1. Hence 




= f(Ax .+ q) = f(y): So 
t f' (b), . > 1, then since B 
.., 
·B I\ (x +. H) 











' )-' · 
. . 
' ,• . 
·· , . 
' · 
.• 
: ... . 
-· . 
. The .next result will be· useful in .finding a class .of · S~hwartz spaces 
which.satisfy lemma 4.4. 
4.7 LEMMA Let E and F be (F) -spaces an·d f : E ~ F .a continuous and 
~ . 
·surjective 1 inea:r: mapp.ing .. .- For every : . compact K C. F, •· there exists compact 
i~ K i~ · a.bsolu~~ly conv~~· J1e · cari ~· H c; E .sucn that f.(H] = K. Further, .,. . 
,. 
find an absolutely convex H. 
PRObF By the · o~en · map~~· -the'o'rem; "f is open. .Let d : E x E -)-.' It~+ be . 
' . 
a .translation-invariant metric which.generates the _ t?pology on ' E; then 
(E,_d) is ·.a ~omplete. metric ·space: .· I • 
For n = i, 2, · ....• 
. . radius 1/2n .• :· · L~tt{n·g 
let Bn be _the class of open ball_~· in · E _wi~ 
B ·. ·run throqgh · t~e sets~in Bl~ ·t.he -c1a~s. of 
... sets f[B].' form an open cove.ring-.o£ 
,'. 'I •" 
K. Choose a finite set 
· ... ~ ·. , H; = {x1• · ... , x }.: .of points·~;>£ _ 
• .. • ... .. • ' . .. · -~ ' : ,. /> 0 
" E _such tha~ ~f ~or. 1 < ·i < m ·is 
. the open ball 'in B centered· 011 
·~ . -· . -pl 
x:~ ~~ tJlen ... V f[B.] .co:vers K • 
l -=:: ~ ··*' . i=l 1 . ' 
,,.....__.... I • , 
t ·.~ I 
i)ssume for the>'indice~ 1 < i < ri~have const~ucted ·a fini te .subset 
. . . . . . . .......~ 
' 
. -.· '~i·· pf E with the following tw~ pTopeofH.es - · 
ll". H1 c H~+~, and· each ~oi~t of · Hi~\ is at \ 
•. 
a · distance ~· l/2i from ·· 
H. .( 1 < i · < n -. . 1) , -and ' ' .: 
1 . - - ' 
2). if B runs t .hrough the ~pen .hal~~-~~ ~i center~d ' ~t .a polnt ·_'of :'Hi.' 
then the union of the sets f[~] covers K. 
L~t -'B.' ~+1 . be the collection of sets in B~+l'' .'whose . c'entre X 
· ·sat~sfies d(x, H)< l/2n • . If 
. n y 'K, th.en' y _e f[B] where B· is an 
open hal~ 'of radius centered ·an some h -= H • ' So there exists .' 
n 
I . , • , 
X eo E ~or which . f (x) =/ y · and .d (x, h) < l/2n. · Hence · as . B' runs through ·. 
the balls of B I . u f _[B] covers 
n+l- , 
~ 



















. · J 
·, 
~· · C E such that as ·a··r rtins through the open ·balls in E. wit_h radi~s . l/2~+l 
n+l . · . 
· .. md centre a.t. ~- point of· G ·.+l. t then the .. sets f[B] . cover K. Set 
. . n 
t ~ • • 
Hn+l = Hn V Gn+l'' Obviously· H ·i s'atisf:les properties (1·) .and· .(2). 
n+ . . . 
.Con~equently f;~ ~ach : n t~~r~ i~ ·such ~ set. 
00 
. 
.•. Let , L ::: U H . · We now prove 
·. •. ·n,=l n . . . 
L .'is. precompact. Let, n > 1. If 
· Y . c H · . whe're. p . > o· there is a : finite sequence of points,_ 
. . _n +p· .• . n:-~;p' :. · .' 
· y. . ,/ H . , 0 · < i < p, such that n+~ ~ . n+~. . -. 
.. 
0 0 0 
• 0 •• • l 
· is pr~conipact. ~ 
b , . .. ~ 




.. K C: f.[L]. Let z E- K, th.en 
, . . ~(f~1 [{z}]~, H1/~ < l/2n· for every n; so 
. . 
' d (f~ 1 ({ z}], L) = o ~ . Bec~use !the fUJ1ction ·' '!- .: E ·-+ It\ , d~iined )Jy ~ 
·· x· '· ~ . d~~~~· lfz}], _ :x)~ ~ontin~Ol,lS ·, - ~e' ·~~~~ · q[L]' is . comp_a~t in.~~ 
consequ~~tly' ~ [L] .contai·n~ its infimum. . :rhus, ~here. ·e~i.sts : ~ E-~L 
0 
•' I\ 
•• 0 • • • • -1 .· . : .. . ' '. -1 ' 0 : ..:.'( 
Such that d(f .[{z}], x) = o. · Hence ·. X' f · [{z}] = f [{z}] sine~ ' {z} 
. i·~ ~ cl~ed s.et . ~d . ~- is ~~~t~'rmousi. ·. We ha.;,e .r. --n r 1 [{ z}/ /-~ ·~ and .. 
K C f[.L]. Letting . H · = .. ~ - t\ £~ ~. [~], :.t~.en f[H] .=· K, · and · H- ·is c.o~p.act · .. 
, . 
If · ~ is . abs~lutely convex., c~oos.e L ·a5;, above. Then ·.rt . is 
·' ... . · I • - · . f '· , · - · '-1 ,' 





i• convex and compac_t, and f[H] 
0 • ' 
# 
.· . 
. ' Let · E [ T] · be a. · loc~lly' convex. sp~~e, and · U (E) ·and ·s (E) !Je. the 
• ~I 
•• 4 • 
; '' ·. c,l a.sses of ' ~~sed 'absolutely conve-x ne~ghbourhoo'ds o.f . 0 and of 'the closed . '. 0 
• • I I absolutely .convex . bo~ded sets- of E, respe_ctive~ ,If .:P is a semi-norm on 







. ! ~ 7s • 
0 
. , . 
: • ·: 
" 
. E, we denote.by ~p' . th'e · spac·e \ ··_wh.h -~he semi-norm topo~ogy ~~duced·· .. · 
: ' . . .. .. 
. •. by p. ~· !" ·' ,. co . . 
.,·. 
-· 
We -let E. ··=. 'E/ {.x . , · E : p (x) =. 0} . with norm dJf±ne,d by ·.. Ll :J:< (P_[ r I=· p.(x). . 
. p . -. -. . · . P .• · • . • ·. 
!' 
{x_ ~ E . : p(~) ._;, 0.} : ::~· ~..£- .~P : ~ ..;. Ep . den.otes the canonf~al · where P = . 
.. . ... 
.. ,. . . . . 
• K· iS· . continuous if and-: ~niy ~if p ois continuous. There· is . p . . ·'' . 
· .. 
·i .: ··- .. :- . .. ~-· . ~ surj ~~tion,-
• ,D. 
~ ! • 
a.~ -~-bv~ous cor~esp~ndence betwee!.} . th~ cont,inuous · semi·-riorms· - o~ E · _an~ the .· . ' ' . ' 
. ~ . " . 
. :.el~m~nts ot: . U(E) •· S~mi.larly £~:~ . u !; U(~( :we . le~ pti'. ~ ~~ th.e gauge 0~ . 
• I • • •, ~ ~ • . ~ , • • • 
u, and .set· Eu ·,; -~· ·. a~d -· · K.~ ·;='_~K ·. ,. ·.·r£· ·· v-E u(E).'. · ·~d ·· V·. c q~_. . ~~ · tia.~e. 
. Pu . u . Pu . . . . .· . •· 
a well":-defined .lineatc ~ap ~ :<.~· - -~V +. EU ·. ~ive~ by : ~(~/). · ._;·. x(~) ·. ~h~;e 
. ' . . • l> - ·. . . . . . - ~ • • ' .· ·.. • . • ~- . . : . -~. • ' .. • . 





. . . ·: . . v· . . . .... _ .. . ... . ;,.· . : ·. . ·. . . . .. . . . 
• .. tl . . ... . - ~ Pu~ ~ ~v ·.-so _that_ -·1<{, is continuous.' . 





, : ·· 
f!ltJ. . . . . . . ; 
N·~ We _l:t ~u · denot-e· ~he. ~omp~eti?~ o.~ . ~u whe·~e . ~ :u. ~:_u(~), v . L~t . .. 
. ~u : . E ~; ~u . Aeftote · t~~ compo.~itiori qi ~h~ - ~~p~ ~-KU. :<·.·~ + .' Eu . and _tl):e ... 
identity i ·au+. ~· .. ~.Fro~- .~~~ve ; _w~ .. ~s~·e' :·t.ha;t K~ =· ~-~~- ·· ~ 'K\r_·' ·: .. ~-e.t 
• ~ ·. IV • N . . . . , . · . .. • ~- . ,. . . ' :, .. , 
KU . . : 1\, + Eu · . beth·~. uniq4eiY. · .~eterm~ri.ed extensi0J'!.-.·:_ ·ci~ar~y.- _ .. : 
~ • ~ o \,~' t. , • :: . , I • ' 
w , • • • .. 00 - • . . . 
.. 
... . 
If A E B.(E),. iet E'(A) = · V . nA . b~ the :spaie .. ·~·em~·-normec( by · .~he 
. . n=l' . . . , . . . . . . . . . ; 
~auge p'A: . on · th'e s~t A,' . Since. ~ A_ . . ~~-s. qoun~~d.· .. P~ . i'"s~ ·~·no_;~, ~_nd,_: s-in-~e 
' • . ;t: - _- ~- . \ . .· . • • • • 
A ·is tlos'ed. in E['r], : i~ foll<;>W'S that· A ' .is the dose~ imit baH of· 
·E (A). If A. c ·s f B (E} ,· -: .w~; ~e-~ote · ~~: \~:;· .. > ~{A~ ·.:. ~:(B)'. th:e : canonical 
. . . 
injecti_on • . Since · A ·c ~-, · ... ~ : is _cont.~.~~~ds. :· :.~ .. :_.: : >·· .... ·: 
. . . 
. 
.. 
' ' 1 








< . .. t 
Jl 
.· . :-"" 
'• 
.. - ~ 
I 
• • I 
It is easy ·to see ;ihat ·the !J!appi~g - . . .. ~ · , . ·.· l ," ' · · (I> • • 
J (E ) ,· .: E' (u0) . d~~i~ed by · f ·. H- · f -~- · ~u .· · ·i:s_ .a ?ij e~tiC?n -~nd ·an · 'i~o.m~tr'y' · . ·. 
. ... ' ... •: 
,·: ~~ 
I 
u . . . . : . . ' · . . 
if th~ spaces· hav~ . . ~heiro.n:orm top~l.ogies ; .. ·So· w~ ~an con~i':aer · the · spa~e 




. · •, 

















•• • • J . . ~' ' . . : : . : . . : . -: . . . . ...
•. ~ . . . . . ., . 
. . . . .. ...... X _· :: 
. . ... 
.. 
~ •• : • • • 0 • • 
• ' ' I .' • • ' • : ' • 
. '..:.( .. 
. .. 
. . .. 
. .. 
. . . . , 
•• 0 •• • f 
o' ': 
. . ·
••• ' • _: .: ) • • 0 : •• • • • • • •• • • • • • • 


















.. ! ~ ,... ~ t 0 
A~ ·a.-~e~_~it ~£· ·th~s ...... t.h'e··:.transP.~·s·e .~r· ·.~ ·.·. is the injecti'O.n ·: 
.' 0 ' ' ' . . . .. ,. 
U ' · ·o · ·o· ·· · 
I : E!(U .).+ .E1 (V.): 
. yO . . . . . . 
' · . 
.. :_ .. · . 
.. ··'· 
·' .... ' . . . . ·. . . . . 
.. if 'A·~B·(Ej, : .. ~li'tn ' A0 ·e·.u·(E•) ·' fo~ .. th<top.9logy-· ·-rb(~( .on,. E·'. 
. . . . .. ~ . . ":': . . "' 
Th~s .the s}face , E' ·~· may be ~o.nst.ruc·~ed. : Cons:j.d,er th~ map.J?~ng .. · . . . 
·. ·. . . ; A · 1 • o · . · . . . · · . 
J : E'. + (E(A))' defined by f(A ) I+ f!ECA). This is. seen to be an . .' 
. A f1• . . 
·. isometry of E' into . (E (A).)~.' F~otn t~is ~e h~~e th~t the . re.s'~ri~t~.~n ·. ·. 
• . . p,_o o· ' . 
. ?f th~ .~ranspose of I~· to E' 
0
. is· the surjective · mapping 
Bo . B: .. ·· ~. • . . . . . 
.K . : .E' + E' • Ao . ·Bo .... Ao.' .. I o' I 
. . 
' ., Letting. E" · ,; 
~ ' . 
00 •. 0 
E!' (A · ) : · ·where A 
I • 
,• ' (~'l.-rb (E)])_';_ the strong dual 
~is~ neighbourhood 'of' Q in 
. . 
. 
of · E' 0 .is the space A .. . . 
E' [ -r.b (E)]; · ;·consequently . . . 
~ • • f • • ~ . ~ . . ' . ~ . 
, A00 is ~b(E~J-bdtmded _ in .. ;_ E.":. It can ·he s~owp . that _the .in.app'ing .. .. o 
~ ('I • ... • • .. . .. • 0 
H . : E (A). ~ E" (A 00) define4, by- : ~ i+ F ~ where . F (f) . = . f (x} ·for. each 
r , · . .'. • . X • X . . . 
f ' . e ~·, , . · ·is ~n isoll}etr.y into. Henc~ •· E (A) is :norm-~somorphic·.to a s~b~pace ... 
' " ' . ' . . . '" . . ' . • . 0 
. •. . B. ~f.(E'AQ)'" .. · It follows · ~~:at· t~: res~ricti~n~of 'th~ transpo~e of KA0 - ~to . 
· · E (A\·: is ·the in,j ect~?n ... r_8 · : ~ E (A) ~ ·$(B).. . _ :. >-~·:· 





, '.-.. · ~ ' . 
. ··· ·-~ 
. . 
This ..s.ection ~e~in~ wi.th. the, or~ginal· de'f~ni tion_ of ·a. Sc~wart7 ~pac: . 
as gi Jen.(by GROTHENiHECK. [ 7] • · Vari ous ~h~racteri zatio'i~s' ·are ~i. ven : ~~d a 
• . . 
. . . 
~ •. l}Umb:r o~ .striking P .. ~Gp.e~~i~,S::~r~: then dbtained. 
\ . '· . ' . . . · . ... . 
·4. 8 · DEF i'NiTION A. locally· co.nvex space ·. E k] . ~s said to be :·.% Sc~w_a:r.~z 
' "' _., J , ' .. , 0 I o o .,f~ o 0 'o 
spaae·. if .for .every close; }lb~olutely _ convex ne_j.ghbo_tJrhood ~- o.f · _0 ' in · .. E, . . · 
.. 
. ~ I! 
I . 1.. . .. 
.there ;xist1 a ,.n~i$-hbpurhoqd . v · .. of . 0 such t.hat . fo'r ' ... ,._' 
' I ' ' f o •" r f o ' ' ' 
every ... a > 0 : the 
set . v . ca.n be . . ~overed by flni tely' ~a~y . . _tia~~tntes ·~~ 
•' 
' · 
The .fir~t:. t}~eore~ ·g~ ve·s ~-~·n iinmed,iat~· ·ch'ar.acteriz~tio.n o_f ~chwar~·z.· spa~.es. 
.. ... -~ ) 
' .· 
: . 
• ( " I. 












. . . . 
..•· ·d ~~- J 
. .. 
.. . 
. .: ... 
'0 
. ~:.: .:,~ ~.' 
'• I 
,\. 77 •. , 
.•. 
.. ' 
' . . ' 
. .. 
·"'· ... 
~ . . 
. . 
.· .}. 
I · .. .. : . 
... '• 
. : , • ... 
•' .. · .. 
0 
I~ i • II' ' • /' 
4.9 THEOREM A locally convex space E{1r i,s a 
.. 
Sc!Hmrtz space if and only_ 
. t . .. . 
1 s precompac t. if for ev<.\ry U·.E li (E), '- the mapping ~ . _: E ~ EU 
-. ·1i_~ , • . . . 
. •l,f. 'i • ~ • 
. PROOF · ··Let E[t] be _a Schwartz space, · u - ~ U(EJ. 
... . .· .,. 
and · V be a net~hbour~ 
. . . 
"" .. . ' 
hood of o. 1vith tl1e prop:erty stated in 4.:·s. Let x = ~(x) and 
·A .. = K. (A] fop· eacl1 ·x E. ~ - "' -and .A c:.r;: Then for ·a:> 0, 
-u . ~ ' . ' . _ _.._ 
finite .subset · {x'.· } ~" of ·. E s·uth th'at 
.l i=l. ' . 
the_rc is a 
: . 
,. 0 . • n · .• . 
" 
n 
" u 0 v ex. ·vc (x. + aU), Hence v .<. + aU) . -·--Because· 
i= 1 ' . 1 i=l ~ 
. . 
.· {'l.U} 0>~· i's :a .~as~s of_ rieighbourhoo_ds of 0 
c " • • • 
iri Eu·.) . the mal)p"ing ··K is 
. ' ' u . 
. . '· . 
' 
.' "Sup~)osc ,convc.rsc:l-y .-.K~ is prccompact.. Then there exists a n'cl.ghbour.-_ . 
J 
hoqu v 
• ~ Q • 
of 0 in E, . S'llch · that for a >' 0, . there exists a finite . subset 
.. .• ,. . . . 
• • 0 • · ,.. 1'1 ,• 1 A • o 
in·- E where ·v'c U-c·x .· - +~·-2aU) ' . . . · 
. . 1 . . 
. ' ~,i. . .' . i ='l 
. J) 
. · · fx . } · of poi~ t s ~--: : 1 ''-1 




._ . . .. · -n 
-v c ~u~- 1 [\1) c.. Ku-l ( v (x . • + ; oP)] 
. 1. =. 1 . 1 
. ~' . 
' . . 
• 11 . 1 . . . '. 
:= V (xi : 2 c:tU + . P) where 
. . i=l 
Since 
. ·,. n 
r. C -2
1
_ ~u. · v c .U (x. + ·au). 
. . 1 1 . . Hence 
. · . 1= • . • 
. 
~ - .. 
. . 
' . l . 
p = p j" [ { 0}]. 
u 
•' 
•l. 10 · DEF INI'J'.ION · • Let . fi ( T] &e. a local iy convex ·space: : A ~semi-norm -~ 
.. ~ 
# . 
on · E is· said to be pr•eoof!!paat, .H the mapping K : E -~ E. ·~ is -prccompact. 
. p 11 . . .. 11- , . . . 
..,. v .. 
cotollary .tq 4~ 9, we have the following rcsul t. As a 
The proofs .. arc ohv~~us. · 
~·. 





be a l<;>cally co~v_ex· . sp·acc '. 
... •, , 
q ... 
Then t ·hc following · 
•. . statements · ~rc equivalent. 
..... . ~ 
. L 
-

































is a Schwartz space; 











c) , for' 'every · 
· · the_ mapping K~ 
there exists V E- u'(E), V C u. such that' / . i~ prccompact,; :·.I 






d) for .cvcry 
:: Ev -+ Eu 
U t U.(E), 
tv "" · ~ . . . . .. ,/ 
t;hc 'mapping "u E -+ .EU is compact; 1 
e) · for every 
•y 
mapping .Kij 
U 'E U(E), there · exists 
~ rJ 











f) ' . . . ' . .every cont1nuou~.sc~1-norm on is ·precoinpact. ff 
. /. 
; o 
\Vc now . give u chara~terization of Schwart.z space~ which i.s/ quite 
. . . . / 
difterent from the previous pnes .. /~ 
. / 
' / 4.12 · TJmo·R.E~1 A locally convex space E(T] · is a )hwartz space if an<.l 
.onlY. if ·the following two conditions arc satisfi~,d,. 
I J?iJ ~~T bq!mdcd st!)>sct of E is prcco~p~~nnd . 
2) •. foi:. cv.cry U • U(E), . there .e~ist;t{eighbourhood y, of 0 .in · E 
such that for ~ evcry · a ~ 0, \~e ·can ind a bounded set A. C. E· which· satisfies 
V C. aU + A .. ...... . 
~ 
PROOF • Let u. e U(l!): and/ be a neighbourhood. o~ : 0 · as . described in 
dcfii1iiion 4.8. · If B ~ ·.is bounded, thep B'C >..V f~~mc·.·A ·~ 0. · Let 
.. . n . . 1 
{x:} n be a fini t'c subset 6f E, s~tch that. V C. .. U (x'1. + \ U). Then 
. •
1 l'=l· 1 1\ 




C. l) (A.Xi 
i=d . 
n .: -
and.- { y. } . be u finite subset of 
•. ' 
1 i=l 11 
. ·1= 
B. 'ls pr~compact. Let a > · 0 
n 
E su~h that ·v. C U (yi +aU). 
. ·.. i=l ' ' ' 
Lotting · ti.~ .\J{yi}, V·C aU+ A; :and:· f ·· is obviously'boundcd : 
• 
t·hcm 
·1=1 , . . 
. . 
ConversQl,Y 1 suppose condi t'ion.s (1) and (2) arc .-satisfied. Let 
. . , 
. v €. U(E) I am.:r ·v .. a neigh_bourhood of .0 which s~tisfi~j condition (2). 
\ • -) 
. . 















If a > 0, 1 ct : A· be bounded such that a V C. A + .2 U. since A. is · · 
pr~compoct, there is a finite .subset {x.} n ·of E such that 
l·i=l' .n .. . n 
A C U (x. + 
i=l~ 
· a a Cons.cqucntly, \~c have V C. [ U (x. + 2 U)] .+ 2 ·U, 
.. i=l 1 . 
:n 
= \J ( x. + ci U) • . So E ["r ] 
i=l·· 1 
is' n. SclH~n.rtz space. II 
Uslng this result \~C 110\~ . shmv that if E[t] is n_lqcallY: conv~x spaqc, 
then E[t
5
(E':)) is al\o1ays a Scl11vartz space. It· is a wcll-·l<nown fact that 
every ~·(E')-boundcd set 'is 
s • ' . 
' . 
t (E') -prccompact. ~ 
s : . \ 
A basic ·cl~scd absolutely coovcx .t
5 
Ol')-nc.ighh.ourhoc:>d _1of · 0 .ln E 
i,s given by ,u = {x fl. E : I <x, fk> I < c .·for c ·> 0 and all ~k E: E' 




\vhcrc · 1 ~ .,k ~ n'} 
is not~a linearly lndcpontlcnt set. ,Then we have .for !fame 
79. 
. ' '· ,' 
j ' ( fj - 'iL a 1 fki ~we may assume all fk(fk/nre diffcren~ .an.d non-.zcro) where ' ; . 
-v-
f. r fk . !"' -and I 'f o,~ for i ·= 1 ' m: a. • • t • , J l ·• 1 
I 
a/ (m I a. I) Choosing £I smaller than £ and each 
.. 0 \\ 1 
1 < i. :s_ m, we 
have immediately {.' 
·U' = {x·E E: l<x, f >I< c', 
k ·-
k 1- j, 1 < k < n} C. U. 
-. -
. ' 
So \oJ<:J can· assun\e .t1\e s~t {\} n\.l' .i!? linearly incJ.ependcnt. 
k=l 
:; Let . r.t'. C . E~ . be the. subspace · gcneratc.d by the set . {~ ~ n 
• . £'-' • . . • . k -=1 
. . . ~~- . . 
. ,linc,ar functionnls· '\ . , · .1 ·< i ~ n,. on r.t by 
,' ·n . . 
1~'. ( /. . 0. · f ) 1k~l . Kk 
- a , 
- i . F. 1 
. . \ . 
for ,ench· i . is 
·.Define 
1:?(E)IM-cont~nuous since M is finitc-dimeniional .and its ia~ol~gy is 
\ 
. . 
ollausdol;ff.. so~ for c~ch . i' 
. ': 
•. 0 • 
t;hcr'? .is a . T ' (E)-continuous Jincn:r 
S . 









. ·. ':· 








. ' ~ 
. i 
fupctionnl 








P 1::' . ~1- M by 
n 
f t+ r Gk(f)f • 
. k=l ' k 
F. 
1 
to · E'. 
.. 
, . 
Clcar:ly P is 
n · · n 
f t M. ·p(f) · = . L Gk (f)fk ' = :I Fk(f)f = f. 
. ' k=l k-=1 k 
,n 'n . 
. rzco = r Gkc . r G{Cf)fi)fk · 
k=l . 1=1 . . 1 
'• 
n n 
~· r I (~(f.)G.(f)fk 
k=l' i=l 1 1 
n 
= r ~ Cf)fk = p (f). 
k=l 
is. a continuous 'proj cction of j;' 
.. ·. 
onto M. · Let 
' . 
' . • 




COJlSC(il.lPntly, ·I P, : the project ion of · r~ onto · N is ·.continuous. 
Let . { } be a basis. · for. N. Cho}se g\~ \ 
wtA l· 
v. =. ~. A = {x ~ E I <x,, f~> I < e:, 1 .::_k < n; .. and :-
... 
. Any 
f ca E' 
, .. 
~nn .,.bc 'w:ri tten as 
. <> n . 
f = L akfk + I a g for a su.itnblf; ch~ice. of scalars; 
k=i wfA w \oJ 
·n . , .· 
So ,.., . 
if ·x t : A,· l<x, f>j.~ . ( L. 'lakl· + L' Ia))&, 
., ·.k=l WtA 
so 






Let ·r . ~c any linear functional on E.', such thtJ.t F[N] = :{0) . . 
'-...,.~ .... ···.· 
Then Pj t-1 i s T (c)t M~cont:lnuous since M-ls ·a .fin'i~c-dim~ns-iona 1 
. ;; .· . ' . . . . . 
.. . llausdoi'ff sp~lCC. If we hnv'e a ~ct y ~~.y ·"~n · E'['t' (9)], · thcn · l e tt.i ng 
. (l s 
m + n .= y 
a . a , a 
a,' and m· + n ·= y, whc~c 11) , in 6 t-1 and 




n (, N . 
' 
1.;c. ohta it\ since the projcctio~. p is continuous that, . -~ m. 
" I • ... I 








. . ' 
. . \ 
. I 
. 












Consequeh-tly F (m ) + F·(m), and since F[NJ = 
· a 
{0 }, we have F (y ) + F (y); 
.. 
(X 
. hence F i .s a T (E)-contiuuous linear functional. s . 
. . 
• I 
Each ·linear functional 
. I 
F'f M* may be. extended to ~ T (E)-continuqus 
. s > '-.... 
linear functional F on E' ) s'uch that f[N] ::; {0} . A basis for M* . 
given .by . {F' } p ~here F' is defined by ·setting k . k 
' k=l 
11 
F\ ( l a.f·.) 
i=l. 1 1 
= ~ .... As ,bef~r,e these obvi.ously define 
c~ntinu.?us ·linear · fl.mction~ls on M: 
, . n / -' 
The above !J1Cntionec.l extensions { F } ;form u basls for the spa~e -~ k =1 





, r ' 
If :x E: u, set u = 
there exists 
fE E'. 
Then for each f 
k 
x .G: E. sucl1 
·k . 
. 
-· and gw we 
is 
have 
· .... . 
,. n 
l<u, ·rk> r = I I. <x, 
i=l 
£.><\, f > 1 I ·~ ' I < = <X , f . > €. 
1 . . · k . k . -
.. ' . . , 
. ..., :-n "-
. 
. l~u, . g >I'·= .I L <x • .f .><·x . , g >1 ~ = o, 
. . . w i= 1 1 . 1 . w_ . . 
hence u ~ A." 
Fina lly <x - u, f > = < ~, f > - <u, f·> = o. )<., ' k ' o , I k 
I ' 
Hence ·X . - u i aU for every a > o . . ~q, U C. aU +A·. H~nce · the result.· 
. . . .· \ ' . . 
As a consequence, every· fin1te-dimensiona l Hausdorff iopologica l vector 
- , . 
space is ~ SchwartE ;space. So we have 
. ' 
~ .. . 
4.13 THEO~EM A normed space i s 'Schwart-z' space if and on'ly. iuit is § I . 
. . 
• . · flni te-d:tme~sional. · 
. . 
' . ' .. 
. ~ . ,. . ' : · 
.. 
·: ' · . . ' . 
. ' . i ' 
• I 









\ ~= I 





· .. •• t ~ 82 •· 
/ 
'·· PROOF · Th~ s.ufficie~cy is clear from our remark. The necessity .follows 
fro!fl 4. 9 because by taking · U : tb 'be. the closed unit ball of a norm'ed 
.. 
space 'E [ 1'] , coincide as topological spaces. ·The 1:esu1 t 
• ' ' • ' •• ' • • I 
follows ,since a Hausdorff . topological, vector space· has a precompact neigh-: . 
. 
bdurhood of' 0 if and· only if it is fi'ni te-dimensional. · # : 
-
' .. 
' Next we characterize Sch~artz spaces by means of.a ·~roperty of the 
\ . 
. dual spaces. / (. . ' J . ··. 
,, 
. ·' \ . I 
... 
4.14 THEOREM Let · E·[ 1'] · be a locally· convex space with du~l ·. E' . Then 
' ., , . 
E is a Schwartz space if anp on.ly if f?'r .e~ery ~q~ic_on~inuous ' sub;~t. B( .E'· 
there exists a neighbourhood Y. . ·of ~· . in .).E ~ti~h that B , is. relatively · 
., 
compact -in the .normed spac·e .E' (V0 ). 
... 
PROOF . Sfnce ·s is equicontinuous B ,c.. U0 for some .. U E:. U(E) .• ~y 
corollary 4.1~ there exists ·V.l U(E) ,., su~_h'that ·. V(:. iJ and tlie ·mapping 
K~ : EV + E0 · is prec~rilpact. By 4. 3 and ·statements l.n the previous s~cdon, 
the transpos~ - of this mapping .,. •I 
' 
. .. . 
I ' 0 \}, 
IU .: EJ(0°) * ·~· (V0 ) 
vo . 
. ' 
is · compact. 
and hence .B is'· rela.ti~el; compact . in . E' (V0): 
... 
q . ·.· Conversely if U ~ ,U(E) '·· .. the'n . B = U0 i~ equicontinuous. There exists · 
V t U(E). ~uch that "a i"s- ·relatively compact• in E' (V0 ) •· Ob~iou.sly we . maY. ·. 
'· 
assume V c U. · Hence the mappi~g . · 
Kv 
u 






\ ·o · 1 o 
E1 .(U j + 'E' (V- ) is compact. 
yO. 
\ . 
is precompact • 
. \. ( 
ar corollary 4.11, 
By ~.3 the mapping 
E(~J -~~i s- a ~ch~~r~z ' 
.. 
SP,ace·. It · '• 
\1 ' . 
• . TERZIO'G~U [19] and RANDTKE [14] gave the· follo"!ing. characteri zat i on . o·£: 
•.) 
. ' 









. r ·· 
, ' 
























' .. . 








4.15 . . THEOREM If E [ t] is ·a loca-lly convex space, . ~ [ -r] is a Schwartz 
space if and only if· for· e~.ery U E. U(E) · there exists- ' VEl U(E), V ~ U, 
such tha't for every 
.· 
E > 0 ~here · ~~ists a finfte-dimen~ional subspace 
F of E such · that 
. ' 
v· C~ . £U + F; 
. 
PROOF By definition 4. 8 ~he condi t{Qn.· is n~·cessary·. So ·fet u ~ u (E) · .-' 
arid ' V satisfy 'th~ i&ove condition.·: ·Let .E > q and · F a finite-
. . ~ 
dimensional subspace o~ . ~· such that 
. • 
• , IJ. 
. E .. 
vc, 2 U+F • 
. ~ Since V . is absolutely convex and absorbing in E, 
·. 
. . 
absolute~y · con·vex .and absorbit;l& in K~[F] c. ~u· _· s~cause the· topology of 
E
0 
·restricted. to th~ finite.!dimensional .· subspace J<ulF] is normable, · we 
~ .... \ 
1s a neighbourhood of o in,_ . i<u [ F] ; 
• in_ E0 ~ hence i~ bounded in . Ku [F), 
K
0 






K0 [u n.· FJ .c !<0 [iJ1 .. n K0 [FJ .is bound~d. .So, there exists >. > 0 · such that 
~ ; . , · .. 
• I. 
. . Because, V ·c U, KU [,V " . F] c:; I<U (U /l ·F] ;. ttitis , KU [V 0 F]. is bout}d~d, r . 
. . and s.ince . KU [F] i s -~fini te-qim!iJn .. ~~onal, .KU rv n ~] is totally oou~deci in 
• 0 , : 
~u [F] and. hence in E0 • .. . .· 
. . . 





If x E y, 
r 
:'lhere is ·a y .E., .F such that' · 
. ' 
t . ,:( 
. e: . . 
Y E '2. U~\ t~om this _'and the 
' I. ' # ' 't • 
.. fa~t tha.t V C. U, it fol ·lows that . 
' . 
\. . ' 
; ' ~ . 
, .. 






· . :..' . , 
. . 














. • ~4. 
·"' ' . 
. . 
'· ' 




/ y From above there 
~ . ., 




~ ' •' 
.. 
·' 
, ... .. 
. ... ' 
·... ' is a zs. V('\ F such that · .. 
.?.· Ku (X (1 + € -1 .. ) 2) . ·Y-: ·. z. = o. 'I'here exists I • I 
·. 
h~H such th.a.t ,. 
Ku(z '::- h)~ >. (1 € -1' £ . So we have ,q. + ·2) ( 2 .) KU[U ] . now 
. , -1 . £ 
Ku(x -~ x .. (1 ._+ 2)h) 
... l £ ). (1 '+. z? z-) 
. ., I . ' . 
. , 
J' 
+ ~ ...... 1 (1 ':+ I)~u(z. 7 .h)E I Ku[u]' + ~ ·.Ku[U) 
/ I · ~ • 
.. 
. ' ~ 
·so· we have '"·. . . . .. . ;. tl • I 6 . ,::r. 
- \ I o. • • 1: ' 
.. .. ~ • . .\ Ku [V.] . c. (Ku [LIJ .. _+ '), -.1 (1 ·+ ~ r·Ku [H) .... 
~ ' ' . 
• ,, · • • . f" 
.' Sinc·e the sets. .{ e: KU [UJl, , . fori!) a basis of neighbourhoods· of -.0 
. e>O . 
for 
• 
_. .E , 
" u 
is a_ precompact mapping. By theorem .. .. 
4.9,- ·. E_(r., i.s · a SChl\lartz space. 
" • 
"' 1.\ . 
·· l~e now introduce the· concept. of -local convergence·. . ' ~ 
I ' 
4,.16 DEFIJ:o!~TION A ·sequence "'"' :ln the dual E 1 · of a locally 
. () 
{f } ~ 
n n=l 
c~mvex .' sp~~~ E[:tl ' conver~e8 ZocaUy if there ex,isrs a neighbcmrhood · V of 
· · ?o in .. E~ S\.lCh ·that each f ·{: E 1 (V0 ) arid .·{ f } · .. ( conve~ges to an ~leinent · 
. .. . . . . , n . . . n n=·l , . 
. . f. . . . 
of . E 1 (V0 ) i.n. the· n"orrn topology. # ,, 
.. 
· . / 
Becaus'e ·. KV · • . E [:r] -+- EV 
. . 
. . 




, lo'cal . .l:y conve~g.ent .sequenpe is'.strongly convergent 1;o· the same ~i.mit. 
'· . ~· 




THEOREM I A s~bset .A. of a· metriza_ble. sp~ce 
' . 




i's , pr~.cqrnpact ·if . 
•. 
~-"' .~ ·· 
:f 













. . . . 
., ,. " • 00 • • ~ 
.. and oniy i t:, there · exi'sts a· sequence . {x · } ·. · converging to 0 in E. such ,._. > 
. ~ ·n n; l · ' oo "' · ... • . . "' , ·" ~ · 
• ' . ' ' . .. . ~ - ' \ ~- t _hat ~<l~~·e.leme,n~ .ot' A ca: b~ : ~ri.tte: .in.~the f orm nr~ ·.!lnxn . :o~. ~~~e ':. · .. -': \_) 
· ... sequence of, scalars . {a } . Wl th I. · Ia I < 1. . .. , . ·' · . ·•· · • 
. . , I ,, •· ,. • . ' ' fl ·n: l ' ::)o n:!l l fi -:- • •i ·· l' ,,., . . · 
•• '· . . """' • \... • • . • '\ !\ "' 
•, • ~ ' /' . I ,. \ • : ,\).', 
... \1 ~... . < ·, ·.,,, . 
' · ,. 
,··.· 





















T' : ·is a finer locally convex topology ~'n · E 
~ ..J 
" 
. ,· .. : ;': \~- · · 85. 
. . 
E[~ '] suth that. 
H sequerrtiany"·complete, anti if. {xn}'"' converges .to o in .?l-r~L 
. . - 1 
.· n= 
then each element of · A has the same repre.sehtation· as befqre and A 
; ·. 
is,precompact in . ~[T']. f 
·.·· 
··. I .. f 
' / . .~ . I 
·PROOF · The 1fecessi ty of the firs.t' ·part is obtained from Lemma · 2., Chapter · /'' . . . 
vu· or' ROBtRTSON ~nd 'ROBERTSON·:· [1~] . The · suffit;lenc~·· ls obvious ' 5. 
' ' o ' • ' ~ ' I : '• J • 
... ' ' 
each · Hoin·t ?f A 'is ·contained in the vex of a 
null sequence. 
. . 
, • , 
: .. 
. .'So, assul)le . ·A 
in E(•'L and each 
for some 
. ···' 
. ' is {>~~compact i1;1 t 
.,·· 
.metriza.ble space . E [:r], x +· ·o 
n· 
X e written· as X = in E[-r] 
• CX> • 
. . . · absolutelx 
form a Cauchy seq~~nce in E ·•] • . ~ince E [ 1:.'] ·is 
. "- , ~ . 
segu·~ntially complete, 'i' a x exists in 
l. · n n ' 
. n=l . :·~ 
a coarser topology, we 
I 
E[•']. Because the sequence 
I , 00 ~ • 





. . ··; 
• ! 
·, E[T I]. A is again ~recompact because . it i lcontained ·in the closed 
... 
I o 
. absolUtely coJ\irex hull -of. a null sequence •. J..- ' 
.~, The ~ex~ r~sult typifies precompact ~e ~-norms 
subsets of ·the dual and elements of c~ ( [1 ]) , 
' . 
I • 
· J • • 
,• 
in terms .of eq~icontinuous 
·. 
4.18 THEOREM A semi-norm·· ·p ·· on 
. . ' . 
u. 
a locally ' conve~ space is pre- .. 
' I 
· · . compact,' if a ad only if there · l s.; .a · .. seau~rice 
• t ' . ' . . I 
.). c ~~ ·. and ·.an eq~ico)ltinuous sequence · ·i 
.. 
,. 
..J , . 
. ,. . . 
.. . 
' .. • 00 : \. 
· {a ' } i n E' · such that fo~ ~ ~~ch · x in , E :~ 
. . . n -l. l\l• - ·• . . -~ . .. ~ . 
. . !1- If ... . . :. , ·, 
. . -" : ·'p (x)· ~ s~p'· · l ~>ri,l'. , I~~~ an> I· 
. I ' 
.. 




. ' ,. 
.. . 







,, . . 
·' 
., 
. · ~ · : 
~ •' . 
• ' 




















. , ' . 
' . 




v ,.v C U' and · Kv EV _...,· Eu 1' p eco p· t By 4. 3 -11 s r m ac • • 1 . 
its transpose '· 
.. .. 
is a ·c01~pact mapping~ ·So 
. , . w . . 
By 14. 1'7 'there 
. ~ ... 
0 ' I 0 
U · is ·a precompa~:t s 'et · in the Banach space E 1 (V -) • is a . 
n,ull sequence . { ..b } to in 7. .E I (V0 ) . such that U0 'is contained in its 
· · · n n,;.l 
closed 'absolut~ly convex hull ·.iri the·· form · &-i ven by this resui t. 
. . , · . . . 
If 
. P is the norm on 
vo · 
E' (V0 ) wi:th closed unit' ball vo, set 
a =· 1. b if b 'f 0, and · a p o (bn) n = 0, if. b = o. For each .· n, set·· n •n }'1 ( n 
v 
X· ' =. p (b ) • 
n · o n v ' : . -
Because ·{ b 1 · (X) is , a null s~quence, ~ n=l 
p (~ ) -+- 0, hence 
, Vo n . . 
c
0
• Also for each · _!1, • 00 >. ··= {>. } . ~ 
. n_ n=l 
0 
so that· each a E. V • 
n 
So "" {an} . 
n=l 
either . p (a ) = ··o or p (a ) = 1; 
. vo . n ~ vo rr 
.· ·· ..




Now · p (X:) = · inf ·o.: x ~ XU}'= sup {f(X):f e U0 }. Because any sequence ; 
. . . . . . 
convergent in E' ('(0 ) .is weakly con:vergent in E I 1 it.'can' e!lsily · ~e . . . 
\ 
. seen -that · 
. i . . 
p(X) ~ S~pA l<x, b >.1 = SUp IX . 1: l.~x: a ·>r . . : · .. · ~-· . 
n. n .. n . n _. . . . n . . 
' ~ . Sufficiency: It is Clear that any semi-norm·on.a loca1y convex spac~ .. 
·ti. ·. . i 
·which is 'not larger than some pl' compact sem_i-n~rrn at each'poin~, is,· ci· _ 
_precompact semi-norm. So, we ned only show that 
,· .• 
.. 
j<x, a'> I' is ·a ·precompact s~mi-norm 
n . J. • 
•' 
p(x) .= s~p :-l>.n 
. . 
on E["[],'.: . I . 
•• 
. . . 
. . . 
·, .((') 
·· ·: 










. ' I 
' . 
\ 














•• • ' ,! 
· . 
,., . I 











l . -~ ·:. . . ~ 




. . co 
,Because {an} 
.. n=l 
is ai1,.equic.or_1tinuous set; ·it is weakly .·bounded in E', 
. ' 
and since X G .c ., p 
0 
is a well-defined ·positive reat-va~ued £'"unction on E. · 
So, by .properties·of the supremu~ it is a semi-norm. 
, 
. ' 
·oefine a linear function -
p 
... • • 00 
by x t+ { <x, an>} , : 
• ' n=l 
. . 
We claim that P · is 
a' continuous·· function. Let a n~t x ~ 0 . in · . E. .For 
a 
e: ·> 0, there is 
each . X E: U, 
. exists 
Define 
of o. · in E ·with 
' 
I <x,: a'> I < E . for ea~h •· "11 and for 
. ·n 
. . ., . 
because of.'the·. equicontinuit/of' {a } 0) • . • Becau~e · there 
· · · · · ·. n n=l · . 
such tba:t for a > a , ~e 'have x .· Ef U'~ then 
- ·o a . 
for a ~ c:'o·' . So ·p (xaj :;. 0;·· ~ s~- P is· continuous. ' .... 
co 
rr :J. -+c A. o 
0) • 0) 
by o ={on} . t+ {>.non} , Obviously . o,_ ·. is 
n=l · n:::l 
' · 
well-defined and ·linear. We show that it is a precornpact ,mapping~ Let S. 
be the unit .ball in'· tt:J:J. Choose N > o such' that for' .n > N, j).~l. ·~ · f:./2. 
Then, fo:.: each 
. Restricting' _o>.. to· the first 
it is equiv.alent to ,a mapping 
. ' 
co 
·N co.:.ordinates of .~ach , rnernbe~ of· ~ , , 






. · ' 
N ' oo , . . 'i~. 
0 x : R.N ~ co defined by 
.. . . N- / . 
0 ={ 0 } ' l+ { w . : w n , n n 
n=l 
= >.. 0 
nn 
"' · • ON is· linear, a~d hence . conti~uous . because 
>..· 
if n < Nj' w . = 0 if - n > N} 0) , ; 
7 n · n=l 
R.~ is a. firii te'-dirne~si~~a·l 
. . . 
normed :space. Res~rict.ing each ,point of S to its ·first N 'co-ordina:tes~ · 
. . . 
we get the closed unit. · ball 
' • . , DQ 
which ~s precornp~ct in __ R.N. 
Gonsequently D~[S~) is precompact · · i~ c
0
, ·. ,So there is a -finite subs~-t 
· · F of · .cQ · with·. D~~SN]. C F ~ sf./Z . where. 'S
0 
is the close~-~ba:.~r of .r~dius .. 









·, ~. So ·D is a 
, - . . - . X -. _t . • , 
... .. .. 
. -·:.: . 
v , 
. ' . 
,. 
. .. 
' · . 
. •. 
.. ,._ .. •, 
· .. 
. .J· i 
... 
·' 








. ' •. 
' .. 
\1 
· oefi~e·a iinear -map .Q· ·: D1)P[E]] ·+ ·EP ·by · DA(.P(~)).' t+ KPC.x). · If 
ri~ {P (?C))_.~ D >. (P (y)) . ·~hen 0 >. (P (x yj) = 0, i.e. ;\ <x - y, ·an> = · 0 
. for each n: So . p (x ,.; y) . :::: 0,. hence K (x - y) = o.· Cons.equently. the p . 




Be'cavse OX :' 9v oo 
Q 
P [E] +' D~ (P[E]).. 
+c . 
. 0 
A). so, is c;ontinu.o.us. As ~ .result, 
. ·• ~ ' . 
k =.· QD~P .: -E - + E • . is a .. pfecompact ·mapping • . ·So ·p ·is.:"a_·: prec.ompact 
.p . 1\ p . •, . 
-~1 b~ • • 
semi-norm on E[r]: .. #: " 
I ' 
- . . 
'The n·exi cor9l:la"Ty _gives. a. characterization o·f precomp?-ct semi-n·orms· 
· 'in ,terms · 9f . lo~a.,lly convergent .sequences, · 






p on a ·.lc>c:ll~· cpnve~. ~p~ce E ~ r ]' is pr~cqmpact 
if :~nd bnly if. there .. is a sequence {f } .· locally· convergent 'to o in·· n ·. . . . 1 
· .4.19 · -~OLLARY · ~ .. seml-·norm 





. . n:;;:l . . ·. 
su.c~ that t~e in equal~ ty 
p'(x) ~sup I <x; f >I holds for all · x ~ ·E. : 
n ... n . 
. . ,, 
PROOF · , The necessity' as' well as the s~fficiency f~llo\\5 easily usirig the . 
' ' 
' ' . \. . ' 
tools' .in the.'· proo'f o~ the~rem 4.18·. 
,. . 
. ' • 
Jt . . . .. 
. ·e 
t\k an immediate consequenc.e of. 4·.1i and 4.18 we have th~ . f~_liowing , 
thc~rem. 
, . . 
' • # • J • "' :!It , 
A locally cq_nv'ex sp~ce H '(]! is a . 'Schwart :z; sp~ce if and' only. 
. . .. . , . ' . . . . . . . 
I . ' , . ·• I 
.· if. for .each C'ontinUOUS semi-nOrJ!l p · on 
, . ' 
·and an .equi continuous .s~q,~enc·e· ·{an} co · 




,p(x). ~- sup 
·. n 
._, 
E·, : ther'e i~ . a s'equence ~ ; c· c~-,: .. 
,. 
in E·'· such tha~. for each . X, iJ) 
.. t • . 
t ' • 
. '· 
.. .. ot . , 
\t.'·· . . -. ' '· 
,• 
#· . ... 
I . •. ·. i 
.. · ·. 
' . -
,. 
. ' · . 
I \ 










' ' 1 
' ' . , 
• . I 













.. ' ·~ 
/ 
) .· .. 
• I • 
': . 






. ' \ . 
'· 
' . 







' ' .· . ·. 
.... c. ~i "1 • • 
' . Th~' next' T~sul t wHl be' us.e.ful when' .\'le ' ~~~ider .. (OF) -spq:ces. We need a ' 
I o •o o I '" 









4.'21 DEFINITION _ A iocaily_.co'nvex space E[T] ·has a fundiimentaZ sequ_enc~ · 
. . I . .. 
of: pre~ompact sets' i .f there is a seque~ce'. {-B }- of preco'mp~ct ~ets of 
. . . . . . . - n 
• 0 f ' 
·, .'. E [ 1_]. sue~ .that Bn t:. Bnt1 for ·" ·= 1 ,· 2, .• , • , and ~£ B ~s .. precompact 
II 
.. 
o . . · ... 
f . 
· . 4;. 22 THEOREM · If a locally convex sp~ce E [ tJ · has a f~darnen'tal ··seq~~n~e . 
.. ·;, ~ - -. ' . ' •· . 
. · of preco~p!lc~set~~-a~d if ev~ry . :_T(:(E)-9o~vergent sequence · i~ E1 is 
-··locall'y. co~ver:gent:,_ .'then ' . E. is a Schwartz space; : . ~. 
• .. _ 0 
... 
.. 




. c ' s ' ::. . . \ . -. . . , . "' .. 
·.of · E1· , • i~- :'- u <is a· t-'neighb~urh~od'. of . o . i~C ~. · u~ . is ·t '(E)-compact: ~· ·, . · 
ill ·. ' . ' . . • ' ' c ' . . ' 
B~ ~ypothesis ~ :r c (E) •, : C: · ' ' • ' I is ~etriza~le, so _ by theorem 4.17 we can -find a_ · . 
A , • CX) · ~ '") t ' • , ... ,, · "' .0. . • \ 
sequence . H } C .E' such ·that· f + 0 J:n · T. (E) and every.·element ; · . -
,. ; • n . ri= 1 . - "" . n . . c , " , " . . 
. . 0 .> o . ... . II. .. .. • • • co 
of ~ U can be . written' as I . an In · for some scalar s~quence_ · .{an} · · .... 
0> ~ l . n=1 ·. . . . . . a n=t , 
with I jan I .. ~ 1. .Again _ by hypo.tl!esis,· we can find.~ t-~e~.g~~bu.:~o~?_/ ~ 
·n=l 
•. 0 v. of. 0 i~. . ~ such that v c· u ·and - fn ~ ' a in . th~- ·n~rme.d ' ~p~~e . -:~.; ·. 
E 1 (V0 ). · By 4.17 U0 ·is piecomp~ct' i n · E 1 (.v0 ).·, .' and si~ce u9 : ·is~ c1os~d · 
~ ' • 0 ' 0 • ' o • • I,, 
·i~ •E 1 (·V~).., :- ~ Bana'ch .spac_e,.\_;u0 -.is c~~a~~.'jsy. 4.1.4_~. t~~ ~lsult · 








. ~ : 
.. , 
.. 




. ' • 
. 
.. 
# • • ' ~ \ ' • ~ • ; J ,• 't fllo I ' 
. \'follo\:is·. ' ,.. ' . . L•./ ... .' 
. ' 
. l t, I o . , 
.. . 
t • ·~ 
. . .... . -: ,. 
·is a Schwartz space and 
' ' . 
.. 
' .... 
U E U (E), then Eu. 
. ~ .. 
4.23, T14EOREM . I;t; ·E[t] 
' ( 
. separable. · 
' ... ' .· · · ~ -- ~ .. . 
·' 
~ ' 
. . . . . .. . . . 
\ - " . . . . . . . ~ ' . 
'PROQF -·Let s _be.the c~o-se,d .m:t~t b·al l of. .Ey -.~Qere"'V ~.-~(Bl~ .i v_c.u, 
' ' , .. 
'• 
v . ·. ' ' . 
and the mapping KtJ·. .. is pre compact,. · · 
... 
·. 








, . • I ... 
. , ·' \ . ' 
.. . . ~ . 
. . ·.·· 
0 ' 
'-' ' . 
' . 
~ . . . 
' r 
' ' .. ·. 
,· 
..... 




' . ' 
. ·, 
, I .-• 














. co • • .. . 
, · Then · E . ='· U · KV . (n S) 
........ ~ --u ~· . ·u , ·~ ' ~ · .n=l · . 
. . -
~ - . cs~ e \ is. 'pr~compa~t) .: 
. . i . : .. 
.-- . . v. . ,.. . . . 
K0 '(S) · ~5 contain~d in the.• al'ose'd absol~tely convex lu."ll .of. so~e-' null ' ·. 
. f 
. ·s~quence {x. } . . ai .' · . ii-1 
· m m=l · . . · 
' .. 
. a> 
Let X . =. U { ~x } for ·n = 
' . n m=l · .. m 





1' 2 • .. · · ... ; then 
J 
X· = nX n '. o. .1 
I v ·- ·- ... - -". 
n Ku .· (S)., ~·.-.n rx1 = rxn. 












Sin'Ce each. ·x· · is a 'countab.le set, 
n . . 
X·. = . U X· is a COUntable s'et and . . · · 
·n . ·. .. 
n=l 
E = r~. 
. u 
can b~ writt;en ·.a.s . th~ · s"et ·~ . :: {yi: yi,' .. :}. : · Lot · ~~-: .. ; · ~ · 
. . 
. n . ·n. , 
Y. · = { · t a. Y.. · :· .r. 1 a ·. 1 s. 1 : ~·here ·_e·a~h ' a. is ratio!lal . Cif 
n · i = 1 : 1 1 i = 1. 1 ' ·. · · · : · 1 . ' 
,, 
K =( CL. 
·1 . 
· has r .at_ional real an·d ~magl~ar.y ·parts)~ · .. t .hen ·Y 
· n 
is countable.· :· :rt can'be 
- .• co f) • sho~ that 'rx·c:;. y · = . . u y ; conseq~ently 
1. n. n= , 
. ' 
s eparab l .e., · · 11 
·' 
" .... 
. One obtains the foll~wing·result. 
. . . .. . 
.. 4. 24 CORQLLA~Y Every . metr~zable :S'chwartz spac.e is ·· sepanibl'e. · 
. ' 
"' • • • 0. ~ 
· PHOOF 
. • • • :. . (I) • • 
Let the ··sequence · {U l · ·be. a basis of .absolutelY, convex, clos·ed 
' · · · .• · n n=-·1: · · • · .... · · · 
' o • ' ' • • I ' • • 
.·. ne~ghbourh;ods~ of · 0 : in a metrizable ~chwat:tz · space 'E[ 't ] : ·. such ~h?t · 
. . . . . " 
. , 







· -·and . for each. ~' E . ·let · 
.. • 
a .s~quenee of pPints 
• 1 
of 
By the,. pr eviO!JS res~~ t, .· there. ~~i.sts for each .. n 
·E · {x · · }·· ~ · .such that the: sequence · Q • •• 
I > 
' nm .. ' 
· m=l 
I 
'A oo { (xnm)l\} . -is·. dens e in EU 
m•l n 













' J ';, . 
., 
.. ...  
l '.'..s 
·. 
. - ~ 
. . -~ 
, t i 











. . ~ ... 
.· . 
: • · I 
.. ' . 
. . · 
\ , 
I . • 
• • # •• 
. . 
.~. 









•• :: f 
. ·, 













; ·, • P~ X ~; ~I {x0 ml ;, X. i~r ~ountab!e subset :f E. I.et 
theril for each n,· K ···rx + ·u ) = ~ · + ~ [U ~ ). '···and '. 
n+l n+l . '111+1 n+l n+l ' 1\ I ' 
,_cxn+l + K~~l [Un+l.])" .Kn+I·[x] ;. ·~~· 
xi!. ·E' 
_ .. ,. , 
.. 
·, 
. , . l·lence 0 x. + un· .- y = •U for s"ome un f: un:~, y " X,. and . u' E. 0 AUn+i; ' 
0 . ' >.>'0 I 
consequently, .:x .- y -: . U 1 · + ··u ·,). '- U • , . . so,. (x + U ) " X f. $. We have • · . · n+ n+ n · . · n . · 
... • • ll 0 





·. ./ ., ' ' 
~ ' I 1 Y. ' ' • ' ' 
·14 . ,Heredi taiy properties of . Schwartz spaces 
. \ 
. . ' \ .. · \ 
· · tin · ~·his Jection, .the hereditazypropert_ies o{ Schwa~tz - spaces are examined. · 
. . . 0 ~ . • . . .. 
. . It is prove.d ·th'at . ~iri.ear subspaces., · topological products, and· quotient _spaces 
Q • • • ' • • • ' • • • 
qy closed lineut: subspa¢es of Schw<i;rtz spaces are ag~in Schwartz'· spaces. If 
. . I -~ . . - . . . . . . ·. . . . . . 
the:fr! is"a dense SchW.ilrtz subspace of a · locally convex sp.a~e, 'the origi'hal 
• • " , ' • I) : o ' • ' ' t• , ,t • ' 
~pacc ' is.· sho~ .to pe SchwartZ0 , . . . ~ . Frechet-Schwartz ·spaces. are defined, . and 
0 . . . 
~ . 0 
COndi tiO.J1S ~~e gi V·~ri 'undEfr Whic'h a locally conyex spat~ satisfies the 
•. hj..potlieses ~£ 4.~ . .,;d 4~.y • . 
4. 25 r~iEORE~l6( .. • • 
n . . • 
·' 
·" i . '~ ~ 
. a ) .. A subspace·:~ 'of a Schwartz ~pace . E(T) .. is a _Schwartz ·Space. ·. 
• • 0 




product· TI · · E . ·is a· Schwartz space • 
' (;( . 
;_g .. ·•• a•A · ' · / , . .. 
. " 
. ·. c) J.et. :[·t] ·•be a -~oc'a<li:. .conv:;~~: ~f M is a dens~"'schwar.tz 
: • subsp~~~ of . E[i]~ ~h~n .E [T] ii ~ Schwarti space • 
. . 
. ' . 
, PROOF· · ' Let :t) ·· be· .~n absolute~y convex closed n~ighbourhood of .o·. in M 
. • . •' t . ' 
of pax: : · ·~~) · ! .; rhen .'there· 'exi~t·s . an .. abs.?lutely. con~ex closed nei~h~ol:lrhoo? . .. 
u1 of .o ·. i~ . 'Ef~ J:. wi.th t u1 (\ ~CU. Let V l . be a neighbourhood of 0 
. . . 
a . . -




. ") '. 
' .. 










·,. 92 . 
. . I 
. . . 
. · _ ... a ; 0.". · Take 'V .'-:::_ V 1.n M; . Given . :a'> . 0, ~·there is a f~ni te f~mily 
. . . . n . . . n . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
~.". {xi} . ·. C. E such t·hat · · V J. ,, .V (x .. . : . ~- u1). :Let . ~ .· be : ~he · sei ·of . indices 
. . . . . J.=l .. . . . . l= 1 . l ' . . ' . . ~ . ' . : . 
· .. )·_,~ i £.. n -with · _,Cxi_ + ~ u1 ):f\ M i ~:· . Then for ~ ~ H .. choose ·. . . 
> ·.Y. E (x . . +.·I~~) -~ M. Con~~qu~ntl·y .· v 'c. ~.J. ·. (Y •· + ~U). · So p~~perty : (~) ~~: '· "" 
1 . ·. . 1 . . . . : . . . HH ], . --
I 
pr<?\;'ed·,. · .· . . · ' · 
• • • ~ • lit • ,· 
0 in 
a fini t~. ~ubset., .. H t. A,' · and · an abs.ol!Jtely convex .E = ll . . E •. Then th€n:e is 
at:A · ~ 
ciosed n~ighbourhood U · . of 0 · in . E 
. ' a a 
for e~ch . ~ f.: A I • ~uch that . 
u = E 




and II . U c u. For· each a t:. · H choose a:· neighbour.: 
' atit ' a . . 
E · . such tha.t · for every· ··s · > 0 1 • 'V 
a · · .· · . · . a 
a { .i-t .. 
,. 
o£ o· in is covered. by . 
' - • • . I 
' finitely many trans.lat.es of c JJ~uNor a :~·H·, choose · V E ·• Define 
.a a 




Giv.en for "' t > . . ol every. · a .c:., II, 
. 
there exfs ts a finite family· 
. {x . ln_(cx) 
ak .k-::;1 : 
of ~oi_nts in ;E a, ' s·~ch that 
~ (f'_) . . . . . . n , .. 
. · V C. V (x · + -~cu ) . .. Denote ·by . {y.} , · the family of 
. a k=l cxk _ ~ · · a ., . .. ·. • ·? .j =:l .. · 
p_oints' · y.j . "" {yJ.a} ·. of E, where for· a - ~ H, ·. y . equals some xak 1 
· . a~ · · · · Jet n 
1 2_·k £.. ':l(a) -1 and YJ·,... · = 0 . for . a f. H·. · Then V.C V (yj· + e::U). Hence~ 
E ~s · ~ · schwartz space. 
... j ::i_l 
' 
' • 
. . j L~~ U. 'be an ~bsolutely ·c'?nvcx .cl'osed -neig~bout:hoo9 of 0 in the . 
. · locally Gonvex sp~~e· E'[-r.). Then · .. U·() M \ is an ~absoluteiy . convex closeo · 
. . 
nej,ghbourhood of a· • it:t M~ Sp ~here, exists . Vi neighbourhood of a· · in 
. I \ ' ' ' • • ,' • 









"£.' . V (x. + a (U n M)). , 1=1 ~. . ' . ' 







Se~t-ing ' _'v. =·Vi , the closu~e 
. , , 










• <i • 
. . . 
·. " . 
I ' 
' I 







. 1 in • E [T J ~ · '{C. · U (x. + aU), 
. i=l . ~ .·. 
v ' is, a' n.eighbourhood of 0 Because 
I, 
' . 







I ' • ~ 
.,.. . 
A_ locally .. corivex ·spac~ . Elr) . is ci:tH ed a Fr~ahet-Sahwafttz 
. ' 
·, ~paae (an (FS)~~pace} if it is both an {F)-space and a,.Sch\·.r'arti spac~. 
. ' . . . - ' . : . ~ . . . . . 
I 
Because ·infrabarre·l.led arid quasi-comp~ete Schwartz : sp<J.~e.s are · (M) -spaces ; ~ 
• • , I 
we have'the · f~llqwing corollary. 
"' , - . 
. 
4. 27 CbROLLARY · Evert (Fo?) -space is an . (FM) -space. 
. . . : ' . 





, , f> \ 
4. 28 - THEOREM .. · · Let.· E [-r] be a s~,hwartz sp~ce . and M . a closed subspace. 
/Then the quot~ent .spa~e :E/M h~J ' js ·a_·sc}lwartZ sp~c; _; . · . 
. . ·. . . . 
' . As a: conse'quence of this ·, .· if ~: E [.t:] . is an · .(FS) -spa_ce·, · E/M. [ { ] 
. . q (' 
.. ' 
an (FS)-spac~. 
- . · . . . . .. ,· . 
.· ' \. .. ... 
.), , (' 
' I' 
is / { 
f 
. / 
. •, , 
.. ' 
. : . . 
PROOF Let ll' · be an absolutely convex. ~lased neighbou.rhood oi ·o·" ··in E/M. . "' 
• . . . . -1 . :. . . . . ~ 
Then .i f . K : E.+ E/M is the canonital surjection,· K. [U] = U -~s ~ 
I ' . • • ., ' • • ' , 0 • 
. . . . Cfl . 
· absolutely convex closed ne.ighbo4rhoo~ ·of 0 · in . E [T ~ • . ·Cho<?se··a n~ighbour:- · . . 
' . 
hood V ·of 0 .i~ ·. E [1:] which sati:sfies the d~fini ~ion of · a Schwart.z 
,. 
space. L~t V =X[~]~ 
. . n .- · . . 
{x.} n_ , . E. with ·v ·c_··v· (x. +aU). 
~ . 1 . . 1 ' ~ . If. CL > 0' th~re. is a finiie -set 
Then setting 
" ' ·' l = . . . . l = •' 
K(x : ) = x . . , 1 < i < n" -. .we have 
~ . ~ . - ~. ' .. 
. . n A · . 
V c. \) (x. + aU). So E/M [~q~ 
. ; 1 l 
. . . l= 
\ . 
. ·, . . ' ,, 
is a §_chwa:rt z :;pace. 
... 
. . I . 
The ~onsequenc;e . £6lldws -from HORVATH [.9;. Ch : ,2,· Th. 9. ~]. It 
•, 
~ . 
I ' !" 
· . 
·. 




r ·, . ' . . 
. ·, 
.. 
. . . 
. ' ' 
, 
'/ 
. .... ··; ' 
' . . 











I o • 1 
. -~ , -. 
' ~) ._ . 
... 
. • ·.~ o _'f.J ~~ 
' 
' ' 
' " b . . ' ' 
: · · .Iri cha~(e~:tr· ;we gave :an .'example of'a· quotient. space of·· ·a!l · (FM~-space, .:· ' ' .. · . . 
o..() , • ~. ' • • • • , ~- • ,• . • • • • •• • •• ' • ' : ' {1 
. bY' ·a close'd subspace, ~hi en . was ·not an· (~)-$pace. . As a cons'eq':lence of th!'l 
~ I o , • ; • 4 : 0 , t.. 0 • 0 ,::. ' • ~ 0 • 1 , 1-d 
l:.previ'ou·s theorem, not : every : (F.Mhspac~ is .a · S-~hwartz space.". ·. · · 
' . 
.. . 
• • • 111 ,. • ' .. • I) • .. .. • • • • • 
. . 
We now snow (FS)-spaces satisfy the. conditiOns of 4.4 and 4.6. 0 





'4: 29 . THEOREM . Let .· E [ T') be an (FS) - spac~ ~nd . . M. C E ·· be a closed . sl:i~space -.. ,: . · . 
. " . 
. · Then, ' • . ' . f~ • • ' .., I , 
' . 
a) ··the· str?~g top• logy .on E.' !Ml:-, "': i.e. . Tb (M), · c~·inc~d~·s w~·th the 
~upti~nt topo~o'gy.' ~b (E)·q··. on · E' /Ml-;.' . an~ .. . .- . ,
1 
:> •,. 
. . . ' ' . ' . . ·.;. 
b.) , ~_he . . ·s:ron~ topol.ogy on . E 1 , ~b (E)~- ·: ~r.elat~yi2l~d ~ ~6, · Ml-,.. c'oi~ _c;ides 
' • ' . . . . ·.· ·- ., . 
. ,, . , 
. ~. \ 
: ;\ .' · . 
. . , '\ I , ~/· 
. '. 
. .... 
. · ... . 
. . , 
. · ' ( 
. ': ~ 
·' 
o • flo 
w_i th the;; st;ro~g top~~ogy, . -rb (E/M). 
, .. 
P~bor ·· 
.... ' ' ,I ~· ) 
' . .... . ·• . ' 
Becau:;e E[T] · is an ·(M)"-.. space ·resuH · (a)~fqnows _from 4.6- ~ s;i,nce. ~ · ·. , . . 
CM(~:spaces. ~~e ·refl_.e_~-~ve ~ 
I.f' B is b~unded .: ~ n E/ M · [ , · j , , then it~ dO~ 'ii!i.so 1 ut~ ~~. con~ex .hul { 
. .. - q.. . .· .. .. ' 
! ' '·' . 
' I 
. . 
:· ·is compact. ·, ~Y: 4.~8, p/M(rq~ is· a~. (F)-spa~e; so by 4. 7 there ex~sts. · .. 
. ~ . ,. 
K(H] = TB ' . ; By · • o H ·C ·E · whlctl · is.absolutely·conv~x and compact, such ,that 
... 
' , . 
I • .. . 
'· ' 1\ • ' 
• I l " ' 
The next ··result is use~ul 'in· cons.idering str~ct' inductive limits of 
· sequen.ces. 







\4'. 30 ' ' THEOREM . let . E be a vecto~ sp~ce ' and' let ' {p . } I . ' : ... be a ' .seq~ence 
. . . n . • .. . . 
. 1 • - • • . • n'"' . · . . 
of line·a~ _subspaqe~ of_ E ' such., that_ . E~ C: ,En+i· . for _ ~11 .n e.ffl . . ~nd . . 
E = u .·E ... : ·suppose each · E " : is . e'q~ipp~'d . wlth a 'l:oc~lly ' co~vex topolog~·' . •, 
. n·.t! \tJ ' n .· . n ·. ... . . . . . . . : · .- . . ·.1t.Z. .~· .. 
" • . .· . · . • .• . , :r~ 
T- · for.which E [T ] . is a'Schwartz space • .. Suj>pose, · furth~r, · that · '· 
n . ·'o . n . ·n. ' . 
. . . . ' . ' . " \ 
tn+l. IEn. ""'_ :r'n' . and· . En is closed ~in ... E 1 · for T 1.., · for ea·ch ·· n~JirJ ·. · · n+ . . . . n+ . · · l 
.. Let :T. be the.· finest locally· con~ex top~l-ogy· (no't· ~ece.ssari~y- Hausdorff)-
· .. · .· ')' . . . ·. ·. . . ' . . . . 
·for -which .the . in·j~ctions I .: E +. s·. are··l:·ontiriuous,' ·rhen ~(-r·] • is ~ ·.· 
. . . . • · . ,. .. n . n '. · . . . . l 
• 4 ' . 
. "' . ' .. 
·., 




. •. · 
··. 
• • I , 
# . ... 
; . 
. . 




. . · 
·. '. 
. . ·. 
. ' 
. ~ .- . 
•. 
· Schw~rtt spac~~ <. 









PROOF, . By ~ [9;:ch.·:2, Cor .• l of· Th'. <1:.2.1], . 'T 
. . 
. ... 
., . ' 
is the strict induGtive lim~t · of ' the · spa~es, . _ .{EnJ~~]_} _. , 
, . . ·, ~ n IV 
• · . [9; · Ch. · 2 ~ .T~. 1~ .1 ],· . ·'t [·En.·.=· i:n fqr· each _ _ n - ~_ leV ·.. · 
' • I ' ' ' 
. . 
We sha~l v~rify that the conditions of ·4.12 
.. 
. : ~ 
If B'C.E[T] 
\J . . 
• ~- • , • • • 0 
is.· bounded~ then ·by the Dieudonn~-Scl\Wartz ~eorern 
[ 9 ;, Ch .. , 2; Th • p . 2] ·, B C · E for some n, 




E [T ]. is a ,Schwartz spa~e. 
-n n . 
· 1~ - precompact in· ·S(T]. · · 
B. is 
and ' is r -bounded -there. n . 
. . 
'[ ·-precomp~ct; consequently 
n .. . · .. 
, . 
B 
. ~ ' : 
·Let . U · be ~n al,>solut-~ly _conv~x ·· closed nei.g~bourhood . _of 0 in E(T]. 
" 
Then ·u· ·= 
. • ~ n., · 
I ·-l [uj'.' = lJ (\ E . is an absoJ.utely .cQn'Vex Closed · neighbourhood . 
n _ n .· _.' .. . : , . . · . . · . ·: · . . , . . . 
E . [1: · p. let "' v. be a neighb9urhood of · 0 in E ['t ] with n n , n . . _. - . · . , :n , n · . _ 
•. . . 
of 0 ··in · 
v· c. u ~ , and 
n n 
V satisfying the sedond c~ndltion of 4.12. ' ·Let · · . 
n . - - . .· . . -· 
• • • (I) 
· .. v = r · 
n=.·l 
i · .. v . · :The~ . v · is a neighbourhood of. · 0 in · . 
~ ~ -~ E[T] r~ce. 




- · V is a neighbourhood of · b 
,, n n ... · 
. . ~ Let a > o. Then ' we· have 
fo~ 
' in. E (T. ) . 




for each n. 
' 
./ 
n ~ 1/ct . '· 
' I : ~ 
. - · 
' · 
' ... 
1 -- V·~ A 
n n n 
g.. . . • • • • 
+ aUn • . Let A· ' be- the absolutely -convex hull of the union of 
• - • ) .... • • .. • • f • ~ • ' '"';' • 
the . sets - .A ,. 
, n . 
.1 ~ -n ~ 1/a·, and .. A .. = _ { :0}:~ 'i f no ·n ~· 1/,d:~·- . 
' . 
' . · Then A 
' . 
Since ~A - +.aU -, is' absolutely convex, V< ·A+ ·au,, . ·n 
,. 
.. 
' . ~ 
95. . ' · ' . : 
., 




.... . . . 
·. 
" 
·t--· ·· . . , _ 
. . 
.. 








. . ' 
. ·. 







" ' . 
, . , . 
. t 
. . '!. -.. . 
.· ~· . . 
.. ~ . . . 
. . 
' I •, 
. 1' 





... 0 . ~ 
·:;;;·· • ~ • .. • • : o.a 0> • 
. · ~~p ·.· v . ·.·· .· 
, t .. . 





I • - .... 
. 96 •. 
.. 
. . ·. . . " ' .· . . . . . . . \ ., . 
··:" .. In .. this .chap~.er' . we · iritroduc_e ~he,-class ."of co-Schwa.rtz spase.s ~s· a s.or~ . . . 
. ' .• . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . ' 
. ~ 
. ( .. · : ·of dual.to ~he ; situation·o£ Schwartz:·spac~~ .: ·. As ~i'n S~h~artz sp~ces l.t .is· . · 
. ·. · ... ~ · .. . . .. . :: · . ~-. · ... ··· .' ' ·' . . · · .. · .' .· .. · ... . ..... · .·· ....... ~- . \ 
··shown .that -boun~ed ·.sets are ·p;"ecoJ!lpact. We then exal!line . the classes. of. 
· " 
. ' 
· . (~) _ .. ~pac~s .. which a:t·e S~hwartz ~r> co·-.S!!h~a;~;r; ,a~d, ~bF] .:~~a~es ,~·w~~~,>~~~ . 
·~ . S~hwa:rtz 01; co~Schwa·rtz ·.· . · .... \ . . ...... . ~ . ·• i~(·~ 
( . .. . .. . . . .. J. . • /.~· .·• , · ' 
In [5] ·tt w~s . ann~un.ced th'a:f:. ther~st~ a_/un:f.v'ersai'i . Schwart.z space.· 
- . . . . ' . : . . .·: .. • : ,// . . . . ~ 
' E, ! m~ani~g· ~hat. every . S<;:~wa7~z space can ~~ob~ained .~as .a .. sup.sJ?ace .of som.e 
p~~er of. E,, but. ·~0 c_on.crete ex~~pie. w ~v~.Pab~·~· .rn , ~hi~ c~~pte;r~ .· .... ' 
. ... ~ .. . . . I ") 
.: . ·concret·e. examples 'pf · three such tmiv. r ·sal·· Schwartz spa~es are exhibited, · 
. . .. . ' ') .. . .. . 
· · fl;imelf CO• •~. ~d :C(D,l] ~~i:hfeT··.·: : tajn·. t~~~lcig.· i~.s . • , ~i~. ".·.r_.~s~. h ·.i~. · · du~.' • 






· Co-~·chwartz 'spaces and ·~he1r . ~ppllcatlo~~- to (oF) -spates ·· ~ · 1 ' · · 
. . . . . . ~ . . . ' ,, . . . . .... 
• • -Q · ' 
' _Fir~~· ·~e ~g.i·~e the d.efinitiori of' co :-~~hwartz .. spaces . give~ ·,by TERZIO~LU . . 
. (19]'. . . 
.. . .. '. 
: i . 
. . :.· I 
is a co-Schwar"t~. spctce i .f 
,, 
. . . 
~EF.INI TiqN· •' · ':'_ iocally conVe~ s~ace . · E [1 ). 
.. 
.. 
of9r- ever·y ~ €..li(E), th~re ex'lsts another ··s·et . B ~ B (E) :~u'ch that A c B ·, .: 
., . . . . A. . . , . • 
>m? : th~ . i'njection . r.8 : E~A} + . ~(B) ' is precomp~c1: ·. 
. . . . ' ' . . . · ., . . . ... 








. . ., 








. . ... ~ 
a) A,n ' (F)-space · · which · ~s ·a ~o~ Schwart~· space is called .an(FcS)-space . · :.' · 
• • • " .. ~ • • • • • 0 • ' ' \ ' • 
. _.:-.- :, ·. . . , . " ·. . ~ . 
:b) · ·A (DFF.space ·which is ·alsp · a .. Schwartz .spa,ce iS ,ca lled· a _ (DFS)-space . ' , 
• \. ' • • 0 • • • • • 
~ 
~ ·~ ).' A ·~DF)-sp~ce · whi~h is: a~ .co-s7~~artz jspa~e is ·called. a (DFcS)-space .· t_· ·n·: · ·. , 
' I o : ' ' I ' • \ • ' 
. .. vie now give a ;justific.~tion f~r ~the n.omenclature ·of a ·co-Schwartz space • 
: I -~\ .. \ ' 
.. \ . 
'>· 
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THEOREM · )\·.·locally_' co~'-'ex ~pace" E [ ·r] ·. i·s ·~ eo-Schwar·~·z .'~p~c:~· if_ GJ;nd · :· < :·. • 4 . , ..... 5.3 
. : .• . .. . . . . . 
o I I \ f ~ o 
0 • t " ' 0 0 I : 
o .nloy i·f ~ts,·)5trong~ 'du~~ ·.E '. [1·-b (E)] 





PROOF The · s 'ets ·A'?· whe.~e. · ~At B(E) .·fd'rm a basis· ~·f. closed absolutely_ 
1 . "· 
con~e~ ~eighbounh?o~ ·~~ . 0 . for: E I [tb (EYJ. Fo~ any A: ~ B(B), ther.e . ' 
eXist~ j . with, A ". B, 
0 
a;,.d I~·· p~ecoinJ,act, .Iiy 4. 3 k, t~alispoSe 
of . I~ 0 is .co!lJ~act., hence · i<B ~ , ~he. restricti~n - of "t~e . transpose to 
. - ·. . . . .A. . . . : . . : 0 • , • 
is pr_ec~~pact.' · By 4 •. 1~ E' ['1'1)(1~)] . . is' a .Schwa~tz space. · ... ·. ~ 
. . . '\ . . . 
E'· 
. 0 .· 
·. B 
'/ .·.If · E'[:rb(E)] · is a Schwartz·space, t.hen , fo.~ every 'b.otmded .".'A .t ,B(E),· 
the~~ ~xis·t~ .:hoUnded .. B e:' ~ {EJ. ·.~uch ~h~t A c;· B :- . ~n,d the. map,Pil),~ . 
. Bo ·. · .. 
K : E' · + El .. is prec·o.m""act . .' .so the re_.st~rict.ion'of 'the transpose·_ of 
. · _;...o · • :so /\~ .t' 
0 .... . "'~ . r ~ 
· :KB 
0
' . to · E (A), ·. w~ich is the: inj e~tib~ I~- ·' is also ·preco'!lpact. ·H~hce 
A · • · · . · · · · · B .... 
.. E [ t j is. -~ co'-Sc~w~r17z space .. ' .# 
' ' 
The next 'leinma wip. be need~d . in sho~ing ~h~t ever; · .(DFc,S) ·-s~ace ,- is . ·_·. 
. "'. . . . 
rrelled. 
. : , . 
. . . 
5.4 MMA . ~v~ry ,bounded st~-bse:t· of a co-··schwartz spa~e ·E[t) ·. is preco.mpact · 
. 
.. . 
: '>, ·" .'o 
. . ~ 
. ~ . 
I , 
. . . .. 
·. · .· 
. ' 






PROO -If A ·c E ~s t-bounded 1 .~hen .A C:. B1 , _ ~or some . ~ f B (E). So 
. thje e.xists. s,~·; B(EJ : s~ch ,that' .B11 , i<nd hence · A,'· . is;apriicoinpa~~ , 
sU~!?et · of th~ · n~r~~d · ~p .. a~~ E (B,2) ~-· · By . a·· ~~thod. s1mi_i~r ·to .· the . p~~of o1; . 
o •• 
' . 4.23 it can be 'shown . A i .s a, subset of some ·separab'ie subse't of th-~ : normed 
. . . . ' . . 
• • • t • • .. ••• ~ · .. . ' .. 
~pace_ · E (B2); ·,Sine~ . a metriza~le ~op_ological space i s _s'eparable _ ~f and .. 
• • ' ' • ~ ' I 
only ~f it has a countable basis of open se~s, A : is sep~~ab_le a,s a s~bspace ... · 
\ 
Because the injection .... ·. I : ECB2) + E [~) · is _. co·ntin~ous, (\ · is . 
. ' 
also' separable and precompact in the space . E[r ]. · · # 
. . ' .. . . . 
. '' 
o• I . 




.. · . .. . 
. J 
'• 
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'::1 •• • • 
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I • 
. . . . _ .\\"e ·no":- apply th_~ ·· theor~ · ~f ~~nwaz:~~-- a~d to-~S~h·w·;~t~ sp~c~ to (F~·- . ~n~ 
. . I • . . . - . -. . 
'(DF)-spaces ... First,. we give ·a condl..ti9n_:for ari (F)..:s~a<7e t ·o be. co--schwartz: j . . . . . I . . : . . 
-' .· . · I 
. I -
An (F) ~space . . E'[-i] ·. is rn -(~cS) -:-s·pac_e i~ . and only i~ ever>: .· . 
' " 
5.5 TH~OREM 
• ' ' • I -... • 




.. PROOF The ~ec~!is~ ty. ~as·. pro~:d :in:. 5 .~4~ ·~o- -~e : p:.~v~. ~he ~~f~i~_i_e~cy ~·: · ~et. .. . . 
AE:B.(E)'. · By a.ssp.mption, a~d.4.17, t~ere_· exist.s a null .. sequ~ce· {xn} . ·c ~ - · 
• · .. •. • · '/ · .oo · ·. n= 1 · 
such that ev~ry 'element of A can. be ; ~Fi.t~en a,; . L. ar/n· for . so~e . 
· • · oo • . n=l · · . · .. sequence~{~ } . ex>. ·of s~alars· with . \ Ia. I < 'r. · · 
n · L · n - · · 
. J!"'l n=l 
1. ' l . 
' " ' co . •, 
Let ·c = r · . {x }'._ · Th'en G lsi ~m absolutely ·con.vex ho~nded set-. For· 
.. n=l· n · · .1
1
· . . · • .: . · · · /.. . • • ' · 
. . \ . . . . .. . n 
each i~teger n ~ · 1, .cMo.se · · ~ > n ·· such. that ·C e:··-·- U ~ · Let 
"" · . n - · . i ·. . . : . . , .n . n ·. ·, 




. . . , 
(wh~r~. we have t~ken t ,he·. sequ~_J.lce ... {U~}_ ('o . . t'o ·be a· ba~~s ' . .' 
· .·, ·. · · · . 1 .,; .. ·. : . n:;:l . 
convex ·tloseq · neighbourhoqds .of , 0 in · E [1·]). · The~- B i 's 
' ~ .. ' 
. " . • . : . . . . , . I . 
closed bou!lded ·and absolutely conve~ ·in · ..E [ -r] • 
. . . ..· . . . I. : 
Jt ·can: ~~-~~1;· be.·. shown_· that i£ ·!Ps is . the .. :?qrm· a~socia·t~d ~i~h t .he 
. · . . . . l . . ,.,. ' . 
normed SP!!Ce E(B),_ then PaOc) .+ o. ·Since E[-r] '-is an (F)-space, · B .. 
. . n i ··. . • . . .. s . . ! 
is. sequenti~ll:y complet.e· a~- ~ - subspaqe. ·<?f _ E [ i'] ;_. s·o ·by -(13; ·20 ~ 11. (2)], 
. . . . : ' ' ~ . . . ' . . . . : . . . . . . . .· 
·E (B). is. a BanacLspace ;· . By ~ 4.17, .:A · 'is prec'ompaci: ·in the na,nach space · 
. ·. '. . . . . ' . . . [.·· . ' ' ' . . . . . ' . . ··. ' . . . · ' 
E(B) 1 • and A .C 5_; so· .1![-r]_. ' is ~ (FcS)-=.space . . #. · . 
' ' ' .. -.) · . ' .. t ': . 
. . .., . . . . . . I . .. ·" . 
\As an i...,.odi•te corollary we.haT the. f_ol\owing •. : . 
5:6 · COROL~RY ' · An .· (F)-space· is an (FcSf-·space if ~nd ' ~nly i;f .it;.is .- an· 
(F~f) ·~~p~~~··. . · .. ·it :_ · . . . (· .· ·.. . •. . , . " · ' 
:.· ··.·· 
·r.-
. . ' '' 
.. . 
By · [~3; ' 27, ·2 ·.(~). ] ,'ev~_ry ·. (FM)-·s .:ceis sepirabie; ·so·~y-. · 5.6,_--~ve:ry · ... .. 
, • • • • ·· " 1 • • • • 
(FcS) -: space . is separab:le. · We pr~ved in 4:24: tha~ _every .. (FS)"-space is .. -.· 
'' ' • , II ' 
. .. 
:.: ~ :, ·: . . 
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" space .which i~ not~ S~h!•/artz . :spac~. 
5. 7 COROLLARY 
'\ • 
·Every · (FS)-spa.~.e i~'\ an (rcs)·-~pace· .. II 
.: 
I ' 
'" I I 
.. 
. : . 
, . 
I 
We now ·.study the. dual ' situation. of (DF):-space·$. ·Since·. a . CD.F)-·!?pace . has 
. ' 
. a fundamental sequc'nce of bou.nd~d ' sets, we h~vc th~-- foll~wing .~cs~l t which 
.. . • . ' . . 
coines f~oni 5. 4 .. . . . ) ~ '. ' . ; . '. I 
'. I 
! . 
. . 1 . J ' • : • 
. ~~,.;J · .. . '. · '• . ··. ·· . . · ··.;\.j , . 
Tll~OREM , · Every (DFcS·)-spa·~e . is .. separable, .and h~nc~::~)f~ab~~rel~<:~· 
~ . . . . ! ·. ' 1 
Th~ ~ext resul~ deali .with the ~opol~gy of .~ (DFS)-spdc~; 
, ·, I 
; a' 




.. . I 
·EJ~,] is a (~~S).~_sp.ac:c, .. t .hen: ~he ~~ f91?gy , .. r ·. of E is· ··) · · 
. . . . ' . . ';\\ . . . . . . . 
i · '5 •. 9 ' LE~IMA If 
~n~form co~vergens:~ o~ t.h~. r~lati v~l'y· tb (E) / comp~ct · ~.~bse .ts 
· of. E' .. . ·, 
. ' 
.. 
\ PROD~ .. We show that · the c ltisseS ~f·r eqiii~Ont~nllriu_S·.~~·d .re liltfVely' . ,0 .(~) : . 
. . . 
,•' 
.· 
•\ ,• \ compa,ct subse.ts of E' cpi ndde ..•. Since the bounded and pre~~~pac,t 'SUbSets·. 
ff E · c~i~ci~~; ~he : tpP.olog i es f b . (E) ·and . 'r c (E) ·. · ~oincide.. On T~~~': i:-. · ·. · 
• .. ~ontinUous subsets o£ E", T ·( E.)· .and T (E} . coin.cide; c'ansequ~ntly eve'ry: . .'· 
· .. . \. . . ::. . . . . . ~ . . . . ,, . . .. ·s . ···"' .. . . . . . · .. .-.· . . . _ . 
c'qui conti.nuou:S .st,ibs~t" of ·E' . is .rcl~~·ivcly . •b(E).-: c?mpact . 
. I . , . ' . .: " , . . . . . :. ·. . • 
.\ - Conver~·elJ', if A is · a rp ·t"at~~v~ ·c~mpa.~t · s~?·~e~ .o.f. ~~e::Jf)·-s~ace,. n~ · . . . , ·~·. • .. 
'.E·• · [ ~ b,(E)],. th.erc c~i ~ts _ a·· ~u'll.~c,qtl<~n(c;'-'_{f0:} .~ · - ~ ~ '· .. such- that ~:A ' is .. _ ~ .:· .· · 
· · · · · · . · n=l . . · . 
· ' ' .' 
. crin_t·ainea ~n. ~he .ti)(E)- c'Iosed :i>so~ ~tcly . ~~nvcx · hull .·~·he· ·s~~uence: Since 
' • • ' , • • , _. • ~ • • • , • , • , . ~ • ~ . ' , • • , • ' • , ' I . ' • 
·· · 'E[1:··] : i-s . a: (Df) ... spac~.·: tlw :.~eq'!encc "~ {fn} .:. ·· .i.s,. : eq.~icOJ1tim,.Io~s .be·~~~se :t-1: ' i s· . : 
A' · · . :.\ ··.,::' ... ...... • • • • • • : •• ' ' • ': • •• •• .. 11=.1 . • . . .., . ' .. - : ,; I; ,' · 
stroligjy~~bound9d .. ' We .can find. 'a neig}1pouthoocl .. U : of ·o. · iiJ' E[t) . with . .. · · 
' · . . . : .. .... . ·• . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . ~ . . ~ , . 
: . .. . ·., ... 
• 0 • • 
~ , ' . 
< . ·.. {.f~ }n:l C~ ~~~ · _. wh~.ch _ i s ~t·~(EJ ~-c~lo~~d ... n_hd~ ~bsol1!t~i~ ·,.~o·n,Jex .. . ~lf~en · . A.t. ·~~, · :. ,. . ·.:: ., 
· .· · -and· the· proof is · comp'l&tc: ·# · • '· . ;, .: · -· • ' · ··: ·· 
. ' . . . .. . ·. . •, .. ~-.~. 
. ·. 
. : . . · .... .., 
• • • • • ll ' . ~. • • • ' · 
1 We now have· the ··followiflg result: about s~rortg 'dua~s of (DFSJ ... ipac·es ··:" 
I . . · . · .:· ·. . . ' . · ~ ,. ·· ·. ·· . . .. . • .. ·· ·: . ,.. : · .~ · · 
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. ; 5.10 THEORE~l The· strong dual of a (Of~)- space E [Tj 
•, , ' - I , . ; 
is an (FM)- space . 
' PROOF we·· have J;IOved .. :i~' chapter II . that ·.E' [ Tl? {7)] is ' an cn-·sp_ace '· S<? 
.'we· n'eed c;miy ' show· 9VCT)' Tb{E):-bounded· ~~t ts. _'r·~~~tive~y 
1 
<:b ('E):-com_I!ac~ . . 
' ,~ ' • • ' • • • • ' ' I ' , ' 1 • , \. J' f • • • • , t 
·· , ~hi~' is equivalent ' to showing eVery closed ·and boun~ed s'bbset A of 
• • • • of ' '\ 
E' [ -i b (E)] · . is ~of!lp_~~t .' ~H-nce ·the . topo i.ogy. -r:~ C9 .. re"s~ri'ct~d to .A is 
inetri'za~le,_. we need::only ·s~ow .~hat . eve~y .'Sequen~c· in . A . has a 'convergent 
.. ·subscqu_en7e: _Th;is \s· -~~tisfi.ed b.y s~q_wing .every str.ongiy· ~ou~deci" ~cqu~~·ce 
of E' 'has ~ ·corwcrgent . sub.segu~nce~ . Thi~·: is . easy· .Since _b~ :s·. 9' ~~~ 
J • v . ; - ' 
~t:o·ngly bound~d ~cq~encc ·is equicontj!riuou·s, .a~·~, · . consequently, relati vc_ly . 
• ... t • ' 
II . 
. • 
. . . . ' . . 
If. E.['i] ·is.·a :(DFS)-space. e'very strongly _bou·~ded subset of E' is 
. . . . . . . . ~ . \ . . . . . 
• ·~ \ • I • • ' ' ' • •, . \ • ' I • • ' ' ' ', 
·\~ .l~~ivcly Tb (E) -:-compac~-, by .s._.lq, ~nd b~. s,.-9,. i~. _equicon~inuous . . -_As· 'f?~ 
. . ' . . ~ . . . . ' ~ ., . . . 
(DFcS).-spaces, we · have .t .he ·nex't· -result ·~ .· 
\ • o 0 • - o I ' 0 ' o ' ' 
.. 
' .. 
. . . . 
s. ·ll' THEOREM · B:very (DFS)-spa.ce is· infrab'ar~elled. · 





• ~ \f 
\ .. ' 
· ·· S.'12 .. LEMt>lA If - ~lr] isa (DE):;space, every .bound.ed'subset of .E.· is pre- . . . 
.. . ·~ .. ·. ' 
' ' • " , . ' • .. I •, '. ' • . ' 
· cqmpact\ ·'and. every strongly <;onvergeot sequence i'n . E' is-'·1oca·ll·y ·'Con'verge·rit, , · .. :· 
• • ., • • • ' I' ' • • • ,_f ' ' 1 
... :. 
,. : ' 
. - . 
. . . . . \ . . . . . ~ . •' 
. ~ .. :_· .PROOF_ ·'-~y ~ssump~l:o_11 .ive. h~ve' · · t~:ci') · ·=-· ~b(E.);,' cons«:!qqent'ly~ e~·e~y .T.c(E)- ·. 
•' ": ,_ , , • ' • ,· , •, , .. :"• 1 # -' • ' 4 ' 
0
, . ' · , ' 0 f 1 ," • • • • , 
• Q 





t ' •. 
. : 
. . •, 
. _ 
r" ' , 
• 
·. : . . 
·.convergent s¢quen,ce .is locally converge_nt·.·: By .. theorein-.4·.2z'· ·E.'(T:] .~ is a· 
' . ' . ~- . . . . ... ·. . . . ~ ' .• . .. ' .· ·. ) . . 
... , • • .,., • ~ • • p 
~ - : ~~h~~r~.z s~?_ce ;' : · # ··\· . .. "'· · .. . ,· .. · · : :·.,: . 
:~. 
"' .· .' 
, - , • • •• ~G-•• 
.... ,,' 
··. 5. 13 THEORE~t: . ·A' (DFM) -:spa.ce ~[~.] 
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• .w ~,;-"~' 
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.. , 
r', • .· :. 
., \ : ·, 
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. . . " 
.. 
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. · 
.. · ., . 
I ' 
. . 
PROOF/; . Sin_ce . E[• r '. is an CM)-spaci!, \he --~o_u~d.ed ·arid · rel'ati~el 'y ,cpmpact 
• • • • : .J • • ' ' ( •• • 
sets coin~ide ~ thus'. ~so· dd . ~he bounded·-arid- .precompa·ct sets. · 
. . ·.. . 
' Let~-u .-+u strorigly~n E'. 
. n • 
·As in the ,proof of 5.5, with slight 
I ~ ' 
.'alteratio~s. there i-s ·8 closed' ~b-so1utc.ly : c~nvex bounded 'set 
• • • Qo . .. 
B. o( ~ . 
. . 
.. , 
. ·.·~ 1.01 ~ ,·· 
' . 
,· 
. .. . i 
') . . 
E,'[Tl:,{E)) : . . such that p (.u .' _ u)-+ 0 and .' ~ ·~nd each u are all in. 
. • . • . . B . n . . . . . . . , . n 
B. 
•• p ·: • ..: --1. 
Be~ause (~)-spaces· are in_frabarrei_l~d n ' 'is· cquicontl~uous; so BC. 0° 
·.where 0 
. . is _some T·-neighbourhood. of :·o 
. . ~ . . . . 
in · E •. 
. . . 0 . 
Becaus·.e ·B c U ., 
\ . ' . 
. \ 
Nc have that 
0 • J 
P (u · .- u) -+ 
· o n . 
. . u . . .. , ' 
a· ... Hence" u 
, . ..... n -+ u 
.loc'l:illy.; ·. By lemma· 5 .12· . · 
• 0 . 
. ... ... 
oE[t] is a· (DFS)'-space.·· It 
. Le.t . E[Tj be. an (e~)~spacC w~iC~ is no:~ Schwai~z space . .• ThOn. . ( . 
-E';;[ T ~(E)] · is_ a· .(DFS) :-'space. by 5. 13, · _obs~~\ii.~g~hat th~ stro~g ~!l·a:l .of. :a~·: ,· 
• • • • , . • • ' ', : • •• • • • • • • • • .· '- . •• • • ' \ · ( •• • • ·~ ... . • • (I 
- ·. (M)-spac·~· is an (M)-spac~ by [13; 27, .2. ~2)] . . The .. ~tr'?'ng · dual. C!~,.·E·'.(Tb(E)] 
. .. 







. . . ,. . .. 
. .. . is 'E[-r] ·.because CM)-~P~-~es· .a.;~" .r~r·l~~ive,; :~o~seciu~~tl~- ·,~, [-i.b·CE)]. i~ ' not·· ,· : 
· ~ • I • ' .. • ,'1' ' ' ' . ' • ' • ' ' , . ' • 1o • ',. ~ 
. .. . . -~~ 
. . 
. . . .. ~~ 
·' 
. ·': 
·a co-Schwartz -!!pace.:- · '. · ·; · .. 
' • •• • ,. · • ' : • 4 ~ 
... 
I · .. 
' ' I ,• .. ,~ • 
• ~ ··.!. . ·; . ) 
. .r : 
, • '· 
-:. . . 
... '·,, 
.. 
.. , &.~ ' j. .. . 
. ..,. 
. . . 
v • 
• 
, ·.~ . . : : .. 
' . 
• J 
; , , 
,• 








'Vo ... . 
. -! . . 
. . . : ' .•, .. . ~· 
' In cot:~t~a~.~ we .. ni)w ·hav_e ~_ .result_~~~i t~.-_st.a-t:em~~-t •_s·:~·; ·:··· .;; 
... . . •' . :.. ' .. ~ ·.. . . . 
5·.14 · .. :Tlll~OREM. ~- (~FcS)-s_pace : ~[-r] ·· is · ·~ ·(oFs.)~s.pa~~~-:·<-. ··.: :~.·.-
. . : ·. " . . ....... . ,.. . .. 
' . 
. Tci conel,~de the section a 
. . ~ .. .\l . \ . .. 
(.DFcS) -~~a~x¥.'N/ ar~·· (f1)- sP,ac~~. 
.' , f' 
5.15 THEOREM· 
. . ~u. • 
. "•, . : ...,. 
I .-•. ' •• •• 
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. ' 
. : · 
·' . ·. " . . ·. 
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C: • ' . 0 • v •• • 
" ' 
' j.l • • 
I . 
i' ' 
0 • .. c 'Q · '·.. ' ... • • 
PR0011o · ·. ~irice · (DFcS)-s_pa,ces ah (DF9)-.s.pac,es we nee'd only ·_Fonsider 4ua~i·-· 't> 
• I • • • • I 0 • • • •• I ~ • • ' ..... '! ;t . ' • : • I 
co.mple:te (DFS:?;..spac~s ·· . . · By -theorem S.:U, _'. E.JL']: ·is' infra~arr~l)ed .. ;i\s o 
•. 0 _., l. ' . . . 
noted earlier,·· inf~ab~rrefled anp qua:;i-complete.· s'ch~artz- spaces are . • (MJ- . 
. .' r~ · . , .. . ! 
space9' . # ' : . ' 
D' .. 0 • 
\I \1 • 
16 
~rl 
.. \ . 
Uni veda! Schwart-z · ·spaces . 
. y 
... 
' .. . . 
. u 
. . ... . 
0 . 
. .. . . 
·. ~ . . ' 
.. 




II .. ' ,.. I 
We'· need a few pre.l iminary resu.l~s · before we· .reach. the ma,in "resuit. ·. 
• • • Q • 
• tJ ! ~ . ' o .q .. - o 
5.16 LEMMA ' ·Let E[T]. be -a. m~_~rizable· loc'a;lly convex spa'ce, and ·cAC E ·. 
~ ,.,:. ' . ~ · ' .. _ ··o .: , · _ ·, C). , • • • 
. be precompact.,. Then t'her~ is -.an ab:;c;>).utely .co_nvex 'clo.sed ·-boijnde_d subse~ · 
.' B . of E s~ch that . A 'c. ·B and A 'is .prc~omQact··· in. · E(B) . ~-
.. ~.,: -. . . .  . . . : . . . ' : ; ' :: . ·~ . ' . \. . 
o..' l pI •, f1 p ' 
•, , . / . 
1:1» 9-. 
. · . . 
. .. 
. 1q2.~ , . I 
• b 
ta. '" , "1 
. . 
0 
- ~ . 
: . . · 
... ; 
, . 
• , ·, 





. .. ; 
... 
- ' . 
PROqF Because · A is precompact ; there is. ··a J!Ull · sequepce {x ·.}."oo. • · ~n ·,.. . : .. ·. 
• . .. n . 1' . . 

















. . , 
.. ,
' .f.. :·. 
~ I 
. ·" 
. .. 'l, 
I • •, .. 
• co ., . 0 . -, · ., · n= 
E(-i] _ ~u~h .that ' . . A.t:. ' ·r '{x ) .= ~ •. -~f_. ~f~J · is' t~e:. CO!llpletion of ~h .].,,, ·· · 
0 n ~ 1 n ~· . ··, . . . . .. . • ·... . . . . . . d • . . 
,then -~[~J .i~; mei~ii~b~e . spac~ and-\-)-: o.: ~~ - f'{[~) . _-· s;c) .A ··:is ~o11t-ained : 
i .n the -,cl~-5~ ~bsoi~te.l~ co~~~x huii. · .. C-' 'of .· {~'} ~ ~ tri ~-(~] ',' .whi~h· ·. .. 
!. 0 • . • • • • n ·n=l . .. . . ' . . 
is 'the . closure of c ;i~ ... ~ ~i].. · i . 0 r' , • • • ,0 . 
. . ~ 
I ~ ,~· ''t ' ~ I • 
As in 5; 5 we c'an .'filld' .an . ab~ol.uteiy ·convex close~· bou~-d~l 'subset ' ~B-, .· of . 
; • ."' ! • : ' • : • ,fJ.. .,.. . • ..... 
.... .:;;_ ~ . s,ush · tha~ C'~i'C. B 1 ·a.nd' :~·a··~ (xn)'.'_;. a· · w~~]'~ p~, i.s . the ~o~~ ·~ defined on . 
- ~ (B' /", wH.h cioseJ · ~nit bail . B'. ' ~onsid~~~ng the . ;e~.t'~i:c.tion of. ' ~ :t.P . .' 0o 
0 0 
0 
I \ • , ~ 0 I , , 
0 







'), I ' ' I , ' , , l • Cl) ' ,', C) 
E(~') ' · · \ole haye. the Closed ~bscYlutely conv:ex· hup of·. ,{?<~) · , in : • · ·. 
.. " · . . · • n=l • · " ~ · 'i:i~CB; )• i .s :' .C'" si,pce _ B' :con~ains c•.:· He~c·e ' .A_ ~s prec.omp;,tct~. i~ the ·. · 
' , •, I ' > \ t , ' ' Q o 0' o ' ' 0 • ; I o 
" 
. o ., 
· " restricted.top~l~gy of .. -~ ~to_, . . ~cs•) . . · · . ·~ .. ,~ . c . • • - o •. · 
. '. 
By _' '[l3; 20, · ·11. (2)] · -~(B'). is a Banach space~ · s~ by theorem ' 4.17, r::-A a i .s . 
•, • '. ' ' f • ~ 0 • • , • · I 0 ' ' ( ' , , ' '. ' -r 
, : 'preco~p~.ct i~ ' '1! (j') ·1 . ~h s ;= ;o• n E; · then · i'(o') ',\ E'(B) :,; E (B) • • If ';' · 
X E E(-B) I ' then X e A B I ' . if ~nd. only . ~f. X E"-iCB' " E) = ,>.B; -,'s<? 
- . . 







. ; ·,/ . ' 
. ·' 
~ . 
Ps .. (J:C) = -~:B(~~-. Con~e~'4entf!;,·· cc~). ~s ~ -SU~space o£ .. :· ~c:s~) :~~· Sin·~-~ A ,C. ,. B, · · · · . ' 
0 
A· is -precompac't in E (B}. 








· .. , ::. 
.. t 
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·- ' t/ 
" r·~ o ') 
The ncx·t ·:rcsuft is l!bout)precomgact semi-norms. 
·. 
. ' 
E[T] b~ a· locally convex space. > .. ..,. 
is a prec'ompact . semi-norm o.n 'E. ~ 
and q If p are pre-
... 
E, .then p + q 
·c. 
q 
. . . 
a continuous se.!Jli-
. ' 
T : ( ·:+ F 0 a s:ontinucius linear map: , If either q or · T 
- t . . ~ 
is ·pT"<:Cc>mpikt, then·. qT 
. 
~s a precompact semi-riorm on E . 
... . . 
Q • ,. • • 
...., ' _PROOf:_·_· The sp~~e ·Ep x Eq .. is a ,product of normed ~pace.s, , and can easily be 
'· . ~\~P~·to be. normed _b.Y'\ [c·~. page<'751. • . 
· .. 
... . \· ' . ; . •. 
\ ' J • 
.. . ,, . ' ) 
, 
I 
.. • · .· .II (K~·.(x), Kq',(yJ ~ · 1 1 = ·P (~) +. q'{y) . J· Define a hncar 
' in~_P T' ; 'E -+ t; / E: ~; x ~ ._:(K (~) · , : .K (:\(:)) : . . Then the kernel of · T' is . • 
... p . ·. q . . . :" . 'P. q . . ' . 
,.... . . . .._ 1 . . ... . . . . . . . , 0 '-' ' 
the set: .. (p .+ q) · [{O}'J. So - ~he Un7ar_ maP;. ·S :  E(p.f.q) -+ .T'-[E] dttfined 
~ • • a .. ~"•,. , • • · • · · 1 ~ • • • , , • • • e ' 
~by ' ~~)~g U~) ;~ T' (x) • . i~s .a -~ell-.. dG.fined bijec~-~.on\, . .. . . 
>-·. Obf~~usly · -~-. i"s an iso)1l~tr~c isomorph~~m ·of,. E(p-+g). onto T' [E( 
. ·· -Becciusc .. ~ · ani'. q . are precompaCt,' T' .. can· be sh~~ ~ be precompact. 
. ·- . 
)ifR~st~~cting ·the range of · T' _to ' T' [E), 
i ·s ·. a ·prec~pa.ct _mapping: · · ~ ·. · . . 
·o· 
then T' = SK . ; p+q hence . K .p+q 
. . 
. ... ,; ,.. . .. . .. . 
. Wq, now PI;otre the,. ra_tteJ ·part''of •. the statement.• · It is·ea.sily. shown that 
. ' . . ' . ; . 
qT is"":a . CO)ltinuo~s Se'!)_i-no~m ~'on , E ~ w~ shall show tq'T is . isometrically 
is«?rnorp~ic t? · Kq[T[EJ.] ., . ·Th~ . f~rnien ~s· n:ormed};. · IIKqT(x)~\ ~ qT.(x)_, ·. 
. • I . . • • . ~ • . 
. . 
, · 
•"' . ·»'bil~ ~h9 ·latter is nor~ed 6y ··:ll K (f.(x))jj . = qT(x)·.· So the mapping 
• •· ' , . .q . . . . . 
. S .: 'E •T :+ K Cr[I: jl "defined by _ I(· ·~·.(x) H"K (T(x)) is · an isometri~ i·s.~mo;'phism'. 
,q ,q. J . . q . q,. 
'.· . . Then :K T ·= S-.iK T _l.f .w·~ .. r~st.ri c.t"th'e ma·p K · t_(j' K : ' T[E·].-+ K [T[t~]] and 
. • • qA ·. q , . q ·q q 
the map ·r to · T ·:-·E + T[E] •. The.:resuit now'- follQws easily.. ·# · 
J , h J 



















, .. · . 
·... . ~ 
\") fo. 
' ' 
.' ') . 
· .. . 
. ;. · . 
·' 
: 1'04. • 
: 0 . · '" 
.; . 
0 .. : ,O l • 
. . 
5.18 DE~INITfON Let .·: E [1.] · anq .r [~ 1 ] be ·locally ~onvex space~ . and 
' 0 I 
. . . 
. . , . . ' . ;' 
.t~ be a quas1.-:..Sohwar•t_::- ·.map i£ ther,c . T : E-'+. F.· .. a ·linear ma;( . . T ·. is s~lid 
. ·~ . . . \ 
is a · prccompact scmi-porm p on E 
' . 
is a hounded ?et. i.n . P··. · .·_. II . . . 
. . 
TI1ii dcfinitipn will enable us to ki~e a nec~ssary and sufficj~nt condit-
~.. I ' • 
. . 
ion fqr a map bet\veen normcd space.s 'to _be precompact. . ' I . 
5.19 . LEMMA 
I 
Let , E(T·]., F[T 1·] and G[-r 11 ] . b(:! locally conv.e.x spa~es .. Let 
r · ~ E + F and S : F ~ G .be. ~ontinuous ~inear maps. 
•·If ~it~er ·T :or · ·s . :{s_quasi-Schwariz, then , ST is ~~uasi:Schwartz. 
. 
PROOF Suppose T is ·quasi-Schwartz and · p . ·is a · pre~ompact· seini:...no~m on 
. . 
. E .: stich<Q,that' 
. .• 
{T(x) · : .. p(x) < 1} 
" -
is bounded · in · F· • . Then .,: . 
. ' : 
· of d boun~c~~~n~-~d:. . .• ~-.,.. 
If S: _i~ quasi-Sc~wartz and ·. q is a: · prec.ompact ·semi -norm 'on • r· · with 
. , . . .. 
{S(y); q(y) ~·i} bounded · iri 
-~ .· - .. . . . 
n~Hm on E. · We also have • ., 
G ' 
' 
th'en ·by 5: 17- qT 
{ ST(x). qT(x.) . .2_ 1} C {S(y) q(y) ~ 1} 
. . / ' . a· '. 
. J 
# 
Th~ ·~c-~t - ~csult shows the equivalence of p~ec~mp't ' aT!~ quaS>i-Schwartz ·· 
· - 1-in~ar ~ap$ _into· metri zabl'e -spaces. 
. .. 
. · · 5. 20 . THEOREM . Let E [t·] and ~-[ T I] be·_ ~local1y convex space? and. T : E ·-+ F 
· ·a l'inca~ m~p. 
If.- T ·.is quasi:.Schw·artz,- then · T is·_ p·r~cqmpact .. 
. : . . 
. . ' . . . ·~· . . . ~ 




















- ; ., 
~ .. 
.. : 
• ' . 
.' 
l . . 
.. . (;?Q 
. ' 
. . ' 
. 
, . . 
' . 
. I 
PROOF Su~p~se . ._T · is ~u~~~·S~h\~art~ .-· ... _Thefe · ex:i,,sts a pne~ompac_t: semi-norm 
. . .. 
lOS . 
p on E,• .. • .. ' .$uch . ~th<'!.t.' M ~ '(-i:(~) : . .- p(x). ~ lJ. _i _s -bounded. in· -F. Since · -
'- 1 - ' . : . . - . ·. . . ·- 1 . . . ·. . . . . . . . ' . "" 
T[p · [{O}).]'C _.M; an.d is~ subspaces - T,[p . [{0}]] =· {0}.. Then, the linear 
• . • : · \,.. • ' ·.· • • ~· - ' I • ' I. . • . . 
\. matJ S": _Ep_-:+ F ?efln~d:i -~Y· ·K~C~_)_.....;. T(x' 'is wei! defined. ·· t 
.... ~ . . ...... . . 0. 
··:· · . Beca~se r.-1 · i~ bounded, _ K p is p;recompact, ... 
Let', .T · be 
. . . . . '• prccoinpa_~t and · ·r {1'] · metrizable. · There is a continuou·s -semi-
lth ~' '="{'f(x) .. :. q(x') - < 1} a preco~pact sub-set crf F . Th~n ·norm q.· ·on p 
~ .-. 
is a1~o:prccompact.· B_y -- 5.'16 . there is .a s.et ·N (i B(F) such that the 
~ ·. . 
The · ·.' 
.. .. 
·• - T · : E ~ F(N) is preco~p~ct. Let q' be the ~emi-norm ~f - F(N) ident~fied 
\.ri.th the· ci_qspd un\t :ba·ll ··N. BY' 'lemma 5.17, · p = q·1 T is a precompact · 
- . 
scmi-Jjorm on . E.:- · The set {T(x) : p(x) < ·1} c N 
. C-:-r ~ . 
is quasi-Schwartz. 
~nd so is bounded. Cons~-
~ucnt1y the . map T ~ E ~ F II 
' -· 
"" I 
5 .. 21 COROLLARY - A 1 ineaiT may T : E -+ F from a _locally' convex spa<re E [ 1:] 
·•·into a normed.space F[ll .•· IIJ iS precompa~t if and ' only- if . there- i s a 
. precompa~t semi-norm p on 'E such· that fo'r each x £. E, 
il . 
IIT(xJI .I .::_il(x) . 
PROOF ·First, assume T i s precompact. By.S.·20, T ' is qua!)i-Schwartz, so 
. . 
. there is a precompact semi-norm· ·q on E, 
. . . 
such . that there exi sts. an int~ge.r 
. . 
N-> ·a, -for- ·wh~ch _,tf x E-. E and q(x) .::_ 1, then 'I ITCx) I I < N·. Choose .. -. 
· p = Nq; tl)en by s,-17, p fs a precompact' s emi-norm· on E. It is easy to 








: ConvcrsQ1y define · a ~emi-norm q on E by .q (x) = 'liT (x) II for each 
• > 
.> 
x c; E: Then g 2_ p, · so- · q · is precompact. Tiw set 
-
{T(x)· : . q(x) 2_ 1} ~ {T(x) : IITCx)ll 2_ 1} .is norm-bounded in F· J 
donseq':'entl'y, : T • ·i·s qu.asi-Schwar!z and hence precompact. 
. ' . ~ 
# 
0 
Suppose E[~] . is · a Schw~rtz space, ~nd T ; E,+ F i~ a continuous 
lineaF maP.. into ~ normed space 'F [II _.: II] . . Then there is a u E: U(E) such · ·~ 
.. 
thai t[ti] is normed-bounded b~ 1 in F . 
. . . 
TQe mapp~ng ·S: E0 ~ .~ <;Iefincd ·by ~ (x) ~ Tt)$) i~ thus well-defined 
a!l.d continuous. Because · Ku 
I , 
is a precomP.act mapping, T = SK . 
,.. u 
compact m·~ppirtg . . ~O}'lsequent1y, we have the followi,ng result. 
5.22 LE~IMA Let E [ T) . be a l~cally convex ~pace. · .Then E [,T) 
. . " 
. . ~ . 
is· a pre-
is a Schwartz 
space if and only if ev,cry continuous linear map from E into a normed, sp.ace 
is~ pre compact, and·, h~nc~, ·· quasi-:Schwartz. # • 
The next resu~ t is du~ t ·o RANDTKE [14]. 
. . . 
5.23 THEOREM Let E [ T) be a 1ocali'y'. cm~ve~. •space·; · .. The fql1owing statements 
. ar'e equiv:al.ent. 
. · .. 
' J . . . 
. ~) E[T) is ~Schwartz space; 
J 
b)' every bounded : linear., map from . ' E ' into~ lo~al1y conve~ · space F [T I] 
is quasi- Sch~ar'tz; and 
c) every precompact linear map from E into ~ : locally corive~ spac~ F[T'] 
) 
· · is quasi-: Schw,art z. 
\ . 
.. 
Suppose ·E[T) is a .~chwartz sp~ce : . ' Let· · M = T [U} in F; .. where PROOF 
.. 
T: E_;F(T'] . . is· a b.ounded linear map, T[~] is bounded, and U. U(E) ... : 
• 1 . 
~Th-en .S : · E + F (t.!) .~efined by x ~ T (x) is continuous. By. 5 . . 22, · S is 
quasi-Schwarii .. If K: F(M) . ~~ 
.. 
is the canonic'al injection,· then T = KS · 
. 
' 
. .. . 









. . . 
is .quasi-Schw'artz by 5.19. ·.so .we have (a) ·implies· (b):'. 
.. 
) ,. . . ' ' . 
Since every prec?·m~ct· map is· bounded, H follows· that {b) .imp~ie·~ ·(c). 
·' . ' 
. . .
· So Let F [ 1·1 • ... ,,] . be a _·normed. space and ,T : ·E. -+ F . be a continu'ous 
· "1 
·' linear map·. Then . T is a ·bounded. linear map . 
.. 
Because a 'bounded subset of 
. ' 
is . ·~ (F 1 )-precompact, -we have; by (c),' thci.._t 
s . ' . . . . 
T is~ (F 1 )-qua~i-Schwart z . · s .• 
. . . 
So there is a precompact semi-norm p on t such that {T(x) : ·P (x) .s_ .1} . 
. . . . .. . 
~ . :'·, ' 
· is 1 s (F 1 )-bounded in F. · But the norm- bbund'ed· and 1 s (F :. ) - bound_~.d subset.~~ 
.. ' ~ 
bf' F -coincide; ~onsequently T ~s· quasi-Schwartz,, and hence precompact. 
. 
· ... 
By 5.?2, we have (c) implies (a). II ,. . 
D 
. 
\'le !10,\oJ establish the existence of a fi~est S~hwart_z· spacff top~logy on 
. ; 
a .. space coarser. t]lan a g'i ven· locally convex t ·opo_logy. 
-·· 
5. 24· THEOREM Let E'[1] be a locally convex -space ·with dual E1 • ·Then there 
~ 
is .a Scl11~artz space topolpgy· 1 t on E for- whic.h (E[1 1 ]') 1• = E1 ,. 1 1 is 
coarse~ thari 1, and· 1 1 
..... . ' 
"' . , is finer than an~.Schwar~z space topology , o~ . E 
which is cobrser than T. 
PROOF Let 1 1 be the iocally cbnvex topology on E defined by the 1-· 
. ' 
B~cause 1'~(Eq-c?ntinuous ··s~mi-no~ms a~e :rs(E'~-
. . . 
precompact semi-norms . 
pre compact, hence ,1'-precompact, T I is a locally c?nvex topology admissible. 
' 
for the ~airing . . <E,E'>, and . T'1 · < t . If 13 < T 
- · '!, 
is. a topology on 
th~t '. E [~] 
' . 
is a Schwaitz space, then any ·a-continuous semi-riorm on 





,· .8-precornpa.ct, h_ence T-precompact. Obviously 
It ·remains ' to show that E[T 1 ) 'is a Schwartz spac~. By lemma S.i7 
... . . 
murtiples and -~u~s : of t~pleco~~act semi~norms are ' "[ -precompact; so.· it 
suffices to' show eaC'h T-precompa~·t ~emi~norm is_ T. '-precompact ~ We show 
that if >. ·.: c · 
0 
' 0 
and · {an} .oo - . is a T- equicontinuous - ~~quencE; in : ~ E 1 ~ 
n=:l . 
:,· . 














. .. . · .. :.: 
•: 
. ' 
•' . . , 
. ··. 






. , .. \ . 108. 
-. 
.. 
. 00 th~rO exist· .U·t· c and' ' {b }·· , 
o . n n=l 
' . 
' . ' E. ~ .· · such ' . a -r 1 -equicontinuous sequenc~ o.:f 
. that. fo~ · e?-ch x · ~ E · 1~e have · · 
~ 
sup l>.nl l~x; : a~> 1 ~ s~p ·junl l<x, bn> I 
n ' ' ' n .. 
\ 
From 4\11 ~and 4.18, we see this is · sufficient .. 
' .. 
For ').., .choose· s~quenccs ·u, o ;E c
0
, su~h that ·u a = I. 
n n · . n 
for each "nc-. 
Set· b · ~ a· a for ·each ·. n. 
n. n n , .· 
. . . 






{b"·J oo :is .a -r 1_-equicontinubus seq~·e~~·e in E 1 .' .And, obviously, 
n n= 1- • ' . . 
.I >.n I I <X, .an> I := sup ·1 u~ I: 1-<X, bn> I for each x f. E;~ II 
n . 
A Sch,.;ar.tz space E .is universal if:e'very Schw~rtz sp~ce. 
• I , . 
DEFINITION 
. • I •• ' . • • ' . • • ' ' I . . 
is topologi.c~llY. isomorphic .to a linear subspace of ·~orne; product' : E of E. 
' ,, 
.. 
~ · Letr · r·" be a p~rtially-ordered set and {E) . · a · family of locally . 
. . ... . ~ . u4ri 
convex ·spaces. Suppos.e for each pair . (u; v} of indi<;:es · such that u < v 
. . ,· . 
we h~~e. a continuous line~r 'map . 
I 
f. E' _,. E s'uch that · f · . i.s · the ipendty ·map for each u ~ I, 
uv ' v u, . uu . ' ' . 
and· f - f c f · for : u· < v < w. Let· E be th6 .topological- subspa~e. 
uw • uv . vw . -
,' 
:._..of the 'topo.logical · product 
· ' f (x· ) = x . ·for u < v. 
• I 
n E formed ·by the vectors 
l,l~l u l • " 
{x r . satisfying . 
u Uf:I . 
uv v u ' -
Th~. · locally. convex sp.ace. E is 
. . 
projective. limit of t~e ·proje'ative system {E ·, f · } · 
• 1 ' ' u uv 
. . . . . . ' ' ' u, Vt I 
~imit of ·the proje~·~h;(l : system· · ~ {E ,f } . where th 






E . are Banach · 
U · 
spa_ces is said to be compact .. if for each U; t)~ere exists v >' u. ·such that 
\. " ,. 
the ma·p f 
uv 
E · -+ E 
V· · U 
In . a· .P~per' '·'A Structure T-heorem· for 
•' ... 
Schwart z Space?:r· ,Math. Ann.· 201 (1973~ ~ l 71~1~16 ~· JiANDTKE . pr.ove d ·tpe fol .~?~ing 

































·. ; .•· 
. 
. . . 
. ·~esul t . char.acteri zing .'Sch\~artz ·spaces. We_ note th~t if ·· E
0 
= E for ea,c.h u 1 
·~he projective liinit is said to .l?e' a projective)imit of"E-space.s· .. 
. 





. . . 
space if and only. 
\ . . . . 
c[o,n, then a locally ~~nvex space E[t] i~ a Schwartz 
if it is topologically isomorphi'c to a .linear, subspac~- of 
. . . 
a .compact ·proj ect- -
i ve 1 imi t ~,f . · E - sp·aces. # 
· , 
1'09. 
Using 'this result we g)ve concrete e?Camp'les of universal 'Schwart'z spaces. 
. ·-
. 5. 2 7 THEOREM Let E · · derwte any one of the . spaces c .,' 9..00 or 'c[O,'l] . .'If_ 
0 
· """ · a denotes 'the top_ology· on E defin~d by. :the .. precompact' semi-norms oil: E, 
then E[B] is a un~ve'rsal .Schwart; :: space . 
~ROOF' · ·,· By theorem . 5.:.24, . E fS] is a Schwartz. space. ·. Let 
.. 
. ' . . I • • . 
space; then by 5.·26;' F[TJ. is :·topologi'c.aily isomorphl.c to a linear ·subspace 
'. ' . 
' } 
· of the compa~t·· proj e.cti v_e limit p.·· ~f · a system . " {E, f } . 
. . . . uv . '"'-! 
. . · • . u,-v ... . 
Let T · d~note the ' natural. injec~i~n of .·· P into ·. EI. Let S denote 
J • • 
:, the ide_ntity·~ap fr.om EI onto E[~J 1 . Since · a· is coatser ·.than the Banach 
spac'e topQlogy 0~ 
. . 
· r"elatively ope1L 
I 
E, .S i .s ce>nt i nuous. w~ · sho~ that 
Let u ~ I, and U deno'te ·the . set of all points · x· in· P with 
. . . 
is 
.-· ··II x II < 1 . Choose v > u in 
u - · 
I 
uv '. • :-lvith ~.-·· : E' _;. E compact: By 5.21 , let 
E such that 
' 
! 




for each . t: E: · Let. · V denote the 
. 'set of, x 
. . · 1,1 fuv (x) 1. I .::_ p (x) 
I , . , . 
in E [ 13] .such that ·. . ·-p(x~)-i~· L · . Then, if . 
ST(x) ~ V " ·: ST[P'], 
II f (CST (X)) ) II . = 
_wehav~ p((ST(x})) < 1. so · 
. v -
u:v v . 
rl (ST (~)) 0 jj < L Consequently' ST (x) (: ST[U]~ 
... 







. ' 110 '~ 
'. 
·., So, ... ~· [i:·] ' i·somorphic ·to a 
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